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Abstract

7
Gruijter, J.J. de (\91$). Numerical classification of soils and its application in survey. Agric. Res.
Rep. (Versl.landbouwk.Onderz.) 855,ISBN90 220 0608 5, (ix)+ 117p., 18tables,23figs,176refs,
Eng.and Dutch summaries.
Also: Doctoral thesis.Wageningen;SoilSurvey Papers 12.
Numerical classification of soils was studied with emphasis on methodology and feasibility insurvey. Aprocedure was designed for construction of classes sufficiently homogeneous in termsofrelevant properties and handlable by the surveyor. Inthe procedure 'central'depth-profiles are calculated
separately for each property (e.g. clay content), from a sample of depth-profiles, with a relocation
method minimizing within-class variances. Any soil profile can thus be identified in the field byallocating its constituent depth-profiles to the central depth-profile that ismost similar for the respective
properties. Resulting strings of class labels servefor interim data recording. If too many combinations
of central depth-profiles arise to map allindividually, they are fused into larger classesand within-class
variances are again minimized. This procedure was applied to survey data from a marine clay areain
the Netherlands: field estimates for 6 properties in 2212 profiles divided into 20 depth intervals.
Anew method was used to map classes automatically. Testsshowed that: samplesof severalhundred
profiles were needed; order of profiles and initial solution for relocation had little effect on results;
only extreme weighting significantly affected homogeneity for different variables. Choice of weights
and number of classesshouldbe related and supported by sensitivity analysis.
Keywords: numerical classification, numerical taxonomy, cluster analysis, depth profile, soil classification, soilsurvey, marine clay, the Netherlands,line-printer map,automated cartography.
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Stellingen

1. Het kan de beschrijving en de classificatie vanbodemprofielen ten goede komen als,in
plaats van een beperkt aantal horizonten, voor elke relevante eigenschap afzonderlijk het
verloop met de diepte wordt beschouwd.
dit proefschrift

2. Bij vele bodemclassificaties ligt de nadruk op eigenschappen van debovengrond.Men
dient zich te realiseren dat men door het toepassen van dergelijke classificaties informatie
over de ondergrond welke relevant is,bijvoorbeeld voor het ontwerpen van drainage-systemen,kan verliezen.
dit proefschrift

3. De groei van onze kennis en de ontwikkelingen in deinformatiebehoefte van kaartgebruikers maken het ongewenst dat een systematische aardwetenschappelijke kartering met
vaste legenda meer dan 15à 20jaar in beslag neemt.
4. Het in kaart brengen van specifieke fysische eigenschappen van de bodem kan, mits
voldoende gedetailleerd, de huidige en toekomstige bedrijfsvoering in landbouwbedrijven
belangrijk ondersteunen.Hetverdientaanbevelingdergelijkekarteringenuittevoeren.
5. Bij het Nederlandse universitaire onderwijs in regionale bodemkunde en fysische geografie dient meer aandacht te worden geschonken aan toepassing van statistische methoden en automatische gegevensverwerking in die vakgebieden.
6. In de bodemkunde komen vaak andere classificatie-problemen voor dan die waarbij
het bestaan van twee of meerverschillende populatieswordt vooropgesteld. Het iswenselijk dat statistici hieraan aandacht besteden.
R.M.Cormack, 1971.A reviewof classification. J. Roy. Stat. Soc.A, 134:321-367.

7. Indien bij numerieke classificatie een nominale variabele wordt gebruikt, dan is een
kwantificering van de verschillen tussen de onderscheiden categorieën van deze variabele
noodzakelijk. Het zonder meer toekennen van dezelfde waarde aan deze verschillen is
echter misleidend enveelalniet juist.
J.A. Hartigan, 1975.Gustering algorithms.Wiley,NewYork p.143.

8. De overheid zou het begripvoor de doorhaar gefinancierde ontwikkelingshulp kunnen
bevorderen door de gemeenschap beter in te lichten over uitvoering en resultaten vandie
hulp.

Proefschrift vanJ. J.de Gruijter
Numerical classification of soilsand itsapplication insurvey
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1 Introduction

Right from the early days of soil science in the last century, considerable effort has
been directed towards classification. Two types of activity may be distinguished: arranging soil individuals (e.g. profiles) inclasses('classification'), and assigningan individual to
an existing class ('identification'). Both classification and identification may be performed by numerical methods.
The reason for the present study wasclassification problems arising from surveys done
by the Netherlands Soil Survey Institute. The classification of Dutch soils, developed at
this institute (de Bakker &Schelling, 1966),hasformed abasis for surveyssince the early
1960s. The principles underlying thisclassification arepartly similar to the new classification used in the United States (Soil Survey Staff, 1975), but adapted to Dutch circumstances. It has a pedogenetic background, and the classes are morphometrically defined
where possible. So far, four levels exist in the Dutch system: order, suborder, group and
subgroup. The system has been extensively used in soilsurveys since itsintroduction. (It
is the framework for the legend of the Dutch soil map of scale 1:50000.) Apart from this
system, some special classifications have been devised to cope with particular aspects,
such as the contents of clay and carbonate in relation to depth (see Bodemkaart van
Nederland, 1:50 000, 1964). However, problems remained and new ones have arisen.
There is a need to discriminate at levels lower than subgroup, and some of the existing
divisions proved to be unsatisfactory for somepurposes. Also,a pedogenetic approach to
disturbed soil profiles isnot always fruitful.
Numerical methods commonly involve large and time-consuming calculations. When
computers became readily accessible, research workers in biology and the social sciences
began in the 1950s to approach their classification problems by numerical methods.
Application of these methods to soil data has been reported in the literature since 1960.
The numerical approach has several attractions. More intensive and consistent usecan
be made of the original soil data. Also,when a computer isused to support classification,
alternative solutions can be easily generated and tested. The whole process of classification may then require less timeand effort.
Published studieson numerical soil classification donot tell useverything about which
data should be used,and which of the numerous methods islikely to be most appropriate
in a given situation. Above all, little allowance is found in the literature that the usual
purpose of a soil classification is as a basis for soil survey, and that this may create
additional requirements and constraints. Thus the present study concentrates on the
choice of a numerical method, giving special attention to applicability in practical soil
survey.
This study considers firstly the main problems in soil classification from the viewpoint
of a numerical approach. Thus Chapter 2 deals with the purposes of classification, data
collection and preliminary processing, types of classifications, identification, and assessment of classifications.
1

The problem of choice of a numerical method of classification from the vast array of
possibilities is separately treated in Chapter 3. Three basic approaches are distinguished
and discussed: the heuristic approach, the approach by imposing mathematical requirements and by objective functions. In Chapter 4 the rationale is given for a numerical
procedure, which can be integrated in the normal survey procedures, and which aims at
homogeneous classes that can be handled in the field. The method is described in detail
and applied to profile descriptions from a routine soil survey in the Netherlands. In
addition, experiments are reported on some particular aspects,including sample size,the
number of classesand weighting of the variables.General conclusions from this study and
suggestions for further investigations are presented inChapter 5.

2 General problems of soil classification

'This is the most elementary fact about classification - that we classify for a purpose' (Leeper,
1963)

This chapter deals with general questions related to soil classification. They concern
the purpose of classification, collection and pre-processing of the data, the choice of an
appropriate type of classification, identification, and assessment of classifications. This
applies whether conventional or numerical approaches are used. In the former case, the
decisions are often not explicitly stated, in thelatter they must be.
In the following sections,weshall discuss these problems only where they are relevant
to anumerical approach.
2.1 Purposesof soil classification
Hallsworth (1965) saw soil classification as primarily directed towards 'the mental
satisfaction that follows the logical organisation of knowledge in acoherent and mutually
consistent scheme'. How ever gratifying, in general it is not the reason for classifying.
Reviewing the literature de Bakker (1970)concluded that those who made soil classifications had little to say about their purposes. However a dichotomy according to 'theoretical purposes' and 'purposes of practical importance' seemed obvious. 'Theoretical' conveys the transmission of comprehension about soils, especially their genesis and mutual
relations. 'Practical' here relates to communication about soils,prediction of their behaviour or their survey. This distinction may be useful, though mixtures frequently occur.
Soil classifications exist that result from genetic considerations only. There are also
purely pragmatic single-purpose classifications. Then there are intermediate forms. Many
classifications reflect genetic theory but are intended as frameworks for predicting suitability for practical soiluses.
Intended use may vary, but the handling of soil information is a common central
element. An essential function of aclassification isthat it facilitates the description of the
soil in a given area. This is achieved by substituting a unified description for a class,
covering many slightly different profile descriptions. The simplification reflects technical
and psychological desires. A division into classes is indispensable for the simultaneous
graphic display of the spatial variations of several soil properties on one map. Also soil
information is better memorized and, consequently, its transfer to,for instance,planners
of land-use or to students iseasier,if it isrestricted to a few classes.
In this study, the construction of a legend for soil survey is considered as the main
purpose of soil classification. The area to be surveyed, the method of soil survey and the
aim of the map are all further specifications of that purpose in a particular case. For

instance, when some form of 'free survey' (sensu Steur, 1961) isto be used, an important
condition willbe that the classification canbe satisfactorily employed inthe field.
The above can be more formally expressed. In aclassification, one can store information about individual soil profiles by allocating the individuals to their proper classes.
Information will be retrieved in the form of knowledgeabout the classtowhich its name
refers. As indicated in Fig. 1, the knowledge of a class in general entails two types of
information. Firstly, the definition of aclass represents thedifferentiatingcharacteristics
(sensu Cline, 1949) of the class members. Hereafter this is called primary information.
Secondly, one usually knows more about a class then its mere definition. This additional
knowledge may be either empirical (e.g. observed soil properties: accessory characteristics, Cline 1949, reactions to various treatments, geographical distribution) or it may be
theoretical (e.g. about genesis or relations between classes and the environment). Thisis
calledsecondary information.
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Fig. 1. Storage and retrieval by a classification.
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Naturally, empirical information about a class will increase by further observation on
already known members or by observation of new members. Advance of pedological
theory may update specific theories related to classes. Neither of these two processesas
such will alter or extend the classification, but both could make this desirable.
For simplicity a non-hierarchical classification is indicated in Fig. 1. In the case of a
hierarchical system, the scheme should be adapted and would have a tree structure, but
the principle would remain the same.
If a classification has been derived from theory, it may conveniently represent the
essentials of that theory. If mainly empirically derived, the classification neednot correspond the existing theory, but it may help to generate hypotheses and thus direct the
development of theory. In short: a classification canbe seenasamedium through which
theory may affect collecting and manipulating empirical data, and viceversa.This gives
rise to the question which direction of influence should prevail.Biologistshaveextensively discussed the similar question of choosing between the genetic and the phenetic approach (Johnson, 1970).
Typically, traditional soil classification rests, at least partly, on genetic theory. However, one does not need to be dogmatic here. Norris (1972) recommended to avoid 'the
definition of soil types' being 'influenced by hypotheses about the causes of soil differences', because otherwise they 'cannot be used subsequently to justify the hypotheses'.
This kind of hypotheses need not be the main concern of applied pedological research,
and the requirement seems excessive. Ahypothesis should not be statistically tested on
the basis of data from which it arose, but directing data collection by preconceptions is
anacceptedpractice. Science often proceedsthisway. But there arerisks.Theviewonthe
object may gradually become biased. It is therefore said that genetic classification ultimately boils down to a circular argument. We consider these risks not sufficient to
abandon the principle, but rather stressthe need for intensive confrontation of data with
theory, i.e. frequent and effective feed-back.
On the other hand, one should admit that a theoretic basismight not be appropriate,
or even available. Firstly, theory may be insufficiently established to generate,reliably,as
detailed a classification as required. Secondly, a considerable body of established theory
may exist, which however cannot be translated into terms relevant to the given purpose
of classification. It is therefore recommended to decide pragmatically on the choice
between theory and empirical information asthe basis for classification.
2.2 Datacollection
This section deals with the collection of data to be used,possibly after pre-processing,
for the construction of a soil classification. Emphasis lieson fundamental aspects, rather
than on the practicalities of data collecting. Although other types of pedological data
exist,the discussion here isconfined to data contained inprofile descriptions.
In the following, any number, code or term used to describe aprofile with respect toa
given property is considered as a basic element of the data. In the discussion, this is
referred to asavalue.
It is inherent in numerical classification that, at least conceptually, the values are
arranged in an n xm data matrix X, wheren and m arethe numbers of rowsand columns
respectively. Each row refers to what iscalledan entity, individual or object, for instance
5

a soil profile. Weoften will call it an object; in applications no distinction will be made
between the object itself and the corresponding row of values. Each column consist of
values regarding the same characteristic or variable.Thevalue recorded for the /th object
and the/th variable will thus bedenoted by xtj.
When the objects are soil profiles, divided into genetic horizons or fixed intervals,
examples of variables are:
— percentage of clay between 50 and 60 cm depth, estimated by finger test (value,for
instance, 18),
— number of mottles in A2horizon (value,for instance, 'few'),
— colour of Al horizon in Munsell code,when moist (value,for instance, 10YR 4/3),
— kind of structure in Bhorizon (value,for instance, 'prismatic').
2.2.1 Choiceofvariables
The variables on which a classification is based determine by definition thenature of
the primary information that can be stored and retrieved by the classification. Indirectly
these variablesalsopartly determine the secondary information related to the classes.The
choice of variables is thus of paramount importance; the usefulness of the classification
heavily depends on it.
The number of morphological, physical, chemical and biological variables by which
soil classes can be defined is immense. Application of numerical computer techniques
enables one to include many variables in an analysis. This has revived interest in the
taxonomie principles of Adanson (e.g.Sokal&Sneath, 1963),which were hitherto hardly
practicable. According to these principles, a classification must be based on as many
variables as possible, chosen without preconceived opinions about their significance.
Whatever the merits of these principles may be for biological classification, their initial
identification with the numerical approach of soil classification (e.g. Bidwell & Hole,
1964b) seemsafutile effort towards 'objectivity'. Even if the purpose of the classification
is only vaguely defined, one could still think of variablesbeingirrelevant. If these arestill
used in classification, they may detrimentally influence the storage and retrieval of relevant information. Numerical classification with many variables istechnically possible. But
if classes are defined on many variables, new profiles may be difficult to identify. Thus
also for practical reasons,alimited number of well-chosen variables isdesirable.
This implies that the variables ought to be chosen in relation to the purpose of the
classification. Suppose that the purpose of a soil map of a region isto display suitability
for a given type of agriculture. The way we chose the variables may be described as
follows. Using existing theory as well as experience, one tries to establish a number of
conceptual properties that together determine the suitability of the soil for the type of
agriculture in question. These may be referred to as assessment factors, for instance
'availability of water', 'availability of oxygen', 'availability of nutrients', and 'penetrability for roots'. Since these factors are not easily measured, we seek others that may be
assumed to begood predictors of the assessment factors, for instance 'texture of top-soil',
'structure of subsoil', 'groundwater regime'. The latter often relate to several assessment
factors, and also to one another. The search for variables that are technically and economicallyacceptable resultsin arestricted set of relevant variables.
Two aspects that are more specific deserve to be mentioned. Laboratory facilities

allow for accurate measurements that are more closely related to at least part of the
relevant conceptual properties than field data. On the other hand, the costs and effort
involved are usually much higher. But reduction in the number of samples lowers the
reliability of estimates. A rational strategy is possible only in so far as the predictive
power with respect to the conceptual characteristics is known for both laboratory and
fieldvariables. The effect of field and laboratory variables on classification can be conveniently studied by numerical classification methods. This was done by Sarkar (1965),
Grigal&Arneman(1969) and Norris(1971).
The second aspect occurs in literature on numerical soil classification as the problem
of vertical anisotropy. It arises when the same property is measured at various depths in
the profile. The recorded values may then concern fixed depth-intervals orvarying intervalssuch asgenetic horizons. In both cases,there isthe question which interval of the one
profile is to be compared with agiven interval of the other. Imagine for instance that clay
contents are estimated at various depths inanumber of profiles. Evenif these depths are
the same for all profiles, comparing contents at the same depth is not obvious if one
thinks of the possibility that some of the profiles have been buried or eroded.
The problem might be seen as a special case of establishing comparability of data,
rather than specifically one of numerical classification. Another form is encountered
when, for instance, chemical data are to be analysed that arise from slightly different
methods of analysis. Arelated problem inbiology isto establish homologies.
Just as with the other aspects of defining the variables, the solution of the present
problem depends on the purpose of the classification. When a genetic system is desired,
homologies between soil horizons or layers have to be established. Rayner (1966) attempted to accomplish this by a numerical procedure, later modified by Grigal &Arneman (1969). The idea is to consider, order constraints apart, the most similar pairs of
horizons as homologous. If, however, a classification if primarily meant for planning soil
use, the approach of Rüsseland Moore (1968) might be better. They divided profiles into
fixed depth-intervals, and then compared intervals at the same depth. The sameline has
been followed in the experiments of Chapter 4. Seealso Lamp(1972) for adiscussion of
this matter.
2.2.2 Choiceof profiles
The choice of variables, discussed in the previous section, embodies the decision on
how to describe the profiles. Thissection dealswith the question of which profiles are to
be described where to allocate the observation points in the area.
This is largely a matter of sampling design.1 Withrespect to sampling insoil survey,it
is useful to distinguish between data collection for the construction of classes,and for the
geographical delineation of existing classes. Although both aims are in practice often
realized more or less simultaneously, they are different and may in principle require
different sampling designs.
1. There is no sampling problem if soilbodies arepreviously delineated and each one istobe treated
as an object in subsequent classification. Anadvantage of this approach isthat undue fragmentation of
the map can be avoided from the beginning. On the other hand, control of heterogeniety within the
classesislostasfarasthisisdue tovariation within these delineated soilbodies.Therefore thisapproach
isnot discussed further.

As far asdelineation of classesisconcerned, whether carried out manually or automatically, strictly random sampling is not usual nor essential. In fact, as in free survey, the
surveyor may sample sequentially, and deliberately site each new observation point there
where he expects most information. It is commonly assumed that such adirected search
may be more efficient in class delineation than arandom search. Thisefficiency depends
of course on the true pattern of the classes, the relations between soil properties and
landscape features, sample density and the experience of the surveyor. A comparative
study of soil survey methods is being conducted by the Oxford School (e.g. Burrough et
al. (1971), Bie(1972) and Bie&Beckett (1973).The outcome of such studiesare unclear
at the moment. Soin divisinga classification procedure, some form of directed search for
delineation willbe assumed in thisstudy and it willbe required that surveyors can use the
classification in the field.
As distinct from delineation, sampling for classificatory analysis should produce data
that represent the variations in the area sufficiently well. A random sample sufficient in
size to represent adequately the multivariate distribution would be best. There are three
main categories of random sampling: strictly random, stratified random and systematic.
Each type has its own merits; for sampling theory see, for instance, Raj (1968) and
Yamane (1967). Classification of modal profile descriptions, originally selected to represent already established classes, and extracted haphazardly from the literature, isadubiousexercise (but see Hole&Hironaka 1960,and Cipra et al. 1970).
The first numerical soil classifications were with only some tens of objects. This has
gradually grown to some hundreds, which is certainly more realistic in view of the
intricate variations usually involved. Sample sizeis,like number of variables,of computational concern. High numbers of objects may rule out certain methods as requiring too
much computer time or storage.
2.3 Data pre-processing
It may be desirable to pre-process the data in some way before they are used for
classification. Apart from choosing the data and the method of classification, pre-processing constitutes another main category of decisions that have to be taken, and that
generally affect the final classification.
Pre-processing may be undertaken for different reasons. For instance,a data transformation may be necessary to a form required for classification. Pre-processing could also
be used to obtain abetter classification or amore manageable set of data.When its effect
is to reduce the amount of data, it is henceforth called data reduction. Where the data
themselves change but not the number of data, it isreferred to asdata transformation.
2.3.1 Datatransformation
By transformation, the data matrix X will be changed intoa matrix Y, according toa
more or lessintricate procedure. Column-wise defined transformations are,for instance
- all values 'not', 'half and 'fully' in a given column are replaced by 0, 5 and 10,
respectively,
— all values in a given column are multiplied by a constant, or replaced by their logarithm,

— reduction of the columns(subtracting the column mean),
— standardization of the columns: dividing all values in a column by the square root of
the sumof squares.
Examples of row-wise transformation are:
— allvalues ina row are replaced by their proportion of the corresponding row total,
— reduction of the rows.
Various other possibilities exist, for example
— all valuesx(-1 in Column 1and xn in Column 2 are replaced by their sum and difference, respectively,
— the matrix X is replaced by a lower rank approximation calculated by principal
components,
— reduction of the columns followed by reduction of the rows(double centring).
Because of the implications for the choice of a classification method and for preliminary transformations, first some distinct types ofvariables are discussed.
If the set of possible values of avariable isfinite, or at least countable,that variableis
called discrete. An example is type of epipedon as defined in the US soil classification
system (Soil Survey Staff, 1975). In particular, counting gives rise to discrete variables,
like number of worm-holes. In the special case where only two values are possible, one
speaks of binary or dichotomous variables, like presence or absence of hydromorphic
characteristics. Someclassification methods can only be used with dichotomous variables.
If the concept of a variable is such that all possible values within a certain range
constitute an (uncountably) infinite set, that variable is conceptually continuous. Examples are C/N ratio or clay content. Due to coarseness of measurement and rounding, each
variable is discrete in practice. The concept of continuity, in cases where precision of
measurement may be increased ever further, may facilitate mathematical considerations,
e.g. for application of linear vector spaces or calculus, but in fact is an approximating
model of reality. Handling strictly discrete variables requires discrete mathematics, which
is much more difficult. Classificatory concepts based on strictly discrete variables have
been developed by van Emden (1971).
Besides the number of possible values, the kind of relations between thevaluesisalso
important. In this respect, the following subdivision seemsuseful (Siegel, 1956).
Nominal variables: the values haveno natural order. The only relation between the values
is that of equivalence: they are equal or unequal to each other. An example is type of
epipedon, with values 'mollic', 'anthropic', 'umbric',etc.
Ordinalvariables: the values have a natural order, but only equivalence and order relations between them exist. An example is degree of mottling, with values 'no', 'few',
'moderate', 'many' and 'abundant'.
Metrical variables:2 assignment of numerical values is at least definite up to a linear
transformation. Examples are massfraction of clay and Celsius temperature.

2. Includes interval variables,ratiovariablesand counts. For counts,the only reasonable choiceisthe
identity transformation.
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2.3.1.1 Transformation of nominal and ordinal variables
The purpose of soil classification normally implies that classes be defined such that
members of the same class in some sense resemble each other more than members of
different classes. This, in turn, implies the concept of difference or distance between two
soils, or between a soil and the typical representative of aclass.Whether such differences
are established quantitatively or qualitatively, assumptions must be made about themagnitude or significance of the difference between any pair of values, relative to those of
other pairs. For nominal and ordinal variables this information isby definition absent and
the use of suchvariablesfor classification thus seems paradoxical.
Supposea3-valued nominal variable with valuesa,b andchasbeen recorded for aset of objects which
is required to be partitioned into two classes. Are the a's to be lumped with the b\ or the c's?Or
should the b's go together with the c's? A rational choice does not seem possible unless we know
something about the differences between thevalues.Thesamedifficulty exists for an ordinal variable,
where it is known that, for instance,a >b > c.Oneof the alternatives (acombined with c)may then
bediscarded asbeinginferior, but the rating of the other tworemains uncertain.

The paradox does not exist in practice. With non-mathematical classification, the values
of a nominal variable are generally not used as meaningless arbitrary labels. Rather,
differences between values are, at least implicitly, weighted against each other according
to what isknown about them.The sameholds for ordinal variables.
In numerical 'classification, the values are often handled as if they were equidistant.
Burr (1968) suggested, as an alternative, to decompose anm-valued nominal variable into
m binary variables, each denoting the presence or absence of a particular value,and to
assign numerical values to thesevariablesby 'reciprocal proportions'. Thismeans that the
non-zero values of the binary variables are made proportional to the square root of the
reciprocals of the corresponding relative frequencies. With classification under the leastsquares criterion (to be discussed in 3.4.1.1), this standardization has the effect that a
variable with many values has greater influence than one with few values. Another tendency, at least if the variablesare statistically independent, isthat fusions of objects with
rare values receive high priority. It is unlikely that these effects would always lead to a
useful soil classification. More generally, it seems difficult to devise one rigid scheme for
value assignment which isuseful for allends.Therefore, asamore pragmatic strategy, it is
advised that the user deliberately chooses the non-zero valuesof the binary variables, thus
controlling their influence on the classification according to what he knows about them.
In practice, a nominal variable usually refers to acomplex of soil properties and could be
conceived as a previously established classification or typology. If data are available on
the content of the already established classes,these could be used to evaluate the mutual
differences (examples in Ch.4). If not, the differences have to be estimated subjectively.
Even then, however, the transformation may be in better agreement with the purpose of
the classification than if thevalues areassumed equidistant.
A similar argument applies to ordinal variables, except that this type need not be
decomposed into binary variables. Suppose, for instance, that the perceived soil reaction
to 10% HCl has been recorded with the values 'no', 'weak' and 'strong'. These values
could be replaced by numerical ones,proportional to the estimated contents of carbonate
with which the reactions on average correspond. The resulting variable isthen treatedas
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being metrical. In addition, statistical and mathematical methods for converting ordinal
into metrical variables exist, called 'scalingmethods' (Kruskal, 1964a,b).
2.3.1.2 Transformation of metrical variables;weighting
If the original valuesx are transformed to:
y = a + b.x (a and b constant for a given variable), the transformation is said to be
linear.Under such transformations the ratios of differences between valuesare preserved.
Any other mode of transformation, likelogarithmic, istermednon-linear.
2.3.1.2.1 Non-linear transformations This type of transformation is sometimes applied to obtain normal frequency-distributions, the latter being considered indispensable
for a valid application of numerical classification. Wesee no reason for this requirement.
It is true that some methods presuppose that the sample which isto be partitioned arises
from different, normally distributed populations. However, classification methods based
on the assumption that the union of such populations is also normally distributed have
not been encountered and would alsoseem unlikely.
On the other hand, just as with nominal and ordinal variables,non-linear transformations could be desirable for pragmatic reasons,to produce amore useful classification. If,
for instance, a certain difference in clay content isjudged to be more important in the
lower end of the scale than in the higher end, that could be accounted for in the
classification process by using, for instance, the square root or the logarithm of the clay
content.
2.3.1.2.2 Lineartransformations;weightingof variables Ifaset of objects isconceived
of as points in a space of which the co-ordinate axes correspond with the variables,itis
easy to see that multiplying the values by a factor and adding a constant have quite
different effects. Addition of a constant shifts the points relative to the origin, without
affecting the distances between the points. Classification methods, however, are nearly
always insensitive to such translations. If, on the other hand, the values of one variable
are multiplied by a constant, the group of points will stretch or shrink inthe corresponding direction, the distances between the points willchange and the resulting classification
usually too. The general tendency isthat the larger the factor, the more 'weight' attached
to the variable,sothe more the classification willbe determined by that variable.
AsWilliams (1971) pointed out, the concept of weight israthervague and ambiguous.
Both the multiplication factor and the influence of a variable on a classification are
sometimes referred to as weight. Hereafter, the multiplication factor willbe termedscale
factor. The latter concept has been given a more precise meaning by Burr (1968), who
referred to the average contribution of a variable to all(^) inter-object distances as the
effective weight of that variable. When, for instance,squared Euclidean distances (3.2.1.)
are used, the effective weight of a variable equals 2/(w—1) times the overall sum of
squares.
Burr's effective weight seems to be a useful measure. It is defined for the unpartitioned set of objects, though, and therefore confined to the situation before classification. It is generally related, but not identical with the degree to which aclassification is
actually determined by a variable. The latter, however, may be of direct interest for the
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usefulness of a soil classification. For this reason a second concept of weight could be
defined analogously, as the average contribution of a variable to the distances between
the objects when replaced by the representative (e.g.centroid) of their respective classes.
For squared Euclidean distance, this contribution equals 2/(w—1)times the between-class
sum of squares.
Now the basic question arises whether the initial weights should be accepted as they
are in the raw data and, if not, how they are to be changed. From the beginning, these
questions wereamong the main issuesin numerical classification.
The choice of measurement units is often partly a matter of convenience. Direct
processing of raw data could thus lead to arbitrary weights, to classifications arbitrarily
governed by aminority of variables.
An obvious remedy, often advocated, is standardization. The variablesarethen transformed to equal range or variance. (Note that transformation to equal overall variance
results in equality of effective weights if squared Euclidean distance isused!).Oneof the
Adansonian principles (see also 2.2.1) indeed prescribe equal weighting. In my opinion,
this is not acceptable as a general principle for soil classification. Here too, decisions
should rather consider the purpose of the classification, the method by which this willbe
established, and the raw data. We may not expect that the quality of aclassification will
go beyond one's ability to specify adequately the required accuracies of the different
kinds of information to retrieve. The study of Russell & Moore (1968) on effects of
different depth weightings on numerical soil classification, may be seen in that light. For
a clear expression of the sameviewpoint in an econometric context, seeMorrison (1967).
If a soil map isintended for predicting the suitability for aparticular type of land-use,
the classification on which the survey is to be based must be constructed such that it is
correlated as strongly as possible with suitability. The more the suitability depends ona
given variable, the more important it is that information on this variable ispreserved by
the classification: the more homogeneous the classes should be with respect to that
variable. Ideally, if adequate data on suitability were available, optimum scale factors
could be objectively established by multiple regression analysis. If that be impossible, the
scale factors have to be estimated subjectively.
Only a general approach to the problem of weighting is outlined in this section. The
actual procedure depends on the chosen method of classification, and further discussion
is therefore postponed to Section 3.2.1 and 4.2.3.3. Effects of different weightings on
within-class variances were investigated (4.3.4).
Special problems of weighting may arise for 'hierarchical' variables. Hierarchical variables are, for instance, the presence or absence of a certain type of horizon (primary
variable) and the content of clay in this (secondary variable; only applicable if that
horizon ispresent).Without special provision,the differences in secondary variables could
preponderate over the differences inprimary variables.Kendrick (1965),Williams (1969)
and Gower(1971) examined this problem.
Standardization is sometimes applied row-wise instead of column-wise.Thevalues for
each object are then transformed, for instance, to zero mean and unit variance or total
value 1for the valuesor their squares. Row-wise standardization might be appropriate for
special purposes, for instance if the average of the values of an object is immaterial for
comparison with other objects. It is sometimes applied for that reason by biologists and
psychologists.
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Soil data are frequently transformed to percentages of an object total, for instance of
mineral constituents or adsorbed cations. The use of percentages in numerical classification is dealt with in 3.2.1.8. Standardization of object values has been discussed by, for
instance,Cronbach &Gleser (1953) and Orloci(1967a,b).
2.3.2 Datareduction
2.3.2.1 Reduction of the number of variables
The simplest reduction is deleting one or more variables of minor importance. The
choice could be made by inspection of the correlation coefficients, asin the procedure of
Sarkar et al. (1966). However, thisisstill subjective. Principal component analysis,sometimes preceded by factor analysis in order to find a suitable scale transformation, isa
better established technique for selection from covariance or correlation matrices. This
results in areduced number of new variables,each of which isalinear combination of the
original variables.These methods indeed are frequently applied before classification. They
are treated in textbooks on multivariate analysis. The SELFIC/CLAFIC procedure of
Watanabe (1969a) is designed for classificatory problems. See also Arkley (1971) and
Lamp (1972) for examples of factor analysis and principal component analysis preceding
numerical soil classification.
In many instances, these methods of reducing the number of variables will not save
computer time. Usually calculation of eigenvectors and eigenvalues from large matricesis
involved, which is apt to outweight the lower number of variables, especially if the time
required for a classification procedure is only linearly dependent on that number. Asa
theoretical end, however, factor analysis may provide information alongside that obtained
by classification methods. This is clearly so when only few dimensions are retained, so
that visual inspection of scatter diagrams is feasible. Marked clustering of objects could
already be detected in that stage,if it exists.
Especially if only one factor is used for subsequent analysis or description, as in
contour mapping, the loss of information may be serious and caution is needed (e.g.
Lamp, 1972;Norris, 1972;Webster &Burrough, 1972a).
If new objects are to be identified it is necessary to express the observations in terms
of factors on which the classification isbased. Thistransformation renders manual identification difficult.
When soil profiles have been described by depth interval, for instance by horizon, an
obvious way to reduce the number of variables is to reduce the number of intervals.The
values of the new variables are averages over two ormore previous intervals. If necessary,
differences in bulk density and non-linearity of scales (as with pH) must be taken considered in calculating an average. The original units of measurement are preserved by this
procedure. One matter to be considered is the extent to which the inter-profile similarities are distorted by this simplification. In tests of my own,a highcorrelation coefficient
(0.99) was found between Euclidean distances based on 5layers of 40 cm and those
based on 40layers of 5cm.
Another method of reducing the number of variables is to represent the value of a
property (y) asa polynomial function of depth below surface (x):
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The coefficients a( are calculated by least squaresapproximation of the valuesy recorded
at different depths. Each coefficient at isthen taken asanewvariable. Asn increases,the
approximation improves, but reduction will be less. Asn decreases, the danger increases
that the polynominal assumption isuntrue.
Approximation by polynomials is treated in textbooks on numerical analysis and
statistics. Applications in numerical soil classification are found in Campbell et al. (1970)
and Moore et al. (1972). Although superficially attractive, the method raises problems.
Firstly, if the degree of the polynomials is chosen too small, a considerable distortion
may result for irregular profiles. Secondly, if the total depth of the profiles varies, the
polynomials are difficult to compare. If, for instance, a shallow profile is similar to the
upper part of adeeper one,the calculated coefficients may differ considerably. Thirdly,it
is difficult to choose appropriate weights for the new variables. How important is cubic
trend of, for instance, phosphate concentration for plant growth, compared with quartic
trend? The unsatisfactory results obtained by Campbell et al. (1970) and Lamp (1972)
are probably due to these difficulties.
Finally, a strategy frequently followed in conventional soil classification isto replace
the values of asubset of the original variablesby areduced number of classes,which form
a special classification or typology. Thisclassification servesasanewvariable for thefinal
classification. One example isthe definition of diagnostic horizons asapreliminary to the
USsoil taxonomy. This principle is a main element of the numerical classification procedure, designed and tested in this study (Ch.4).
2.3.2.2 Reduction of the number of objects
Reduction of the number of objects is of special interest when the classification
method is such that the computational effort increases proportional to the square of the
number of objects, or faster. That is so for agglomerative methods (3.2.2.1.1), for instance.
The simplest and usual method of reduction is to use a random sample from the
original set as classification input. Little attention has yet been given to the question of
the sample size.Asdescribed in 4.3.1,1attempted to acquire someevidence on this.
Watanabe (1969a) suggested a procedure (REPREX) for extraction of a subset of
objects representing the whole set as well as possible. This method is theoretically advanced, but the computational effort required is apt to outweigh the advantage in subsequent classification.
2.4 Majortypesof classification
This section is concerned with somegeneral problems of choice involved in classifying
itself, i.e. starting from a given purpose and a set of possibly pre-processed data. Five
issues are discussed below. The first two are primarily related to the purpose; the next
three concern the structure of the resulting classification.
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2.4.1 Intrinsic versus extrinsic
These terms areused inthe senseof Lance (1973);they are synonymous with 'descriptive' and 'predictive', respectively, asused by Macnaughton-Smith (1965).
In general, the specification of an object as member of a certain classcarries primary
and secondary information (2.1, Fig. 1). The primary information tells something about
the object in terms of the same variables asused for its identification, and the secondary
information may predict other variables. Theyare further calledprimary and secondary3
variables respectively. An intrinsic classification is only based on information about primary variables. If, for a subset of the objects, information exists on the secondary
variables and this has been used for the construction of the classification, the latter is
called extrinsic.
Of course also with intrinsic classification one should aim at high predictive value
through the choice and transformation of data (2.1 and 2.3).The idea of explicit usage of
selected data for this purpose seems of great potential interest. However, on extrinsic
classification only the work of Macnaughton-Smith (1963) is known to me; this is restricted to presence-absence variables and only one secondary variable. In the following
weshall therefore confine the discussion to theintrinsic approach.
2.4.2 Distribution fitting versushomogeneity optimizing
Many arguments among numerical taxonomists about the suitability of their methods
seem to be caused by fundamental disagreement as to whether a classification should
reflect the distribution of objects in multivariate space as well as possible, or should
consist of classes that are as homogeneous as possible. Beside the vagueness of these
concepts, it is confusing that they are not mutually exclusive. On the contrary, distribution fitting seems often to imply optimization of homogeneity to a certain extent, and
vice versa. On the other hand, when the objects form elongated groups of points in
multivariate space,classesthat correspond to these groups may be too heterogeneous.
The concept of distribution fitting has always had a strong appeal to taxonomists.
Several classification methods have this explicit aim(see 3.4.1.2). It isrelated to the idea
of a 'natural' classification, of which the classes are different populations. Undoubtedly
there are many situations,for instance in pedogenetic research,inwhich it isimportant to
know whether a given set of objects should be regarded as a mixture of samples out of
different populations; and if so,to indicate which objects belong to each population, and
to estimate the population parameters.
If the area to be surveyed is genetically heterogeneous, then it might be worth-while
trying first to separate some broad classes with soilshavingsimilar histories,by meansof
distribution-fitting classification. Ifsuch classesare still too heterogeneous with respect to
the primary variables, they could be further split by homogeneity optimizing classification. The classes resulting from such a strategy are perhaps better mappable and more
homogeneous for secondary variables than by homogeneity optimizing alone. As this
study is primarily directed to the mapping of genetically fairly homogeneous areas, the

3. Not to be confused with 'primary' and 'secondary' in relation to hierarchical variables (2.3.1.2).
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survey of numerical methods (Ch. 3) as well as the experiments (Ch. 4) have however
been concentrated upon optimizing homogeneity.
Other discussions of this topic are by Forgy (1965), Cattell and Coulter (1966),
Wishart (1969c) and Spence andTaylor (1970).
2.4.3 Fuzzy, overlappingordisjointclasses
A major choice in classification is whether disjoint or overlapping classes have to be
constructed. If the latter, an object may be a member of more than one class. Ifasetis
divided into disjoint classes one speaks of apartition. Fuzzy classes(sensu Zadeh, 1965)
are a third alternative. There one can no longer speak of an object being member of a
class, but only of its degree of membership. In practice, fuzzy classesarise when aseries
of central concepts isdefined and no unambiguous rules for identification are given.
The information that an object isnear the boundary between two classesislost if one
is working with disjoint classes.Through overlapping or fuzzy classes,it canbe preserved,
by specifying the object's multiple membership or its low degree of membership. Thus
with overlapping as well as with fuzzy classes, more detailed data about the objects can
theoretically bepassed on to auserthan with disjoint classes.
Even if fuzzy classesare used for soilsurvey, then each point of the maphasstill tobe
definitely allocated to aclasswhen drawing the (non-fuzzy) geographical boundaries. It is
true that, in this case, the definition of the classes can be adapted to the situation in the
field. However, a disadvantage of this strategy is that the concept of a class is likely to
shift when goingfrom one part of the area to another. The final classesmight then be too
heterogeneous.
To avoid excessive fragmentation of the map it issometimes desirable tohave overlap
between the classes. On the other hand, overlap must be avoided as much as possible
when homogeneity is to be optimized. Therefore, a soil survey can better start from
disjoint rather than overlapping classes, overlap being introduced only where,andto the
degree,it is necessary.
In summary, variations within classes can be better controlled if disjoint classes are
taken as a starting point for soil survey, and possible adaptations of the classes are well
recorded. For this reason the following will be confined to construction of disjoint
classes. Methods leading to overlapping classes have been discussed by Jones &Jackson
(1967), Cole & Wishart (1970) and Jardine & Sibson (1971). Bezdek (1974) gives an
example of fuzzy classesbeingused inamathematical model.
2.4.4 Hierarchic versus non-hierarchic
When it is decided that the classes should be disjoint, one has the choice between a
single partition and a series of hierarchically related partitions. Usually these alternatives
are called respectively non-hierarchical and hierarchical classification. Intuitively, it will
be clear what ismeant by hierarchical classification. Aprecise definition isas follows.
Definition 1. Partition A isat leastas fine aspartition B (denoted by: A>B) ifand
only if eachclassof A isasubset of aclass ofB.
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If .4 >fi a n d 5 > . 4 , then A=B. IfA > £ andfi > X , then A is finer than 5 . If so,one
also says thatA isat hierarchical lower level than B. Note that if A )>B and5 > C,then
/1>C
Definition 2. A hierarchical classificationisa set of partitions that can beorderedin
the senseof Definition 1.
Sets of partitions which cannot be ordered in the sense of Definition 1are called reticulate classifications; they are of theoretical interest only.
The advantage of hierarchical classifications over non-hierarchical ones is that both
storage and retrieval of information are easier. Anynew object canbe identified stepwise,
allocating it to classes of decreasing levels. In this way many redundant comparisons
between the object and definitions of classesmay be avoided,and the identification may
proceed more efficiently. Furthermore, the geographical boundaries in an area between
the classes of a given partition form a subset of those between the classes of any finer
partition in the same area. Soif soil mapsat different scalesare requested,the classescan
be more efficiently delineated if ahierarchical classification isused instead ofa reticulate
one. Also, due to the structure of the classes,ahierarchical system ismore comprehensible. Without the constraint of a hierarchical structure, the homogeneity within classes
could in general be further optimized. However, the importance of easy storage and
retrieval will often override this drawback. Especially if the totalvariability islarge,many
classes will be needed to achieve sufficient homogeneity and then the advantage of a
hierarchical structure will be greatest. Examples are the Linnaean system, the Universal
Decimal Classification system for documents, and various national and international soil
classifications. If, during a soil survey,the profiles must be easily identifiable, ahierarchical system seemsindispensable.
Special numerical methods exist for constructing hierarchical classifications; these are
briefly discussed in 3.2.2.1. Other methods leadinprinciple to asinglepartition but when
applied again to the subsets a hierarchical classification will result. Alternatively, one
could create beforehand two or more partitions independently from each other, based on
different sets of variables. These partitions could then be combined into one, such that
every resulting class consists only of objects in the sameclassesof the respective original
partitions. This so-called product partition isat ahierarchical lower level than each of the
original partitions. The latter strategy is often practised conventionally. It has also been
followed in the numerical experiments described inChapter 4.
The choicebetween hierarchical and non-hierarchical classifications hasbeen discussed
by, for instance,Williams&Dale(1965) and Pielou (1969).
2.4.5 Monothetic versus polythetic
These terms were introduced by Sneath (1962). They refer to the kind of distinction
madebetween classes.
Definition 3. If a partition is such thatfor any pairof classes the values of at least
one variablearemutually exclusive,then thepartition is monothetic.
In geometrical terms, each classboundary canbe represented by aplane perpendicular to
one of the coordinate axes.Otherwise the partition is polythetic.
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Although this is not inherent in the concept, the construction of amonothetic hierarchical classification is in practice always a divisive procedure,i.e.successively dividing of
the complete set into finer partitions. Each new partition requires onevariable.
The advantage of monothetic classification is its simplicity: the construction procedure isstraightforward, both conventionally and by computer;definitions of the resulting
classes are simple and clear, often to the extent that they can be used directly as class
labels. This, of course, enables quick storage and retrieval, especially with a hierarchical
system, which could directly be used asakey for identification.
However, just as with hierarchies, the advantage canin general only be achieved at the
price of optimality of the partition. Without the constraint of perpendicular boundaries,
more homogeneous classes might generally be possible, while the idea of fitting distributions is hardly compatible with monothetic division. This suboptimality is probably the
reason for bad experience with monothetic classification. Polythetic methods willtherefore be of major concern in this study.
The choice between monothetic and polythetic classification isdiscussed, for instance,
by Williams(1971).
2.5 Identification
The concepts of classification and identification as described in Chapter 1, are not
always clearly distinguished from each other. Identification is basically the allocation of
an object to one or more already established classes.Classification must precede identification.Watanabe (1969b)discussed this issue in detail.
Much of the confusion is probably because classification methods may be used in
some stage of the construction of identification devices(e.g. Firschein &Fischler, 1963),
and conversely, identification techniques may be involved in a classification procedure.
Various other terms are used in this connection, for instance pattern cognition and
pattern recognition (Watanabe, 1969b).
The problem of identification ariseswhen the objects onwhich aclassification isbased
are only part of the total universe considered. In soil science,thisismostly so.Weargued
in 2.2.2 for adapted sample allocation (free survey) for the estimation of the geographical
distribution of the classes. Though not necessarily in definitive form, such a strategy
assumes those classes to be established beforehand on the basis of only alimited sample.
Also the condition arises that identifications should be carried out in the field. This in
turn implies that identification should not involve more than simple diagram or a short
calculation, if any. For this reason wewillnot gointo the field of multiple discrimination
analysis, although this might be of interest for other purposes in soil science, such as
automated analysis of air and thin-section photographs. See Sebestyen (1962) and Watanabe(1969c).
The use of a key could be an interesting alternative. Despite the recent progress in
automated key generation (e.g. Pankhurst, 1975),the present methods would not serve
our needsadequately, and thisline willnot be pursued here.
A suitable structure of the classification itself could in principle solve the identification problem most directly. A hierarchical system would therefore be appropriate. As
indicated already in 2.4.4, this line has actually been followed in the experiments of
Chapter 4.
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Special attention to identification of soil profiles was paid by Norris & Loveday
(1971).
2.6 Assessment of classifications
It isevident already from the precedingsections that the construction of soil classifications is not at all straightforward. Several problems of choice exist for non-numerical
methods of classification; they are clearly stated by Schelling (1970). For a numerical
approach one must in addition choose the actual classification method; Chapter 3 is
entirely devoted to that subject.
The assessment of classifications has only recently received more than superficial
attention. For numerical classification, the literature shows that method and practice of
assessment are still in their infancy. The possibilities for such assessment are summarized
below.
2.6.1 Direct subjectiveassessment
Asa first approximation the quality of aclassification may be subjectively assessed by
informally forecasting how far it could fulfil its purpose. Various aspects may then be
relevant: suitability as a basis for soil survey, homogeneity of the classes and interpretability in terms of pedogenetic theory. The flaw of thisprocedure isclear: only evidently
bad solutions can be spotted with certainty, the remainder can be rated only roughly and
with unknown reliability.
Williams et al.(1966)indicated how asmall step could be made towards formalization
of the above procedure. Starting from the same considerations, a grouping could be
erected subjectively beforehand asastandard for comparison with numerical solutions.If
a conventional classification existed already, this could play the same role.In fact, these
are special casesof amore general one,as discussed below.
2.6.2 Stability of theresult
Many miscellaneous statements in the literature suggest that asevidence for the goodness of a classification, one might take its stability against changes in either data or
procedure. For instance Campbell et al.(1970)took explicitly the latter line: if one starts
from different points and arrives at similar solutions,then they consider such a classification more reliable. At least twoquestionsarise.
Firstly, is the conclusion justified? If similar classifications result from different classification procedures, then probably a clear-cut clustering of the objects exists in the
multivariate space. However, it depends on the purpose whether such classifications are
the best ones. Conversely, also if the resulting classifications are different, it is still
possible that one of them issuitable.
Secondly, stability will be judged in general on the basis of classifications that differ
only moderately. Such differences, however, are often assessed in a subjective way. Demands for objectivity give rise to the quest for an appropriate method of comparing
classifications; this is a difficult problem in itself. (See Rand (1971) for a quantitative
approach.) These remarks need not lead to the conclusion that empirical research on
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classification isnecessarily futile. If thisyields further insight into classificatory processes,
it mayindirectly contribute to abetter strategy.
Comparison of a numerical classification may be with either other numerical onesor
with conventional ones.Manyworkers havecompared with conventional but the inherent
difficulties seem sometimes to be overlooked. If the reason for searching for numerical
solutions is suspicion about the optimality of a conventional classification, it is hardly
right to adopt the suspect asa standard.
26.3 Assessment by mathematical criteria
Many attempts have been made to assess classifications objectively. For that purpose
mathematical criteria have been defined by which the goodness of a classification, once
established, can be measured and possible alternatives rated. Such criteria are surveyed
briefly inthe following.
2.6.3.1 Criteria for hierarchical classifications
Numerical methods for hierarchical classification will be treated in 3.2.2.1. The process of lumping or splittingsubsetsof objects,isusually displayed with atreelike diagram
called a dendrogram, dendrograph or phenogram. An example is given in Fig.2. The
vertices represent the single objects. The level of eachhorizontal linemaybe interpreted
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as the similarity between the subsets that it connects. The measure of similarity or
dissimilarity depends on the actual method.
Certain forms of dendrograms are usually considered, largely intuitively, more favourable than others. Williams et al.(1966) formalized this method of assessment by defining
the following criteria.
Chaining. The phenomenon of chaining occurs where single objects (for instance No7
and 6 or No 16 and 9 in Fig.2) must be added repeatedly to an ever growing subset in
order to obtain partitions of higher level. If chaining is abundant then the dendrogram
will show unbalanced partitions at the various levels,which isusually considered undesirable.
Here we consider only the caseif the transition from apartition at leveli to the one at
level (i + 1) requires the amalgamation of only two classes. The absolute value of the
difference in number of objects in these two classes is denoted by S(-.Williams et al.
(1966) defined thus the following coefficient of chaining:
, 7 1 - 1

" (n-l)(«-2) '
where n is the total number of objects. C varies between zero for balanced divisions
throughout the dendrogram and unity for complete chaining. Itsvalue for the example in
Fig.2is0.43.
Number of reversals. There are no reversals if the similarity between two subsets to be
fused in a dendrogram is defined such that it is a monotone function of the partition
level. If this monotonicity is not satisfied then reversals do occur, as for instance at the
fusion of object No4 with No 10 and 12 in Fig.2. The authors consider reversals unfavourable because they hinder unambiguous interpretation of the dendrogram.
Stratification. Williams et al. (1966) considered the distribution of the valuesat fusions
over the range of the coefficient, and suggested that ideally this is such that a relatively
large proportion of that range is covered by, say, the last 20% of the fusions. For
instance, in Fig. 2that proportion is0.5.
Descriptive accuracy. Instead of the form of the dendrogram, another type of criteria
considers itsaccuracy.
A dendogram results usually from the analysis of a triangular matrix S, of all
\{n-\\n-2)
similarities, s/;-,between objects i and/, ascalculated from the data (3.2.1).
It is simple because it represents only (n-1) similarities, notably those between the
subsets which it connects. To establish the accuracy with which S is represented by a
dendrogram, all inter-object similarities, s*, will be read from that dendrogram as the
value of the similarity coefficient between the subsets to which the objects belong. For
instance, from the dendogram of Fig. 2 is read: s j 3 1 5 = l,sf 3 3 = 10,s%3 ] 6 =20,etc.
A new matrix, S*, is thus formed. The more similar the matrix S* is to S, the more
accurate the representation by the dendrogram.
Various measures have been proposed for the deviation of S* from 5. The oldest and
still most popular one is the product-moment correlation coefficient, r(S,S*), in this
context introduced by Sokal & Rohlf (1962). They referred to it as cophenetic correlation coefficient. Of course, r may also be used as a measure for the difference between
two dendrograms for the set of objects. Williams & Clifford (1971) decided not to use
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metric information from adendrogram and instead proposed an order statistic,analogous
to r. Hartigan (1967)preferred aweighted sum of squared differences between thes(/- and
st2.6.3.2 Criteria for non-hierarchical classifications
Many alternative criteria are also possible for assessment of non-hierarchical classifications. The most prominent type of criterion usesthe pooled sample-scatter matrix within
classes, W, and the overall sample-scatter matrix, T. (T equals the matrix (X-XN)'
(X-XN), where (X-XN) isthe data matrix reduced by the column means.)
Three alternatives, discussed by Demirmen (1969), are mentioned here. They will be
discussed in more detail in 3.4.1.
a) tr(W/)
This measure has a simple geometrical interpretation: tr(W)/n is the mean squared
Euclidean distance between each object and the centroid of the classto which it belongs.
Of the three criteria ti(W) is most frequently applied; it was adopted for the present
experiments too.
b) det(W)/det(T)
This quantity u, sometimes denoted by A, is Wilks's (1932) test statistic for testing
equality of expected class centroids. Webster (1971) proposed it for assessment of soil
classifications. As det(T) is constant for a givenset of data, minimizingu isequivalent to
minimizing det(W).
c) triW-1 B)
B is defined by the identity T =W+ B. This is Hotelling's (1931) criterion, used as an
alternative test statistic for the samepurpose asthat ofWilks.
2.6.4 Discussion
In the preceding sectionsit hasbeen shown why an established classification should be
assessed, that a subjective approach to this is problematic, and how this could be made
objective. However, also the latter is questionable; as explained below, a definitive solution isnot available.
A numerical classification is the result of collecting and preprocessing data and the
classification method used. Each of these may in principle beharmful for the result, but
let us concentrate upon the classification method. Here again, there may be different
detrimental factors.
Firstly, the principle of the method may be inappropriate in view of the purpose of
the classification. One may think here of wrong decisions concerning the major choices
discussed in 2.4, for instance overlapping versusdisjoint classes,optimizing homegeneity
versusfitting distributions, and also of more detailed issues, like the actual definition of
homogeneity.
Secondly, although the principle may be sound, a completely satisfactory numerical
procedure for application may not be available. Furthermore, when using a computer
program for classification, the specification of user-parameters may be inappropriate, thus
addingto the common type of numerical errors.
The second class of problems seems less difficult to overcome. It is largely open to a
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systematic, and possibly even partly mathematical treatment. This is not so with the
choice of the principle itself. That is made through a process of formalization, inwhich
general intuitive notions and considerations about the purpose of the classification have
to be translated into mathematical form. Because the purpose of asoil classification can
in general only be specified more or less vaguely, any formalization implies inevitably
uncertainty a priori. This difficulty cannot be evaded by application a posteriori of
quality criteria because they suffer fundamentally from this same uncertainty. Theone
cannot compensate the other; even if they seem to do so,it would prove nothing, andif
they fail to do so, it is impossible to spot the culprit. Apart from that, optimization
should be tried through the method itself. The direct confrontation with any criterion
might reveal undesirable features, possibly serious enough to discourage further use.This
willbeillustrated bythe following examples.
Farris (1969) devised an agglomerative algorithm for stepwise maximization of the
cophenetic correlation coefficient. Thiscriterion hadbeen used frequently, although until
then only after the construction of a classification. Preliminary analysis already showed
that consequent maximization in general would lead to dendrograms with reversals. Furthermore, theprocedure entailsleast-squares clustering, thesimilarities however notbeing
evaluated from the original variables but from the columns of S. Clearly, two objects
having the same similarities to the other objects may differ greatly with respect tothe
original variables. So if 'compact' clusters are desired, r(S,S*) can lead to inferior solutions. Farris thus fell back to the basic question whether the purpose should bedescription of S, or description of the objects. This can only be answered by the users of the
classification andnotbymathematics.
Another example isfound amongthescatter criteria. Here again there isno compelling
reason why one should be preferred apriori above theother. However, once it is inferred
from the purpose that compact classes are needed, it can be argued that det(H/) isless
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appropriate than tr(W). For instance, det(H0 fails to indicate Partition I of the bivariate
uniform distribution in Fig.3assuperior to Partition II,while tr(H0does.
In conclusion, the only remaining option for the final assessment of a soil classification is in the intended application. This admittedly takes a long time. Note for instance
that realistic conclusions about principle are only possible if both itsapplication and the
input data are right. However, tedious and difficult to systematize asthis proceeding may
be, it may stimulate thinking about more explicit specification of the purpose, the first
step towardsbetter model building.
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3 Choosinganumerical method forsoil classification

3.1 Introduction
The specific problem in numerical classification is how to choose the most suitable
method from the overwhelming number of alternatives. The large variety of methods
already proposed in the literature certainly doesnot exhaust theoptions. Several reviews
have been made (e.g.Bock 1974;Cormack 1971;Sneath &Sokal 1973).Butthechoice
of methods has been discussed only in general terms, or for application in fields other
than soilscience.
The purpose of this chapter is to elucidate the problem of choosing a numerical
method of soil classification, rather than to give another review of methods. Several
existing methods will only be mentioned to exemplify the options. Other methods will
receive more attention, according to their relevance for soil classification. For reasons
givenin 2.4.3,thediscussion willbelimited tomethods leadingto disjoint classes.
In general, there seem to be three approaches in selecting or devising a classification
procedure. By the first approach one chooses a procedure directly, guided by intuitive
notions about classification, and possibly simulating a human classificatory process.Although concepts from other fields like statistics orinformation theory maybeborrowed
and built in, there is no explicit and unambiguous statement as towhich requirementsa
classification procedure or resulting classifications should fulfil. Indeed, although elaborate computations are made, as mentioned by vanEmden (1971,p.35),theproblem for
which the outcome is intended to be a solution, is not defined. Given the input, the
outcome is not determined by anything other than theactual method oralgorithm itself.
This will be referred to as theheuristicapproach.Muchwork alongthisline wasdoneby
Lance &Williams (1966) and Sneath &Sokal (1973).Theproblem here isof course that
thereislittle onwhich thechoice ofamethod canbebased.
Secondly, one could formulate beforehand oneormore mathematicalrequirements to
be satisfied by a method. Methods not satisfying those requirements are not further
considered.
The third approach resembles the second one in that requirements are explicitly set
out beforehand. Butthey concern theresultingclassification instead ofthemethod itself.
The main condition is that some previously specified objective function is optimized,
possibly subject to one or more side conditions. In other words, classification problems
arenowapproached.through mathematical programming.
Following the second or third approach, themajor problem isto define mathematical
requirements or an objective function such that the purpose of the classification isreflected as closely as possible. About thisvery issuethere isoften much uncertainty atthe
present stage of development. Therefore we feel that these two strategies need not, for
the moment, lead to better classifications than theheuristic approach.
The present distinction regards only the way a method is chosen. This is the reason
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why there is some overlap in the methods actually resulting from the three approaches.
For instance,both heuristic and optimization methodsmay aim at homogeneity of classes
or separation of populations. They may share common elements, such as a similarity
coefficient, or after all appear to satisfy mathematical requirements. The distinction
seems,nevertheless,to provide auseful framework for discussion.
3.2 Heuristic approach
The heuristic approach formalizes preconceptions about classification in devising a
procedure which one expects to produce satisfactory results. It has led to alarge variety
of methods,whose relative merits are largely unknown.
Many methods of this category proceed in two stages: firstly similarities between
objects are calculated, and secondly a classification is established through analysis of the
similarities. Definitions of similarity and methods of analysishavelargely been developed
separately and willhere be treated likewise.
3.2.1 Similarity coefficients
Most of the similarity coefficients used fairly frequently will be discussed in the
sequel. In selecting a similarity coefficient, the number of candidates is usually reduced
because several coefficients may be not defined for the type of variablesinhand, or may
give undesirable resultsin chosen instances.
3.2.1.1 Correlation coefficient
The product-moment correlation coefficient has had a long-continued and frequent
use in both psychology and ecology, where in Q-type studiesit hasbeen applied to pairs
of objects instead of pairs of variables. Michener & Sokal (1957) were the first to useit
specifically in numerical taxonomy. Between objectsa andb it iscomputed as:

E ) ! i (xai-xaX.xbf-xb)
X

y £,1, (*«/-*«)*EJI, <- br*b?
where: x • =value of variableƒfor objecta
xa =mean of allvaluesfor objecta
m =total number of variables
This coefficient is now generally out of favour for taxonomie use, basically because it is
more clearly realized that its properties are often undesirable. Imagine three objectsa,b
and c with 'measurement profiles' as in Fig.4. Now rab = rac = - 1 and rbc = 1. The
common interpretation of these values as minimum and maximum similarity, respectively, is not in agreement with what the picture shows.Thisillustrates thatr isonly sensitive
for differences inshapeof the profiles,theirlevelsarenot taken into account. One speaks
of a 'shape coefficient' for short. For abiological classification this might be appropriate,
for instance if organisms of different age should be compared, and differences in sizeare
regarded as immaterial. For soil objects, however, differences in 'size' (level of the mea26
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sûrement profile) are likely to be relevant, in which case another type of coefficient is
required.
More information about the useofrasasimilarity coefficient isgiven,for instance by
Cronbach &Gleser (1953) and Eades(1965).
3.2.1.2 Association coefficients
Association coefficients are only defined for dichotomous variables; for continuous
variables dichotomy is, unfortunately so, required. They have in common that the basic
arrangement of data for their computation isa2 x2table asbelow.
object I
1

0

a

b

c

d

a+*

object i'

b+d

a+b+c+d

Let the variables be coded 0 , 1 . Then,for instance,b isthe number of variables for which
1 has been recorded for object i and 0 for object /. All coefficients of association are
functions of three or four entries of this table, such that it increases with rising proportion of matched values (a and d). Many functions of that kind might be devised, in
addition to the large number already been used innumerical classification. Only afew of
the best known are mentioned.
Coefficient of Jaccard: Sj =a/(a+b+c)
Simple matching coefficient: SSM =(a-K?)/(a+ô+c-kf)
Phicoefficient: SQ =(ad~bc)/ {(a+b)(a+c)(c-Hr)(b+d)}$
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SQ isthe product-moment correlation coefficient for data coded 0, 1.
One of the issues in the choice of a coefficient iswhether negative matches (d) should
be taken into account, i.e.whether absence of a feature in two objects should be taken as
evidence for similarity between them (as with SSM andSg). For soilclassification, there
seemsno reason for disregarding negative matches.
Association coefficients are in general less suitable for soil classification, becausemulti-valued and continuous variables cannot be handled adequately and variablescannot be
weighted deliberately. One reason why they were not excluded from this review is that
they form a starting point for generalization towards coefficients that arelessrestrictive.
Early examples are the coefficients of Rogers & Tanimoto (1960) and that of Smirnov
(1960). Here only a recent proposal of Gower(1971) for ageneralcoefficient of similarity willbe discussed.
3.2.1.3 General similarity coefficient of Gower (1971)
By the general similarity coefficient of Gower,SG, weighting as wellassimultaneous
handling of dichotomous, multi-valued and continuous variables ispossible.4
m

SG

E ,=i °» i
E Kt,i i
m

s

w

w

where: sabj = contribution of variableƒto the similarity between objectsa and b,
w- = weighting factor for variableƒ,
^abj ~ 1ifcomparison of valuesof objectsa andb for variableƒisvalid, otherwise 0,
m = total number of variables.
The contributions sab • are assigned as follows:
a. For nominal variables (both with two and many values),s a 6 - = 1if the two objectsa
andb agree in variableƒandsabj =0if they differ.
b. If, for presence-absence data,negative matches are not considered significant, Sflft/- =0
and sabj is unknown but conventionally set at 0. Otherwise as (a): sabj = 0 or 1 for
unmatched or matched positive values respectively.
c. For metrical variables (both multi-valued and continuous), sabj =
\-\xaj-xbj\IRj,
where xa, is the value of variableƒ for object a and Rj is the range of variable/ in either
the population or the sample. In the latter case, this formula ascertains that, aswith (a)
and (b),sab- ranges from 0to 1,but intermediate valuesare now possible.
Two of the association coefficients mentioned before arespecial casesofSG. If there are
only dichotomous variables and these wereequally weighted and treated asunder (a),SG
would be identical to the 'simple matching coefficient'. If they were alltreated asunder
(b) that would amount to using the coefficient of Jaccard. Furthermore, if all variables
were to be treated as under (c), the formula leads to the complement of the 'mean
character difference', which will be discussed amongmeasures of distance.Gower (1971)
4. The same procedure for evaluating similarity was earlier applied to soil profiles by Rayner (1966)
and Muir et al. (1970).
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suggested a further generalization by introducing weight as a function of the two values
involved, Wj(.xa/-,xb/), instead of Wj (constant factor for a given variable). Effects of
transforming variables can then be simulated. Gower has shown that if there are no
missing values and w;-> 0, any matrix of hiscoefficients ispositive semi-definite, so that
methods operating on that type of matrices can be applied. For instance, one could
determine the coordinates of pointsin Euclidean space with mutual distances proportional to (1SGi> for each pair of objects. The flexibility offered by this coefficient makesit
more suitable for soil classification than association coefficients. However, transforming
and partitioning are preferably not intermingled but kept apart, so that classification
methods may remain limited to partitioning. Such methods are presumably easier to
investigate and to compare mutually. Furthermore, from the viewpoint of data handling,
it may be more efficient if the same transformed data can be used as input for various
programs.
3.2.1.4 Canberra metric
The Canberra metric hasbeen defined by Lance and Williams(1967a)asfollows:
De(a,b) =£ ™=i \xa,-xbl

\l(xaj+xbi),

where,asbefore: x • =value of variableƒfor objecta
m =total number of variables.
It has been employed in soil classification by Moore & Rüssel (1967), Campbell et al.
(1970),Cuanalo &Webster (1970) and Webster&Burrough (1972a).
The coefficient is defined for variableswith non-negative valuesonly. It can be shown
to be ametric (Lance &Williams, 1967a),although unfortunately it issometimes referred
to as the 'non-metric coefficient'. The denominator in the formula makesthe coefficient
dependent on the position of origin in hyperspace, and scale independent. The author
regardsboth asundesirable.
For position of origin, interval variables are often involved in soil data, so that the
origin will be arbitrarily sited. If so, the coefficient may lead to undesirable results.
Imagine for instance three objects a, b and c for which 0, 1and 2hasbeen recorded for
'dry', 'moist' and 'wet' respectivity. Then Dc(a,b) =Dc(a,c) = 1and Dc{b,c) = 1/3. The
same states could equally well have been coded 1, 2 and 3, resulting in Dc(a,b) = 1 / 3 ,
Dc(a,c) = 1/2 and Dc(b,c) = 1 / 5 . Note in addition that if, for each variable, any one
value of the pair (xa/-,xb/) is zero,a and b will have a fixed distance (m), irrespective of
the magnitude of the non-zero values.
Scale independence is undesirable in soil classification when the user wants to set
different emphasis on different soil properties. Scale independence would instead lead to
weighinginan unpredictable manner.
3.2.1.5 Coefficient of Bray and Curtis
A measure has been suggested by Bray&Curtis(1957) for usein quantitative ecologicalstudies.They referred to it as'Index of Similarity', defined as:
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which canbe rewritten as:
S B C (a,*)= 1

E/™, I **/-*>ƒI
E y 1,<*«/+*6/)

If the variables are fractions, summing up to 1for each object, the equation reduces to:
S

Bc( a '*)=EJ! I

min x

( afxbj)-

Hole & Hironaka (1960), after scaling each variable between 0 and 100, applied the
coefficient to soil profiles. Application to soil data waslater continued by Bidwell&Hole
(1964a), Bidwellet al.(1964) and Sarkar et al.(1966).
SBC varies between 0 and 1,increasing with similarity of the objects. Asthe Canberra
metric,SBC is dependent on the position of the origin and only defined for non-negative
values. Also the same undesirable behaviour at the origin existshere. Further,SBC isscale
dependent but not additive overvariables,which makes control of the weight of variables
difficult. For these reasons I consider this coefficient generally unsuitable for soilclassification.
3.2.1.6 Minkowski metrics
Several measures of distance have been derived from the general definition of Minkowski metrics,

M«.»=

{£;></-**i'} ,/p .

wherep determines the actual metric.
In particular, d^jm is known as the 'mean character difference', andrf2 isthe Euclidean distance.Apossibly interesting limiting caseis
Limd p =max{ \xal -xbl I, \xa2-xb2\,...,

\xam -xbm\)

.

P -*• °o

Both 'mean character difference' and Euclidean distance have a long history of application in natural and human sciencesand especiallyd2 hasbeen frequently employed in soil
classification; they willbe discussed under separate headings.
3.2.1.7 Mean character difference
The 'mean character difference',

m £7=1
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'X"'~Xb'U

is also known as the Manhattan metric or 'city-block distance'; when x •and xb- represent group means, it is Czeckanowski's 'durchschnittliche Differenz'. It hasbeen applied
to soil data by Moore &Russell (1967).
The measuredx isadditive over variables,in contrast to other Minkowskimetrics.This
facilitates the computation of the average contribution (weight) of a variable. Another
property of dt (and other d except d2) is that it is not invariant with rotation of the
coordinate axes. This means that if a partition is desired through which the averagedx
withinclassesisminimized,thesolutionwillgenerallydiffer forrotated and unrotated data,
although the choice between them may be arbitrary. Another difference fromd2 isthat
withe?! thesetof points equally distant from two classrepresentatives (boundary between
two classes) is generally only piecewise linear instead of completely linear. The two last

Fig.5. Effect of rotation of axes on the boundary between two classes as implied by allocation
according to smallest dl.
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mentioned features of cf, are illustrated in Fig.5. Indicated therein is the boundary
(solid line) between two classes with representatives a and b, based on dx. Object p
belongs to class b. After transformation of the original variablesxi andx2 toyt = \{xx—
x2) mdy2 =2(^1 +*2). another boundary (dotted line) appears and now p belongs to
classa.
3.2.1.8 Euclidean distance
The Euclidean distance was first proposed for numerical classification by Sokal
(1961). It isdefined as

*(«.*)«{ E ^ - V } * It is related to the 'coefficient of racial likeness', developed by Pearson (1926), and is
sometimes referred to as'taxonomiedistance' (Sneath &Sokal, 1973).Most soil scientists
who until now have experimented with numerical classification have applied Euclidean
distance or itstransforms: d2/\/m, d\ and d2lm.
This measure will be discussed in more detail, not only because its calculation is the
first part of several heuristic methods, but also because it has been included in objective
functions. (Our experiments were concentrated in particular on the sum of d2 between
each object and the centroid of the classto which it isassigned.)
While dx andd2 are additive overvariables,d2 isnot. Further,d2 isametric,whiled2
is not. Additivity may be put to advantage in controlling weights. Since the average
contribution of a variable to all(") inter-object distancesd\ (i.e. the effective weight in
the sense of Burr; 2.3.1.2) is twice the variance of that variable, multiplication of a
variable by afactor X increasesits averagecontribution by a factor X2.
Two other differences fromdx, mentioned before, are that the boundary between two
classes on the basis of shortest distances to the centroids, is always completely linear as
well as invariant under rotation of the coordinate axes. The implications of this are nor
fully known. A better mathematical tractability, however, may probably be anticipated;
this is exemplified by the fact that some interesting methods of analysis have been
devised which explicitly make use of the linearity of class boundaries (3.4.3). More
generally, working with d2 at least potentially has the advantage of using the powerful
mathematical tools based on the Euclidean metric, geometry or Euclidean spaces and
least squares methods.
The distribution ofd2 depends on the distribution of the population within which the
distance is measured. If the m variablesare normally and independently distributed, each
with variance a2, thend\ isdistributed as2a 2X2m•
Hence &(d22/m)= 2a 2 ,

and&(<Wm)= N / 2 ^ > T Ê y&~ =- 7 L . P ( i ( w + 1))
from which the variance can be calculated.(£ denotes expectation.)
It would be misleading to termd2 a 'size coefficient', in contrast to a 'shape coefficient'
as the correlation coefficient. As pointed out by Cronbach & Gleser (1953),d2 can be
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decomposed into three components. Translated into vector notation the procedure is as
follows.
Any vector a, representing an object in Euclidean space,can be decomposed intoflyy =
a(l,...,l) and aR = \a* in the residual space R, w i t h N Ï R and a* normalized, so that
(a*)2 = 1.
Hence wehave:a =aN + Xa*
and similarly for asecond vector: b =bN + fib*.
For the squared Euclidean distance between« andb wecan thus write:
fib*)2

d\(a,b) =(a- bp = (aN -bN+*a*=(aN-bNy

+(Xa*- ub*f

=(aN - bNf +X2 + tf - 2X(x(a*,b*)

(1)

and also:
d\(a*,b*) = (a* -b*y

= 2-2(a*,b*).

(2)

Inserting Equation 2into Equation 1 yields:
d\(a,b) =(aN-bNY

+X2 +M2

+\ß{d\{a*Jb*)-2}

=(aN - bNy + (X - nf + Xnd\(a*,b*).

(3)

2

The first component, (aN-bN) , accounts for the difference between theaveragevalue of
a andb, i.e.between the levelsof the two measurement profiles. Soit istrue thatd2(a, b)
is sensitive to differences in 'size'. However, the second component accounts for differences in the scatter of values about their mean, and the third for differences inmeasurement profiles after adjusting for both level and scatter. Henced\(a, b) isalsosensitive to
differences in 'shape'.
As mentioned in 2.3.1.2, the correlation coefficient r between two objects is equivalent to the Euclidean distance after standardizing the objects to zero level and unit
scatter:
rab =(a*,b*) =1- \d\(a*,b*).

cf. Equation 2.

Equation 3 shows that such standardization implies loss of information about level and
scatter. This isdefensible only if that information isdefinitely considered irrelevant.
The situation is different if the sum of the values for two or more variables is by
definition equal for each object. This is frequent in soil data, for an m-valued nominal
variable represented by m binary variables,aswellasfractions or percentages summing to
a total of 100%. In both, the objects already belong to a plane orthogonal to the vector
(1, ..., 1); the texture triangle is a well known example of such a plane. Quite straightforwardly, distances between points in that place can be calculated, but various other
procedures for thistype of data have been suggested;they arereviewed by Gower(1972).
For instance, Edwards (1971) proposed square-root transformation of fractions, so that
each object is projected onto a hypersphere with unit radius and itscentre at the origin.
He defined the distance between two objects a and b as the length of the shortest arc
betweena andô:
arccos J ^

\/xa/xh.
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or, asan approximation, the length of the chord betweenaand b:

I will not go into the pros and cons of this and other procedures;the choice depends
on the purpose of the classification. 1 would tentatively advise calculation of distances
directly inthe original plane.Thisissimpler and in practice the outcomes after projection
are not likely to differ much (Krzanowski, 1971). This procedure cannot be substituted
by arbitrary deletion of one of the composing variablesasbeing'redundant'. By deletion
of variables, the distances in the original plane are transformed in away only appropriate
if differences in the deleted variable are judged completely irrelevant. However, the
purpose of aclassification willgenerally require amore balanced weighting.
One remark should be made on the use ofd2 with correlated variables. It issometimes
stated that in any study of similarity, uncorrelated variables should be employed. Cronbach & Gleser (1953) analysed the implications in detail and concluded that d2 can be
meaningfully interpreted also if the variables are correlated. Iwould agree.Any principal
component based on the variables contributes to d\ in proportion to the corresponding
eigenvalue of the variance-covariance matrix between variables. For description, of which
classification is a special case, this may be desirable. I see, for this type of analysis, no
reason why all principal components should be given equal weight apriori, especially if
one thinks of the last components, which often account for variance largely due to
measurement error. The above, of course,re-emphasizes the necessity of careful selection
and scaling of variables.
In conclusion,d2 seems to fit the approach of numerical soil classification developed
so far. Non-mathematicians can very easily interpret it geometrically, and it allows the
user to specify weights in terms of the familiar variance.Squaring differences in calculating d2, instead of taking absolute values in calculating dt, amounts to giving more
attention to a few large differences than to many minor differences. That might be
attractive. Nevertheless, truly conclusive arguments about choosing apriori betweendx
and d2 or other d can in my view hardly be given; their relative suitabilities should
ultimately beshown in practice.
3.2.1.9 Mahalanobis' generalized distance
The generalized distance of Mahalanobis iscalculated from the formula:

D2(a,b) =

(a-b)'S-l(a-b),

whereS isthe pooled variance-covariance matrix within groups.The measure wasoriginally designed for testing equality of two expected group centroids, estimated by a and b
(Hotelling, 1931). The formula can alsobe applied to any pair of individuals. If so,5 may
be taken equal to T/n or to the within-group variance-covariance matrix based on a
classification given beforehand. For applications to soil data, see Hughes & Lindley
(1955), van den Driessche & Maignien (1965) and Prusinkiewicz (1969). Allocation of
objects to the centroid that is nearest in the sense of D2 is equivalent to maximizing
Hotelling's criterion tr(W~lB), to be discussed in 3.4.1.2.
The important difference from d2 is that in the definition ofD the underlying princi34

pal components receive equal weight. The desirability of this was already questioned in
the discussion ofd2. Indeed weenvisage scalingof the primary variables on purpose,such
that changing of any of these variables by one unit is expected to lead to an approximately constant change of a weighted sum of the secondary variables ultimately of
interest. Moreover, pooling of scatter matrices within groups as well as the choice of a
classification apriori may be problematic.
For these reasons, we expect D2 to be generally unsuitable for use in numerical soil
classification, without questioning its value as a test statistic. Another discussion of the
usefulness ofD2 in relation todx andd2 isfound in,for instance,Huizinga (1962).
3.2.2 Methods ofanalysis
An overwhelming number of strategies have been devised for selectingapartition ofa
given set of objects. This section deals with methods for accomplishing apartition without any explicit specification of mathematical requirements or objective function. These
methods may or may not useapreviously chosen similarity coefficient, such asdiscussed
in 3.2.1.
We shall follow the usual dichotomy into hierarchical and non-hierarchical methods,
leading, respectively, to hierarchical and one-level classifications. Of course, ifaone-level
classification is desired, hierarchical methods can in principle alsobe used,by choosinga
partition at any level. Conversely, one could arrive at a hierarchical classification by
repeated application of anon-hierarchical method to any subset obtained.
3.2.2.1 Hierarchical methods
Three different strategies are possible for establishing a hierarchical classification.
Firstly, one could start with the partition at the lowest possible level,each subset containing exactly one object. The iteration step is fusion of two subsets, which renders a new
partition with one class less than the preceding one. The final stage isthe set containing
all objects, or any earlier stage. Such methods are called agglomerative. Secondly, the
other extreme start could be the complete set; the iteration step is splitting of a subset
into two new subsets. Here the endpoint is the stage where all objects are apart, or any
earlier stage. This type of method iscalleddivisive. Athird possibility isto transform the
originaldistancesbetweenthe objects by an iterative procedure, such that finally for every
triplet of objects i, j and k the ultrametric inequality is satisfied: d{i,j) < max{d(i,k),

d(j,k) } .
The partitions at the various levelsare thus simultaneously determined.
Once adendrogram hasbeen produced, it may admittedly usefully summarize similarities, but for mere classification very often only one partition isfinally used instead of the
whole series. Hierarchical methods are nevertheless popular, probably because the waya
partition is found iscomputationally efficient, rather than because there isageneral need
for hierarchical classifications. The computational efficiency is attributable to the fact
that each iteration step must find a partition that has a hierarchical relation to the
previous one, so that many alternatives can be ignored. Efficiency of such partition is
generally at the expense of the quality that would be reached without constraints.
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3.2.2.1.1 Agglomerative methods Partitions by agglomerative methods are usually
polythetic; they may happen to be monothetic, but arenever soby definition. Polythetic
partitioning by agglomeration is apt to have an important computational advantage over
that by division. This is because at each iteration step of an agglomerative method, the
only task is to select the pair of subsets to be amalgamated. If the number of subsets at
that stage is k, there are \k(k—\) alternatives. However with adivisivemethod,one must
decide which subset should next be divided, as well as how it should be divided. If that
subset contains« objects, there are (2" _ 1 —1)possible divisions.
All agglomerative methods start by calculating similarities,how ever defined, between
all \n(n-\) pairs of objects. The most similar pair isthen selected to form a new subset.
At any iteration step,the next selection should be prepared by calculating the similarities
between the new subset and all subsets that remained. All (n-1) steps together require
(n—l)2 such calculations. For each of these computations the original data could be used.
Another possibility, computationally more attractive, is to calculate the new similarities
from two or three similarities that are already known.Therefore the following is confined
to this so-called combinatorial type of strategy. See, for instance, Orloci (1967a) and
Rohlf (1970)for anon-combinatorial method.
Adopt as similarity coefficient a measure of distance, d, increasing with growing
disparity of objects. Assume that subsetsiandj were fused at some iteration step to form
* = {'">/} »with "»>nj a n d nk = «,- + «;- objects, respectively. Then the distance dhk,
between any remaining subset h (with nh objects) and the new subset k, is determined
by dhi, by dhi and possibly by d^,n(, tij and nn. As pointed out by Lance &Williams
(1966), one may use for all known combinatorial methods aspecific form of the general
equation:
d

hk = a,dhi +ajdhj +Wti +y I dhi - dhj I
where the parameters a,-, a ; , ß and y determine the method. This allows the following
brief characterization.
Nearest-neighbour:a,-=a ; =^; ß=0; y = -\.
This method has an extra computational advantage because, simply, dhk =
min {dhi,dhj } .Thisimpliesthat amongall inter-object distances between two subsets,
the shortest one is taken as the distance between those subsets. It often results in long,
straggling clusters.
Furthest-neighbour:at =a:• = \; ß=0; y = \.
Here dhk - max {dhi,dhj } . This method has the same computational advantage as
Nearest-neighbour, but givesclusters that are more compact.
Mediansorting:a( = a;- =\; |3 =-\ ; 7 =0.
This method has been suggested by Gower (1967). It seems to have found little application. If d stands for d\, then the method impliesthat at each iteration step the centre of
k isdefined asthe midpoint of the line between the centres of/ and/.
Weightedpair-group method: a, =a =| ; ß=y =0.
Sokal and Michener (1958) introduced this method together with the next one; they
preferred the present one on phylogenetic grounds.
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Unweightedpair-group method: at =«,/nfc; a-=nj/nk ; ß=7=0.
The many applications of this method in recent years suggest that it haslargely replaced
the weighted version above. Some authors speak of 'group-average method' following
Lance &Williams (1966). The reason for the adjective 'unweighted' is that in effect the
distance between two subsets is the unweighted mean of all inter-object distances between those subsets.
Centroidsorting:at =njnk ; a;- =n^nk; ß= -a,^-; 7 =0.
If combined with d\ as a measure of distance, this choice of parameters ensures that a
new subset isalwaysrepresented by itscentroid. The fact that resulting dendrograms may
show reversals(2.6.3) isgenerally felt asadrawback of this method.
Flexible sorting:a(- =OL- =^(1- 0 ) ; 7 =0.
The generality of the equation above led Lance & Williams (1967b) to suggest that the
user should be free to choose the parameters as suited for his particular classification
problem. The restriction at +a-+ß= 1canbe shown to warrant the absence of reversals.
Most commonly ß is fixed at -0.25; this seems to result on average in a reasonable
compromise between the tendencies to 'chaining' (2.6.3) and to form 'non-conformist
groups'.Williamset al.(1971) attempted to rationalize further the choice ofß
nh +nt
Ward's method: at =

; a, =
nh+nk
1

nh +n,

-nh
;ß =

nh+nk

; 7 =0.
nh+nk

As an early example of the mathematical programming approach,Ward (1963) proposed
to optimize aprespecified objective function in classification. Heimplemented the ideain
a non-combinatorial procedure to minimize the within-group sum of squares. It is also
called the minimum variance method. Wishart (1969a) found the above combinatorial
equivalent, which is the reason why the method ismentioned at this point. Some experimentsare reported in Chapter 4.
The main emphasis in this study is on optimizing homogeneity (2.4). In some way or
another, the above methods indeed aim at homogeneous classes, however with widely
different rigour. Inthis respect, Nearest-neighbour isobviously at one (negative)extreme,
and one finds Furthest-neighbourand Ward'smethod at the other.
Weshall not go into the relative merits of the individual methods or themany issues
involved in their application, such as the compatibility with the various coefficients of
similarity. Some information on these aspects is given, for instance, by Burr (1970),
Kuiper &Fisher (1975) and Lance&Williams(1967b).
3.2.2.1.2 Divisivemethods At the beginning of 3.2.2.1.1,1explained why in principle
a divisive method is computationally more laborious than an agglomerative one. This is
clearly illustrated by the method of Edwards & Cavalli-Sforza (1965), which isjust the
divisive version of Ward's method. With the latter, a hundred objects or more can easily
be handled. Edwards & Cavalli-Sforza warned that even with a modern computer the
number of objects that canbe handled by their method islimited to about 16.
On the other hand, the final number of classes is usually small compared to the
number of objects. Thus fewer steps are needed with dividing than with fusing. This could
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compensate to some degree the greater computational effort for a single step. Furthermore, compared with the (unknown) optimum partition, both agglomerative and divisive
methods are only approximate because the decisions taken at successive steps are irrevocable. Nevertheless it seems reasonable to expect that the less stepsmade beforehand,
thelessapartition at agivenlevelwilldeviate from the best.
To accommodate an acceptable number of objects, various procedures have been
suggested that avoid the total enumeration of alternatives required by the method of
Edwards & Cavalli-Sforza. This, however, introduces an additional error source which
possibly cancels the advantage of dividing. For instance,one could use the most deviating
object of a given subset as a'condensation core' and allocate each object either to this or
let it stay in a residual group (Macnaughton-Smith et al., 1964). Another option is to
calculate the first principal component of a given subset, which isthen split on the basis
of the scores on that component (Fisher, 1958). Similar methods were outlined by Cox
(1957) and Switzer(1970).
The remarks abpve tacitly imply the use of polythetic methods. A separate type of
method, however, is based on monothetic dividing. Theprinciple of such methods isthat
a subset is split according to the variable which, within that subset, is most closely
associated with all other variables. The methods may differ in the way 'association' is
defined.
Awell-known procedure for dichotomous variables, for instance, is to calculate from
the 2x2 tables the x2-valuesfor each pair of variables and then to split according to the
variable with the greatest sum of x2-values ('association analysis'). In contrast to other
methods,thecomputational effort isproportional to n and \m{jn—1), ifn and m represent
the number of objects and variables, respectively. If n is high and m is low, thismay be
advantageous. However, as pointed out in 2.4.5, the constraint that the class boundaries
must be perpendicular to the coordinate axesisapt to cause unacceptable deviation from
the desired homogeneity within the classes.Monothetic methods are therefore not further
discussed; the reader is referred to Lance &Williams(1965),Macnaughton-Smith (1965)
and Gower (1967).
3.2.2.2 Non-hierarchical methods
Several non-hierarchical methods are used for optimizing a specified objective function; these will be discussed in 3.4. Methods that do not so, have often the purpose of
finding 'natural' clusters, i.e. distribution fitting (2.4). Some examples are described
below.
Single linkage(Sneath, 1957): Two objects are said to be 'linked', if their mutual distance
is shorter than athreshold specified by the user. The set ispartitioned into subsets within
which each object is linked with at least one co-member, and while between the subsets
no links exist. The partitions that result from the choice of any threshold arejust those
obtained from the Nearest-neighbour method.
An important drawback of this method is that two distinct clusters may be fused by
'noise' points in asaddle region between them.
Mode analysis(Wishart, 1969c): This method was suggested asan improvement of single
linkage,especially to reduce the effect of 'noise' points. The algorithm isas follows:
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a. Estimate the (probability) density kt at each point /'by the number of other points
lyingwithin athreshold distancer from /'.
b. Remove the points with small density, i.e. those for which kt islessthan a threshold
density k.
c. Cluster the remaining points(k( > k) by single linkage.
d. Allocate, according to a suitable rule, each point with small density to acluster, e.g.
to the cluster that contains the point that isclosest.
Method of Schnell(1964): In the first stage a density function isestimated from the data.
This function is the sum of individual density functions around each object. The shape of
these functions is specified by the user, e.g. multivariate normal with independent components, each with variance a 2 . At the second stage, each object willbe moved stepwise
to a local maximum of the density function by the method of steepest descent. Objects
arriving at the same maximum together form a subset. The number of resulting subsets
depends on a. One practical problem here is that the required computer time is soon
prohibitive.
Many other methods of the present type were devised, for instance by Forgy (1963),
Bonner (1964), Goodall (1966), Carmichael et al. (1968), Flake & Turner (1968) and
Boon van Ostade (1969). Reviews by Ball (1966) and Spence & Taylor (1970) discuss
many of them.
3.3 Imposingmathematical requirements
One way to systematize the choice of aclassification method isto impose mathematical requirements that a method should meet. It may happen that, fortunately, only one
method satisfies a given set of requirements. In general, however, this approach merely
resultsin the exclusion of evidently bad methods from further consideration.
The principle was applied in part in earlier papers (e.g. Rubin, 1967), but Jardine &
Sibson (1968) followed it more consistently. The authors proposed seven requirements
and then found that Nearest-neighbour was the only method which satisfied those requirements. Williams et al. (1971), however, made strong objections to these requirements after out lesssatisfactory experiences with Nearest-neighbour.
A more liberal line was taken by Fisher &van Ness (1971). They tested some wellknown methods against a series of requirements. The results were summarized in an
'admissibility' table. Once a subset of the requirements has been chosen in accordance
with a particular problem,one can read the admissible method(s) directly from this table.
Apart of Fisher &van Ness's table ispresented asillustration (Table 1).
'Minimum least squares with fixed K means a method that finds the partition with
minimum sum of squares within subsets, the number of subsets being fixed (3.4.1.1)
According to Fisher & van Ness(1971),aclassification method satisfies the requirements
of:
'convexity', if it always leads to a partition into subsets whose convex hulls do not
intersect;
'(fc-group) well-structuredness', if it leads to a partition with all within-group distances
smaller than allbetween-group distances,whenever such apartition exists;
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Table 1. Admissibility table after Fisher &Van Ness (1971). Seetext for explanation.
Clustering procedure

Convexity

(A:-group) wellstructuredness

Point-proportion
invariance

Nearest-neighbour
Furthest-neighbour
Minimum least
squares with fixed k
Centroid

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

No
Yes

No
No

'point-proportion invariance', if duplicating one or more objects any number of times
doesnot affect the separation of the subsets.
The problem of choice is thus shifted to other issues, and it seems to be difficult to
define mathematical requirements that are really appropriate for aparticular classification
problem. The trickiness of choice isalready evident by the argument of Jardine &Sibson
(1971) with Williams et al. (1971). One difficulty lies in the intransparency of the
relations between the requirements. Once any requirement is accepted, one might no
longer be free with respect to others.
In conclusion, until more insight isgained into the applicability of the variousrequirements, imposing mathematical requirements is expected to offer a useful framework for
analysing the behaviour of methods, rather than a ready tool for decision-making in
practice.
3.4 Approachby objective functions
In Section 3.2, it is reported how methods have been designed by the heuristic approach, and in Section 2.6 how the resulting classifications possibly could be assessed by
mathematical criteria. An alternative is to define acriterion or objective function beforehand. A procedure is then sought to optimize that function, possibly within the limits
posed by one or more side conditions. In other words, a classification is found through
mathematical programming. The difference from imposing mathematical requirements
(3.3) is that nowthe criteria are directed towards the results of the method instead of the
method itself.
Definition of an objective function and imposing side conditions, as well as various
waysof finding the optimum,willbe discussed successively in the sequel.
3.4.1 Objective functions
Naturally, an objective function should be chosen in accordance with the purpose of
the classification. Thus one has to make the major choice already discussed in 2.4,
between optimization of homogeneity and of separation populations. Discussions on the
actual definition of an objective function in relation to these two purposes are followed
by abrief review of some other targets suggested in the literature.
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3.4.1.1 Functions related with homogeneity
It is repeated here that the rationale for defining homogeneous soil classesisthe need
for a most accurate estimate of the properties of any soil object given its classmembership. The more accurate (and relevant) the information about a soil,the better the useof
that soil can usually be planned.
For all members contained in one class the same estimate will be used: the class
concept already mentioned in 2.1. Such a concept may be a specification of the class
boundaries of properties. For the present discussion, however,it isconvenient to assume
that each class concept specifies a classrepresentative: one real or hypothetic object
meant to represent all the members of that class. The error of an estimate could then be
measured by the distance, how ever defined, between the object x involved and the
representative c( of the class / to which it has been allocated, d(x,ct). The mean error,
d(x,c() averaged over allx, could also be interpreted as a general measure of homogeneity. The actual definition of such an objective function will be implied by the definition
of distance, discussed already in 3.2.1. There it wasconcluded that the squared Euclidean
distance d\ seems to be suitable. Actually the mean d\(x,ct), hereafter designatedEc,is
a frequently adopted objective function. If for agiven partition thect areoptimal, i.e.at
thecentroids of the classes,then Ec can be shown equal to Xx(W)jn, where Wisthe pooled
within-group scatter matrix (2.6.3) andn isthe number of objects.
Inlater sections,weshall return to the useofEc. Thisobjective function is compatible
with a natural measure of accuracy of soil maps. Imagine a map of which the legend
specifies a number of class representatives c(. Such amapimpliesamodel of the soil as a
finite set of disjoint internally homogeneous areas. For each variable, any ci given an
estimate for any point in those areas which are allocated to class/'.The usualmeasure of
in accuracy,£",,of such amodel isthe mean squared error,summed overthevariables:

^=Er=i^/-/)2>
where Xj is the actual value of variableƒ at arandom pointx andc;-isthe estimated value
of variable ƒfor the area to whichx belongs.(The expectation & hasbeen taken over the
whole map.)
If the classes had been optimally delineated (with 100%purity), i.e. such that each
point in the area is allocated to the class with the nearest representative, then Et would
equal Ec. Through inaccuracies in delineation, however, Et willgenerally begreater than
Ec. TheadditionalerrorEd = Et—Ec, mightbe amore powerful measure of the inaccuracy
with which given classes have been delineated than the customary 'purity'. The present
homogeneity function may thus be interpreted asthe contribution from classifying to the
residual error not explained by asoilmap.
Other objective functions related to homogeneity have been proposed by Gower
(1974) and Hartigan (1975)who,for binary variables,maximized the number of valuesof
the objects correctly predicted by their associated representatives. Scott (1969) minimizedtheaveraged2(x,ci) instead ofd\(x,ct), and for computational convenience he sited
the ct at the class centroids, although for this measure of distance that willgenerally not
lead to the optimum partition.
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3.4.1.2 Functions for separating populations
In 3.2.2.2, two heuristic methods aiming at separation of population were briefly
outlined. Only recently has a general mathematical framework been constructed to treat
the problem of separating populations as one of mathematical programming. Scott &
Symons (1971) considered maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of agiven
number of multivariate normally distributed populations and of an allocation vector7, of
which the ith element indicates the population from which the Zth object arose. Sclove
(1973)provided amathematical formulation for the more general casewhere the distributions belong to any parametric family. He worked this out for multinormal distributions
(with equal as well as different covariance matrices) and for distributions underlying7m
tables.
It turned out that maximum likelihood estimation of 7 corresponds to optimization of
objective functions that are typical for the assumed nature of the distributions and that
possibly may depend on information apriori. The results of Scott &Symons(1971) for
two situationsare worth mentioning here.
Firstly,if the populations are multivariate normal with covariance matrices allequal to
the identity matrix I, then maximum likelihood estimation of 7 amounts to finding the
partition which minimizes ti{W), the objective function discussed in the preceding section. Thus under these circumstances the purposes of separating populations and optimizinghomogeneity lead to the sameobjective function. The second situation isasabove,
but the covariance matrices are now equal to an unknown matrix S. The appropriate
objective function can be shown to be det(W).
Difficulties in using det(Pt/) may be summarized as follows. Generally det(W/) would
not lead to compact classes,and the user cannot weight the variablesdeliberately (2.6.4.).
But also from the point of viewof population separation, de^H')isnot very satisfactory.
The assumptions of normality and equal covariance matrices on which its use is based,
will often be unrealistic for soils. Amodel with different covariance matrices (Scott &
Symons, 1971) might then prove more useful. But nowminimization is computationally
even more laborious than it iswith det(H'). Scott &Symons(1971) warned further that if
one of two populations is noticeably more weakly represented in the mixture than the
other, the maximum likelihood estimation of7 has the tendency to degenerate to aneven
split of the mixture, especially if the separation of the populations is only moderate.
Application of det(W) as an objective function requires that any new object should be
allocated to a classon the basis of shortest Mahalanobis distance,which ishardly practicable in the field. Application of tr(W) requires subsequent allocation on the basis of
shortest Euclidean distance.
Friedman & Rubin (1967) found that clustering Fisher's 150Irisrecords with det(W)
as objective function gave better separation of the Iris species, than clustering by tr(W).
Notice, however, that this type of test does not allow for conclusions about the relative
suitability for constructing homogeneous classes. Other papers dealing with the use of
det(H0 in cluster analysis are by Demirmen (1969), Marriott (1971) and Webster (1971);
Bock(1974) and Day (1969) discussed population separation in general.
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3.4.1.3 Other objectives and objective functions
Beside maximizing homogeneity and separation of populations, there are several
other classification purposes leading to objective functions. For instance, Boulton &
Wallace (1970) proposed partition of a set of objects such that after Shannon-Fano
coding of the original data the complete code message would be as short as possible.
Other measures used in information theory were suggested by Watanabe (1965), Orloci
(1972) and van Emden (1972).
Another objective that has received much attention is to minimize the distortion of
distances. The original distances between the objects are distorted when, after classification, the objects are shifted to class representatives or the mutual distances are represented by a dendrogram. Variousmeasures of distortion could be defined. The cophenetic
correlation coefficient is a well known example, applicable to hierarchical classifications
(2.6.3 and 2.6.4). A special version for non-hierarchical classifications hasbeen proposed
and studied by Koontz &Fukunaga (1971).
General discussions on this type of objective function are found in, for instance,
Lerman (1970), Anderson (1971) and Cower (1972). The latter two authors applied the
principle alsoto ordination.
3.4.2 Side conditions
Frequently an objective function is defined such that not all aspects of the goodness
or usefulness of a solution are taken into account. One or more side conditions are then
added to exclude 'inadmissible' solutions. A solution is thus sought by which the objective function has its extreme value and which satisfies the side conditions. There is a
certain interchangeability. Considerations of usefulness that are taken into account by
side conditions could in principle also be embodied in an objective function, and vice
versa.
The preceding already implies that restrictions to be imposed by sideconditions may
be of varying nature. For instance, in addition to minimization of an overallmeasure of
heterogeneity, like tr(W),one may require the heterogeneity of each individual classto be
less than aspecified maximum, or the number of objects in each classto be within agiven
range. Such side-conditions have been implemented by, for instance, Ball (1966) and
Crawford &Wishart (1968).
Special attention will be paid to two important types of restrictions. The first is
concerned with the number of classesand the second with the contiguity of the classesin
geographical sense.
3.4.2.1 Number of classes
An objective function may either havean explicitly built-in number of classes,or may
yield this number on application to data. In practice,however, the number of classeswill
often be specified aprioriasaside condition.
If separation of populations is the aim, the number of classeswould ideally equal the
number of populations. Determination of the latter, however, is usually part of the
problem. One approach to this question is to rephrase it as a problem of testing.Never43

theless it still seems to be largely unsolved. Friedman & Rubin (1967), Scott &Symons
(1971) and Sclove (1973) commented on the issue; Engleman & Hartigan (1969) did
empirical research in the univariate situation. Marriott (1971) reasoned that, whileminimizing det(W) for partitions with increasing number of classes k, a marked fall of
k2det(W) below any obvious trend may indicate an optimal k. Webster & Burrough
(1972a)illustrated thisapproach with soil data.
In minimizing heterogeneity of classes, expressed, for instance,astr(PV),some restriction on k is necessary. Otherwise one ends up with as many classes as objects. Then no
simplification of the data would have been attained at all.Toomany classeswould make
a classification intractable. Decreasing k generally facilitates the use of the classification
but increases heterogeneity. Thussomecompromise must be made between homogeneity
and tractability.
In the absence of definite external considerations,it isintuitively appealingto choose
k such that increase ofA: resultsin relatively little gaininhomogeneity (4.3.4). Landwehr
(1972) used the jack-knife method to study the variance of parameters resulting from
cluster analysis of a sample set of objects. Rather than the maximum mentioned above,a
useful upper bound on k could perhaps be indicated by setting bounds to the size of
confidence sets. But more work has to be done.
Of course, when the classification isused for soil survey, then k specifically affects the
intricacy of the map. Human perception of mapsisnowbeing analysed by cartographers
and psychologists, but this analysis needs further development. At present, the influence
of k on tractability in various circumstances seems unspecifiable with an exactitude
sufficient to allow any realistic formalization of thisaspect inan optimization model. For
the time being, one must content oneself with determining k in the conventional way,by
trial and error,guided by experience.
3.4.2.2 Geographic fragmentation of the classes
By numerical classification as discussed so far, only the position of objects in variable
space is taken into account, not that ingeographic space.However, since a main purpose
of soil classifications is to provide a basis for soil survey, the geographical aspect is
essential. When this is not taken into consideration, one might end up with classes of
which the occurrences form too intricate a pattern to be revealed by aroutine survey or
to be represented on a map in readable form. When the intricacy of amap would hinder
information retrieval, it may be efficient to sacrifice some class homogeneity for amore
readable map. This could also reduce effort in map compilation. Here the same kind of
compromise should be found as in choosing the number of classes (3.4.2.1). Sofar, two
strategies have been proposed to exploit data ongeographic position;the first by settinga
sidecondition, the second by building it into the objective function.
Frequently suggested by geographers but quite drastic is the construction of classes
such that each one only occurs in asinglecontiguous part of the area to be mapped. This
approach is known asregionalizing. Fragmentation of classes is entirely avoided,but the
area in which a„class occurs could still have intricate boundaries. Furthermore, such a
rigidside-condition may seriously affect classhomogeneity, in that there isno reason why
similar soils should be adjacent. An additional difficulty isthat one must establish which
pairs of objects are contiguous and which are not. However if the objects are points in
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two or three dimensions, such as soil profiles, any definition of contiguity is apt to be
somewhat arbitrary. Establishing contiguity may be laborious if there are many irregularly distributed objects. Examples of thisstrategy are givenby Spence(1968),Gabriel&
Sokal (1969) and Dale et al. (1971). Webster&Burrough (1972b)applied it to soil data.
Another strategy consists of combining distances invariable and geographic space into
a single measure of disparity. This is more flexible; in principle the intricacy of boundaries is reduced and some fragmentation of the classes is allowed for. Bunge (1966)
proposed a simple version of this strategy, by computing a linear combination of both
distances. This might also beattained by simply adding the (suitably weighted)geographic coordinates to the set of variables. Webster & Burrough (1972b) rightly pointed out
that this method hasthe tendency to place widely separated but otherwise similar objects
in different classes. They remedied this by reducing influence of geographic distance if
that distance were large. To that end, they computed the combined distanceDfj between
objectsi'andƒ by e.g.:

"
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or£>*=0^(1-e"'*///"'),
where:D i ; =distance in multivariate space between objects/ and/,
djj = geographic distance between objectsi and/,
dmax = geographic distance between the most distant pair of objects,
w = weighting factor.
They applied these 'smoothing' formulae on data from 84 soil profiles in a 100 m x
100m grid and the Canberra metric (3.2.1.4) as Dy. By the unweighted pair-group
method (3.2.2.1.1), they found less fragmentary classesoccurring in more compact areas
and with hardly larger within-class variation. The above formulae still have the weakness
that with geographically close, but otherwise dissimilar objects an extremely large dissimilarity may be required for allocation to different classes. This becomes acute for an
irregular grid and discontinuously varying properties. Other procedures were proposed by
Haralick &Kelly (1969), Taylor (1969), Daleet al. (1971) and Monmonier (1972).
The state of the art seems to be one of a collection of methods which at best are
suitable for special situations only, and arebased on nomore than our superficial knowledge of the psychology of map perception. Methods that simultaneously employ information about properties and geographic position deserve further development. For the time
being it seems sensible to use only the properties in classifying and, if necessary, to
generalize the map afterwards.
Other discussions on this topic are found in, for instance, Berry & Marble (1968),
Johnston (1970) and Spence &Taylor (1970).
3.4.3 Optimization
The search for the classification for which an objective function reaches its extreme
value, possibly after setting side conditions according to the purpose,isastrictly mathe45

matical problem. It usually entails a difficult type of non-linear programming problem.
Several procedures are reviewed below, firstly those leading with certainty to the solution, next the ones that try to approach it.
3.4.3.1 Exact solution
The analytic solution for minimum variance partition of a univariate normally distributed population has been given by Cox (1957). In general an analytic solution is not
feasible.
Astraightforward procedure to find the best partition of asample set of objects isto
generate all admissible partitions in turn and to evaluate the objective function for each
of them. Unfortunately, as the number of objects grows, the number of possible partitions becomes very soon inhibitive.More specifically, the number of possible partitions of
n objects intok non-empty classesis,according to Feller (1950):

"^-^«•«-'"O- 0 "
and for n» k, approximately: P(n,k) x k"/k\.
Thus, for instance,^(10,5)=42 525,^(20,5)« 75 x 10 1 0 andP(50,5)~ 10 3 3 .
Enumeration (consideration one by one) of all possible solutions was applied, for
instance, by Edwards & Cavalli-Sforza (1965) for minimizing tr(W) at each successive
division in a hierarchical analysis. They found that aset of only 16objects wasabout the
largest to be analysed within reasonable computer time. But asufficiently accurate representation of variations and co-variations of a series of soil properties will often requirea
sample size of hundred or more.
Thus,regardlessof the adopted objective function and the state of computer technology, some form of directed search will nearly always be necessary. Methods for this must
be derived from the nature of the objective function. In the case of tr(W) the following
possibilities exist.
Firstly, Fisher (1958) deduced from the fact that tr(H0 is additive over subsets, the
following suboptimization theorem:
Let Aj : A2 denote apartition of setA into two disjoint subsetsAj andA2 andletP*
denote a least squares partition5 of At into kt subsets(i= 1,2). Then,among theclass
of subpartitionsofAj : A2 employing k( subsetsof'A( (i=1,2) aleastsquaressubpartition isP*:P*.
In other words, the search of a least-squares partition of subset At may be carried out
independently from that of subset A2. Application of this theorem may considerably
decrease computer time. Fisher (1958) investigated the problem of partitioning a time
series of 96 values into 10contiguous classes (i.e. periods). He reported that the best
admissible partitions for all k from 1to 10 were actually obtained in 3minutes, while
without applying the theorem more than 280 years would havebeen required for k = 10
only.
The suboptimization theorem was also used by Jensen (1969),who treated the search
for least squares partitions as a problem of dynamic programming. He analysed the
5. That is,abest partition under tr(H0.
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number of times that contributions from subsets to tr(W)have to be calculated. Aset of
20 objects to be partitioned into 5classes for instance would require 5i>(20,5) «
5x 75 x 10 1 0 such calculations when proceeding by enumeration (see above). Although
Jensen's dynamic programming method would reduce this number to a thousandth, the
remaining amount of computation is clearly prohibitive for so small a problem as this.
The reason why suboptimization seemed promising in Fisher's example apparently is the
imposed contiguity constraint.
The second possibility to direct the search arises from the geometric consideration
that each pair of subsets in a partition with minimum tr(W) must be separated by a
hyperplane (Gower, 1967). Any solution which does not satisfy this condition of 'convexity' can be ignoredapriori. The number of distinct dichotomies of aset ofn pointsin
m dimensions induced by hyperplanes isingeneral:

'-M-EZ.C;')
which for w-1 < m isinterpreted as2"" 1 (Harding, 1967). For largen and smallm, thisis
approximately equal to nm/m] . In a two-dimensional space, all such dichotomies could
be generated in a systematic way by an algorithm of Harris et al. (1972), who also
outlined a strategy for higher-dimensional spaces. As indicated above, the condition of
convexity also applies for more than two classes. However, Ido not know of any efficient
procedure for exploiting this,apart from the one-dimensional case,for which the number
of partitions still to be considered isreduced to (fc"_î) (Dagnelie, 1966).
Neither the suboptimization theorem nor the convexity condition is sufficiently
powerful to allow exact solutions of problems of the sizeusually involved in soil classification.
3.4.3.2 Approximate solution
The excessive number of options for testing led some authors to restrict the search to
a manageable sample of partitions. It is then hoped that the best or near best partitions
will be included in the sample. The chance that this will happen might be increased by
raising the sample size or by sampling only some more promising sub-class of partitions.
The disappointing results of Fortier & Solomon (1964) with this approach were attributed to a long tail in the distribution of the objective function. See Dagnelie (1966)
and Switzer (1970) for other examples of this method.
Quite different from sampling is the wide class of relocation methods. Here an initial
partition istaken asastarting point, and isimproved stepwise.
Most relocation methods proposed so far aim at minimizing Ec, the mean squared
Euclidean distance of an object to the representative of itsclass{3.4.1.1). Obviously,with
a series of fixed class representatives, Ec is minimized by allocating each object to the
class with the nearest representative. Inversely,with agiven partition,^ isminimized by
taking the centroids as representatives of the classes (then Ec equals tr(W)/n). But the
problem is that both optimum partition and optimum classrepresentatives are unknown;
they must be found simultaneously. Relocation methods try to solve this byrelaxation;
the errors resulting from an initial approximation are considered as constraints to be
relaxed.
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To begin with, one determines the set of classrepresentatives,Cl, that isoptimum for
a given initial partition Px. This partition should then in general be altered to render it
optimum for C\: this results in P2. NowC\ isnolonger optimum: one obtains anew set
of centroids, C 2 , which may give rise to anew partition,P3, and soon. ThusifPt andCi
denote the partition and the classrepresentatives,respectively,in stage/, the iteration will
proceed as:
/>, -»C, ^P2 -»C2•+...-»/>,-+C, ^Pi+1 ->CM •*...
In this basic form, the principle has been applied by, for instance, Jancey (1966). The
process may be stopped according to various rules, for instance when the number of
iterations exceeds a given limit or the rate of improvement isinsufficiently large,or when
iteration does not change the partition any further.6 Even in the latter case there is no
guarantee that ti(W) will reach the global minimum; counter-examples are available.
Dependent on the starting-point (Pi) the process may end up in some local minimum.
This is the major" drawback of relocation methods. Various sophistications of the basic
principle have been proposed that try to avoid local minima and to speed up theprocess.
Some of these are outlined below.
Acceleration has been suggested by Jancey (1966). In the present context it means
that, on arrival at C,-, one tries to bypass one or more iteration steps by extrapolating
towardsCt + j (J'>1)on the basis of the precedingcentroid positions,assuming that these
positions converge to alimiting position. Sofar thismethod doesnot seem to have found
any application.
Another option, now frequently employed, is to adapt the position of the representative of any class immediately after itscontent has been changed,rather than to postpone
re-calculation of the centroids until every object has been relocated. This admittedly
introduces greater computational effort for each iteration step. However, some objects
may now be transferred to other classesone step earlier than otherwise,because they will
be compared with recent centroids rather then with backward class representatives. The
final solution now depends not only on the starting-point but also on the order in which
the objects will be relocated. Immediate re-calculation of centroids has been applied by,
for instance,MacQueen (1966),who however relocated each object only once.
The procedure of immediate re-calculation provides further options. If any object is
simply allocated to the nearest current centroid at any stage, such allocation will be
conservative in that it is positively biased towards the centroid that represents the object
at that stage. If the object is not allowed to contribute to the calculation of the centroid
of itsclass,its distance from that centroid tends to increase.Furthermore, the centroid of
any other classwould have been nearer if that object were allocated to it beforehand.
The above can be introduced by allocating any object such that the resulting tr(W)is
minimized. The decreasejn tr(If), resulting from switching object t from itscurrent class
Pto any other classQ,can be shown to equal

6. The finiteness of the present iterative procedures isguaranteed by the fact that there existonly a
finite number ofdistinct partitions of afinite set of objects, and that only operations arevolved which
decrease the objective function. See Needham (1966) for aformal proof.
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where np and HQ denote the number of objects inP and Q, respectively, andp and q
denote their centroids before the switch. This refinement is available in the program of
Wishart (1969b) and referred to as 'removal'. It wasadopted asafixed procedure for the
experiments reported inChapter 4.
One could also consider aswitch of several objects together. Ifany subset T of classP,
with nT objects and centroid /, would be switched to classQ,then tx{W) would decrease
by (Howard, 1966):
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At equilibrium after iterative allocation of single objects, it may still be possible to
reduce tr(H0 further by switches of this more general type. In other words, more local
minima might be avoided. But, of course,now any switch hasto be selected from amuch
larger number of alternatives. Furthermore, the fact that a solution cannot be further
improved by the present type of switches is not sufficient condition for optimality. The
process could avoid local minima better ifamore general type of switch were considered,
that of transferring any set T from classPto classQsimultaneously with any set U from
Q to P. But then the number of alternatives would increase considerably, although reachingthe optimal partition would not be guaranteed if there were more than twoclasses.
When no further improvement can be achieved by switches of single objects, one
could, instead of searching systematically, try some haphazard reshuffling of the objects
to get the process going again. This has been done by, for instance, Forgy (1965) and
Rubin (1967).
One could perhaps affect the final solution favourably by starting at a well chosen
initial partition, rather than just any one.This,in addition, could also reduce the number
of iterations required. Favourable initial partitions may be obtained by Ward's method
(3.2.2.1.1), because this minimizes tr(H/) at each fusion. The initial partition could be
read from the dendrogram, at the level corresponding with the desired number of classes.
When the number of objects is too high for hierarchical classification one could apply
Ward's method to a random subset, calculate the centroids of the resulting classes, and
use those centroids as a starting point for iteration with the entire set. SeeChapter 4 for
examples of this procedure.
Wishart (1970) studied the effect of different starting-points on the final partition,
using artificial bivariate data. See 4.3.2 for similar trials with observed multivariate data.
Risk of local minima has been investigated by Harris et al. (1972) for two sets of
objects. The one set dealt with 97 species of bees as described by Michener & Sokal
(1957). The other was taken from the classical data of Fisher (1936)on 3speciesof iris
with 50objects each. In both cases the prescribed number of classes was two, and only
the scores on the first two principal components were used. The authors concluded from
their analysis that for the irises, there was only one minimum of tr(IV); this global
minimum would be found whatever the starting-point for iteration. For the bees, there
were two local minima;with an initial convex partition chosen at random, the probability
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of reaching the global minimum is0.62.
Ball (1966) developed a program for minimizing tr(W) in combination with sideconditions on the size and heterogeneity of individual classes and on their separation. The
number of classesisnot kept constant duringthisprocess.
Relocation methods may also be used to optimize objective functions other than
tr(K0. For instance, Koontz & Fukunaga (1971) used relocation in preserving distance
while Sclove (1973) discussed it in considering separation of populations. A general
review of relocation methods can be found in,for instance, Bolshev(1969).
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4 Experiments with a classification procedure

Based on the considerations in Chapters 2 and 3, a classification procedure has been
devised that could be introduced in soil survey. In 4.1,the procedure isoutlined and its
rationale given. In 4.2, it is described in detail and illustrated by an application. In 4.3,
investigations on variousparticular elements of the procedure are reported.
4.1 Outlineandrationale of theprocedure
The procedure discussed in this chapter is intended to be an aid in constructing
suitable classifications for detailed and semi-detailed soil surveys as done now in the
Netherlands. These surveysare mainly in Holocene clay and peat areas,and in Pleistocene
sand and loam areas. They support the planning of land-use, agricultural or non-agricultural.
Soil survey for planning land-use generally tries to provide, at lowest costs, the most
valuable soil information about a given area. Apart from the efficiency with which auser
can retrieve data from the map and the memoir, the value of the information depends on
the relevance and the precision of the data presented, and on the errors included. The
precision and relevance, respectively, depend on the number of mapping units and the
properties in terms of which they are described. Ibelieve that at present neither of these
two factors, nor the mentioned efficiency of data retrieval canbe satisfactorily included
in a comprehensive model for optimization (seealso 2.2.2 and 3.4.2). The role of numerical classification in the present procedure willthus concentrate on minimization of error.
In 3.4.1.1, an overall measure of error, denoted byEt, wassuggested for soil maps. It
assumed that the survey would be based on a classification specified by class representatives, i.e. for each classa'central' value isgiven for every variable,and that mapping units
would be delineated that correspond to these class representatives. The best delineation
with respect to Et would be that by which each profile in the area was allocated to the
most similar class representative (i.e. at shortest Euclidean distance inthe space with the
variables asmutually perpendicular axes).In that case,^, equalsEc: the contribution due
to the heterogeneity of the classes. In principle, Ec can be minimized by constructing
classes as homogeneous as possible. In practice, however, there will always be an additional contribution, Ed, due to the fact that delineation is accompanied by inaccuracies
and cartographic generalizations. This makes construction of optimum classifications for
soil survey considerably more complicated. Accuracy of delineation may not only depend
on the survey method, but also on the classification used. Theadvantage of morehomogeneity of the classescould evenbe overruled by worse accuracy of delineation.
In the present procedure, homogeneity of classes is kept as the main criterion, but
with certain restrictions in favour of accuracy of delineation. (The principle of optimizing
homogeneity in classification was discussed in 2.4.2, along with that of distribution
fitting.)
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With respect to classhomogeneity,it isrecalled from 3.4.1.1that, for agiven partition
of a set of profiles, Ec is minimum if the centroids of the classesare chosen asrepresentatives. If so,Ec is identical to tr(W)/«, the objective function argued in 3.4.1.1 from a
more general viewpoint. (The number of objects,n, isaconstant, andsois immaterial for
minimization.) This function can be minimized by Ward's method (3.2.2.1.1) or by
relocation algorithms (3.4.3.2). That will lead to the disjoint, polythetic type ofclasses,
discussed in 2.4.3 and 2.4.5.
For delineation of classes,one would expect adapted allocation of profile observations
often to be more efficient than random allocation (2.2.2). Therefore the classification
procedure should not inhibit survey with adapted allocation. So some practical requirements were added to the theoretical considerations above. These requirements were:
a. The classification should be available at an early stage of the field work. It can
therefore only be used on a limited set of profile observations made before the actual
mapping.
b. This set should be sufficiently representative, so that the classification may remain
unchanged throughout the survey. But if some adaptation would prove necessary, then
that should be feasible without undue effort.
c. New profiles must be identified on the spot. The classification should thus permit
simple and quick identification (2.5).
d. To keep track of soil boundaries in the field, differences between the classes should
be easy to memorize.
Suppose that for a given survey, 100variables are involved in profile descriptions and
30classes are needed for a sufficiently accurate representation. This isnot an unrealistic
example. But if, straightforwardly, 30 classes be constructed with centroids consisting of
100values each, then there are likely to be serious shortcomings on pointsb, c and d
above. Generally, allocation of newprofiles to the centroid at shortest Euclidean distance
would hardly be possible in the field. Furthermore, identification had to be completely
revised for each profile involved, if classesbe adapted during the survey. Also differences
between classeswould be difficult to memorize.
The strategy followed in this study is to split the problem into manageable parts.The
procedure is schematically represented in Fig.6. At the first stage a series of classifications is constructed, each based on a subset of the variables only. Thisseriesiscombined
into an interim classification. If there are too many interim classes all to be mapped
individually, then at a second stage of the procedure, they are fused to larger classes.The
result will be referred to as thefinal classification. Thus the interim and final classification respectively constitute a lower and a higher level of a hierarchical classification, a
type discussed in 2.4.4. At both stages, tr(W)isminimized, though with constraints. The
procedure can be outlined as follows.
First stage. Asapreliminary, the set of variablesisdivided into subsets,and on the basis
of each subset, a classification is constructed by relocation. The numbers of classes are
chosen by the user. In the following, these classifications will be referred to as special
classifications. The interim classification is then obtained asacombination of the special
classifications, i.e. all soil profiles allocated to the samespecial classestogether constitute
one interim class.
If each variable represents the value of agiven property (e.g.the percentage of clay)in
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a given depth interval of any soil profile, then the variablesmay begrouped by property
or by depth interval.
If the latter, each special classification regardsone interval,and the interim classesare
characterized by aunique sequence of types oflayers.Norris&Dale(1971)followed this
strategy, though in combination with other cluster methods. Separate classifications of
layers would be unsatisfactory in our case, where the profiles are divided into 20 depth
intervals. Sequences of 20layer types would be too difficult to handle by the users (in
the first place the surveyor).
If the number of properties is not too large,grouping the variablesby property yields
a more manageable classification. This type of grouping is chosen in the present study.
Each special classification is thus of a single property, and the classified objects are
profiles of that property only, as (could be) observed invertical direction. Such a profile
will be referred to as a depth profile (as for clay content),incontrast to the soil profile,
which is the combination of depth profiles for the respective properties.The centroid, or
more generally, the class representative of a class of depth profiles will be termed a
central depth-profile.
Classifications of depth profiles for clay and carbonate have long been used by the
Netherlands Soil Survey Institute (Bodemkaart van Nederland, 1:50 000,1964). Study of
soils by depth profiles, in addition to horizons, has been argued by Bennema (1974) for
generalreasons.
The advantage of constructing the interim classification from special classifications
liesineconomy of classdefinition. The representative of eachinterim classisthe union of
certain central depth-profiles from a common collection. If there be m- intervals andkclasses for the/th property then, with/ properties,the whole collection of central depthprofiles will consist of ^ •_ m/^j average values. That may be far less than the mk
values involved when the set of soilprofiles would have been partitioned into k classeson
the basisof allm variables simultaneously.
Second stage. The number of interim classes equals the number of different combinations of central depth-profiles occurring in the given sample.Thisnumber depends on the
number of central depth-profiles chosen for each property,and on statistical dependence
between the properties; it is not known beforehand. If too many classes arise all to be
mapped individually, their number can be reduced by fusion of classes at the second
stage.Only thefinalclassessoconstructed need to be mapped.
The fusions may be chosen by Ward's method in order to minimize tr(W) as at the
previous stage. Alternatively, the principle of minimizing tr(W) could be combined with
considerations regarding the geographic contiguity of the classes (3.4.2.2) or their relationships to the landscape.
As indicated in Fig.6, weighting of the variables will be at both stages of the procedure: first the intervals are weighted, then the properties.
One advantage of the present procedure isthat identification of newprofiles iseasier,
hopefully easy enough to be acceptable aspart of the field work.Whenasoil profile isto
be identified, the central depth-profile at shortest Euclidean distance isselected for each
property successively. If the number of central depth-profiles is not too high, this is
relatively easy, especially if the central depth-profiles are represented by diagrams, as in
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Section 4.2 are included.)
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Fig. 13. The identification can be recorded asastring of characters on the field-map. The
Z'th character in such a string would then refer to the central depth-profile to which the
observed depth-profile for the/th property has been allocated. Any such character string
is the label of an interim class and, given a particular one, the corresponding final class
can be read from a table or key specifying the grouping as determined at the second
stage.7
A further advantage isthat earlier identifications to interim classesneed not be revised
when the final classification is adapted during the survey. Also, differences between
classesare easier to memorize,because one need not consider allvariables at once.
4.2 Detaileddescriptionandapplication
Inthissection, the various steps of the procedure are discussed indetail and exemplified with an application. Since the procedure is intended for routine soil survey, it has
been applied to data asusually collected in suchsurveys.
Use was made of the fact that the complete set of data from one of the surveysby the
Netherlands Soil Survey Institute (Kamping & Rutten, 1969) had already been put onto
punch cards for other purposes. This data set wasused for the experiments in the present
and the next section.
The classes constructed were not delineated in the field because this would have
required a new survey. So the classification was not finally assessed (2.6), but the geographic distribution of the classes was studied from the data already collected. Comparison of the maps from the experimental classification with those from the conventional
was pointless, because the weightsassigned to the variablesdiffered considerably between
the two classifications (4.3.4).
4.2.1 Purpose of theclassification
The survey for which a classification was required was typical of the commissioned
surveys on scale 1 : 2 5 000 in marine clay areas in the Netherlands. The survey was in
support of a reallotment project in the area described below. Such a project is comprehensive in that it is intended to improve physical conditions, in a general sense, for
agricultural production by the individual farmers. Also non-agricultural land-use (such as
recreation projects) may be included in the plans. Important elements of a reallotment
project are usually: improvement of drainage and permanent soil conditions related to
structure and micro-relief, more efficient parcelling,accessroadsand site of buildings.
Soildata are used in many aspectsof planning. For instance,they may indicate:
— how and where drainage and soil.structure could be improved,
— how levellingshould be done,
— optimum changesin the plan of roadsand watercourses,
— estimation of production capacities.
The use of soil data in reallotment projects has been analysed in detail by Naarding
(1970).
7. If thecombination at hand benot included in the pilot sample,neither willitberepresented in the
key. The latter can as yet be completed by allocating such a combination to the classcontainingthe
combination at smallest F.uclideandistance.
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4.2.2 Datacollection
4.2.2.1 Test area
The survey of Kamping & Rutten covered a reallotment area of 81 km2 around the
villagesof Stedumand Loppersum,inthe north-eastern part of the Province of Groningen
(Fig.7).
Geologically the test area consists of young marine clay. Three types of landscape
were distinguished by Kamping & Rutten (1969). The oldest type originated about
900 BC from tidal marsh with banks and basins. It forms a wide belt from east to west
through the area. This region was settled before the Christian era. To escape periodic
floods, the earliest farmers raised dwelling mounds ('terpen' in Dutch)on which to build
their villages or single farms. During the last centuries, some mounds were removed, the
earth being used for fertilizing elsewhere.
In a period of marine incursions from about 250 until 500 AD the sea penetrated
through the banks into the southern hinterland. Thelandscape that developed there isin
general flat and slightly lower than the one mentioned above. The soil in the southwestern part of the area has a typical sticky structure, associated with conditions of
deposition at that time.Several fields have been quarried for brick-making.
The northern part of the area wasformed mainly during the Middle Ageswhen,bit by
bit,the coastal marsh in the former shallow bay Fivelwasbeing embanked.
Traditional crops are sugar-beet, potato, wheat and barley. Grassland is an increasing
land-use.
Kamping & Rutten produced a soil map on scale 1:25 000. The legend was constructed by subdividing some subgroups of the Dutch soil classification (de Bakker &
Schelling, 1966). Nearly all soils fell into the subgroup of Polder vague soils. In the US
system (Soil Survey Staff, 1975) many would be identified as fine-silty, mixed (calcareous), mesic Typic Fluvaquent, other as fine-clayey, illitic (non-acid), mesic Typic
Fluvaquent, sometimes slightly intergrading to a Natraqualf. Plaggepts occur on dwelling
mounds.
4.2.2.2 Profiles
Soilprofiles were described by augering to adepth of 2 m.
The description of any such profile hereafter represents an object. A 'free survey'
system was followed, so the siting of borings was adapted instead of random. As it
happened, the borings proved finally to be evenly distributed over the area. In total,
2212 borings were made,givingan average density of about 27 per square kilometer.
4.2.2.3 Variables
Six properties were observed throughout the whole depth of eachboring. Because the
depths of transitions had been rounded off to 5cm, the borings can be divided into
40 intervals of 5cm,for each of which 6valuesare available: onevalue for each property.
Soinitially there were 6 x40 =240variables.
In the following the propertiesare successively discussed.In thissection and the next,
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they willbe designated by the italicized namesgiven below.
Gay and humus. Contents of clay and humus were estimated visually andby finger test,
supported by reference samples. Clay is here defined as the fraction of mineral particles
smaller than 0.002 mm inequivalent diameter.
Byhumus ismeant the organic matter in the upper part of the soil.
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Fig.7. Location of the test area.
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Clay and humus contents were recorded as percentages by mass of the mineral
constituents and of total soil material, respectively. Their ranges of variation differed
considerably: for clay this was between 3 and 54%, and for humus was between 0 and
10%.
Carbonate. A rough indication of the amount of carbonates was obtained by observing
the reaction with 10% HCl. Originally, 'no', 'weak' and 'strong' effervescence was recorded, as - , + and ++, respectively. So for each interval, a 3-valued ordinal variable
(2.3.1.1) was created. Comparison with laboratory data showed that the carbonate contents corresponding to the reactions mentioned above are roughly proportional to the
values 0, 1and 2,respectively. The codeswere transformed to these values,sothat in the
following the variablescould be treated asmetrical.
Ripening. Physical ripening was assessed by squeezing the material by hand. The three
values originally recorded were: 'fully ripened', 'half ripened' and 'not ripened'. It was
considered that in this case the difference in ripening between 'fully' and 'half was
roughly of the same importance as the difference between 'half and 'not'. Therefore, as
for carbonate, the valueswere transformed into 0,1 and 2,respectively, again resulting in
3-valued metrical variables.
Knip. Aspecialstructuresometimes occurs underneath the top of alluvial soils. In Dutch,
itistermed 'knip',whichIleaveuntranslated. It isassociated with relatively strong swelling
and shrinking. As a consequence the profile has some unfavourable properties from an
agricultural point of view. Soils with finer textures become impermeable in the wet
season, hence are often saturated with water. In the dry season,these soilsbreak up into
hard, blocky or prismatic fragments, and capillary water supply iseasily interrupted asa
result of high compactness. The phenomenon islessdistinct in soilswith coarser textures.
Its absence and presence has been recorded with 0 and 1, respectively. Because actually
many intermediate forms are possible between 'knip' and 'no knip',thesevariables can be
considered asconceptually continuous,likecarbonateand ripening.
Peat. Some subsoils in the area contain peat or peaty material. The amount of organic
matter wasestimated in five classes:
- no organic matter visible,
- organic matter visible,but lessthan required for qualification 'peaty clay',
- peaty clay,
- clayey peat,
- peat.
Thelatter three classesare asdefined by de Bakker&Schelling (1966).
Although both peat and humus data refer to the amount of organic matter, it was
decided to maintain the distinction between the two throughout analysis. In the test area,
humus and peat are genetically and morphologically different components with different
physical and chemical properties. They could always be estimated independently from
each other, because they occur in different parts of the profile.
The five classes were originally denoted by alpha-numeric codes. Because the average
percentages of organic matter within the classes may be expected to be roughly equidistant, the valueshavebeen transformed into 0, 1,2,3 and 4, respectively.
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4.2.3 Datapre-processing
4.2.3.1 Reduction of the number of profiles
As argued in 4.1, the classification procedure should be applied to alimited number of
profiles.Areconnaisancebysome600boringswouldbeaboutthe maximum acceptable for
surveys like the present. To incorporate this restriction, a sample, designated Set B, of
600borings wasdrawn from the complete set, A,of 2212 borings.To ensure a fairly even
spread of the samples, the area wasstratified into 49 sub-areas. Boringswere then drawn,
at random, in numbers proportional to those in each sub-area. The choice of samplesize
willbe further discussed in 4.3.1.
4.2.3.2 Reduction of the number of variables
The number of variables was reduced by two measures. Firstly, it was felt that
doubling the width of the intervals from 5to 10cm and taking the average value for each
would not distort the information seriously. Information would only be distorted if
where transitions were recorded within the new 10-cm intervals. As the total number of
recorded transitions per profile isalready low (usually lessthan 5),distortion only occurs
infrequently. Furthermore, recording the depths of transitionsin multiples of 5cmmust
often have gone beyond the actual accuracy of observation. This first measure reduced
the total number of variables from 240 to 120(= 20 x6).
Secondly, on examination several variables turned out to be constant within Set B. As
such variables do not contribute to Euclidean distances, they were excluded from analysis. (During survey, however, one should check how far variation does occur in other
samples from a population.) Eighty-eight variables remained; they are represented in
Table 2.
To complement the cluster analyses, principal component analysis wasapplied to the
clay data of Set B. The matrix of correlation coefficients used for thisanalysisisgivenin
Table 3. Table 4showsthat the first four components together explain most (92%)of the
variance. The first component is roughly proportional to the clay percentage averaged
over the intervals. The second, third and fourth component, respectively, correspond to
the linear, quadratic and cubic trend with depth. Fig.8showsa random subsample of 300
clay depth-profiles from Set B, projected onto the first and second component. In this
Table 2. Variables included in the analyses.
Property

Values

Depth interval
(downward along profile)

Number of variables

Clay
Humus
Carbonate
Ripening
Knip
Peat

0-100%
0-100%
0, 1,2
0, 1,2
0,1
0,1,2,3,4

1-20
1-12
1-20
6-20
1-8
8-20

20
12
20
15
8
13

Total number of variables

88
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Table4. Principal component analysis applied to standardized percentage clay
in20depth intervals of 600profiles (SetB).
Component

ist

2nd

3rd

4th

Eigenvalue
Explained variance(%)
Cumulative variance(%)

12.61
63.1
63.1

3.64
18.2
81.3

1.42
7.1
88.4

0.75
3.7
92.1

-0.262
-0.267
-0.274
-0.279
-0.265
-0.226
-0.169
-0.115
-0.068
-0.022
0.043
0.084
0.141
0.206
0.237
0.273
0.299
0.302
0.278
0.283

0.195
0.190
0.164
0.148
0.147
0.073
-0.036
-0.103
-0.199
-0.258
-0.338
-0.343
-0.296
-0.203
-0.096
0.067
0.190
0.281
0.347
0.350

-0.210
-0.204
-0.193
-0.153
-0.084
0.100
0.255
0.349
0.387
0.284
0.069
-0.080
-0.235
-0.344
-0.316
-0.175
-0.035
0.099
0.217
0.216

Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.220
0.220
0.223
0.224
0.226
0.234
0.242
0.246
0.243
0.245
0.239
0.236
0.233
0.224
0.220
0.211
0.202
0.196
0.191
0.185

2 n d component
6T

Fig.8. Scatter of claydepth-profiles projected onto the first two principal components (specified in
Table4)and allocated to the centroids in Fig. 12(with projections marked*).
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scatter diagram, the depth profiles are delineated according to their later classification by
the relocation method (4.2.4).Natural clusters did not appear from the diagram.
There was clearly much redundancy in the clay data,dueto correlations between the
intervals. The same may be expected for the other properties. However,asmentioned in
2.3.2.1, defining the classes in terms of principal components would hamper identification in the field. So the classification wasbased on the original variables.The possibility
of reduction by deleting anumber of depth intervals willbe discussed in 4.3.4.
4.2.3.3 Weighting of the variables
The problem of weighting was discussed in general terms in2.3.1.2.The classification
procedure beingchosen,the following may be added.
It isrecalled from 3.2.1 that with tr(W)ln asobjective function, the effective weight in
the sense of Burr (1968) (i.e. the average contribution of avariable to all(") inter-object
distances) equals twice the overall variance of that variable. Weighting will therefore be
further discussed interms of the more usualvariance.
The relocation method minimizes tr(W)ln, i.e. the sum of the pooled within-class
variances. But apart from the sum, also the distribution of these variances over the
variables will affect the usefulness of a classification. By choice of weights, the user can
influence the distribution. Multiplication of a variable by ascalefactor Xmultiplies the
overall variance by X2, but the effect on the within-class variance is more complicated.
This depends on the number of classesand on the multivariate frequency distribution, as
willbe discussed in 4.3.4.
For an optimum choice of weights several aspects must be considered. If assessment
factors (e.g.moisture supply,bearing capacity) are to be estimated for each mapping unit,
then one would like to minimize the error of such estimates by suitable weighting of the
variables on which the classification isto bebased. For that purpose,the classescould be
made ashomogeneous aspossible with respect to the assessment factors, by weighting the
variables in proportion to their influence on the factors. In addition one could increase
the accuracy of delineation in the field, by giving higher weights to variablesthat can be
observed more accurately and that have closer correlation with visible landscape features.
An entirely quantitative approach to weightingencounters many difficulties (e.g.lack
of data and non-linearity of relationships). Therefore approximations must suffice for the
moment. One way would be to question a panel of experienced soil scientists provided
with a specification of the purpose and the method of the survey. (In conventional
classification, the process of weighting is implicit, whereas here the soil scientists would
be asked to express their opinions in a quantitative form.) Thishas not been undertaken
in the present study. Instead Iconfined myself to aprovisional, rather arbitrary choice of
weights, and in a separate study I concentrated on the effects of differences in weighting
on the classification (see4.3.4).
Weights are to be chosen at both stages of the classification procedure. At the first
stage, the depth intervals are weighted before constructing the special classification. This
can be done separately for each property. In the present soil survey, there was no
immediate evidence that features of the subsoil, for instance, of interest for drainage,
were markedly lessimportant than those of the topsoil. Therefore, for every property the
scale factors were set at 1for each interval. In other words,the special classifications were
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based on the original data. The overall variances of the original variables in Set Bare
presented in Fig. 17.
At the second stage, the properties should be weighted,because the interim classes to
be fused are defined by all properties simultaneously. The weights of the intervals are
already fixed, so weighting of the properties is confined to application of a common
scale-factor to all data on the same property. These factors should be selected in relation
to the number of classesin the special classifications. The homogeneity of the final classes
(i.e. classes of the final classification) for a given property, depends on the homogeneity
of the interim classes and on how these are fused by the classification method. The
homogeneity of the interim classes is controlled by the choice of the number of special
classes for that property. Fusion of the interim classesiscontrolled by the choice of scale
factors.
In the present application, six classes were constructed for clay, three forhumus and
carbonate, and two for ripening, knip and peat. This choice seemed not unreasonable in
view of the relative importance of the properties,their range of variation in the area,and
the accuracy of observation. Because the importance of the propertieswasassumed to be
sufficiently accounted for already in these numbers of classes, the scale factors were
chosen such that the overall variance, calculated from the central depth-profiles and
summed over intervals,wasequal for each property.
4.2.4 Classification at the first stage of the procedure
At this stage, a special classification is separately constructed for each property. The
special classifications are then combined into an interim classification.
4.2.4.1 Special classifications
A special classification for claywasconstructed by iterative relocation of the 600clay
depth-profiles of Set B. The samewasdone for the other properties. Relocation methods
are dealt with in 3.4.3.2. The following method wasselected.
Step 1. Choose the number of classes.
Step 2. Choose an initial partition of the set of depth profiles and calculate the centroids.
Step 3. Relocate successively each depth profile, such that ti(W) is minimized. The
decrease in tr{W)by switching adepth profile t from its present classato any other class
Qequals:

wherenp and nQ denote the number of depth profiles inP and Q,respectively, before
the switch, while p and q denote the centroids of P and Q. Whenever a depth profile is
switched, the two centroids involved are immediately recalculated. (Thismakesthe result
dependent on order, as will be discussed in 4.3.3. In the present example the depth
profiles were relocated in random order.)
Step4. Iterate Step 3 until no switchesoccur during the previous iteration.
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This relocation algorithm can easily be generalized to incomplete data sets. This is achieved by calculating
changes in tr(W)not by Euclidean distances, but by summation of the contribution of theindividualvariables.
Thedecrease inthe pooled within-classvarianceby relocating objectt from classP to classQisforvariable/:

^ ' ^ • - ^ - W
iftj (the value ofvariableƒ forobjectt) isknown,and0 ifthe valueismissing.Here
n.: total numberof knownvaluesof variable/,
rip,:numberof knownvaluesof variableƒinclassP,
Pj. meanvalue of variableƒ inclassP.
Iusedthisgeneralized algorithm forclassification of texture depth-profiles insandyareas,toexclude genetically
different parentmaterials(e.g.peat andboulder clay)from theanalysis.
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Fig. 9. Dendogram by Ward's method, applied to Set Cof 100 clay depth-profiles.
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Fig. 11. Relation between the number of special classes and t r W / n

The choice of the number of classes and the initial partition may be supported, in
principle, by application of cluster analysis to a subsample of depth profiles.8 In the
present application I previously applied Ward's method to a subsample of 100 depth
profiles, drawn at random from Set Band designated Set C.Ward'smethod, summarized
in 3.2.2.1.1,startsfrom amatrix of squared Euclidean distancesbetween the objects, and
8. The value of such preliminary analysis should not be over-estimated; see 4.3.2 and 4.3.4.
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— 600carbonate depth-profilespartitioned byrelocation

progressively fuses classes such that ti(W) is minimum. Asample size of 100 seemed a
reasonable compromise between representation of the data set and computational effort,
which increaseswith the square of the number of objects.
The results of Ward's method were recorded in the form of dendrograms. Those for
clay and carbonate are given as examples in Fig.9 and 10. From each of these dendrograms a graph was constructed to show the relation between tx{W)jnand the number of
classes. The graphs for clay, humus and carbonate are represented by solid lines in
Fig. lia, b and c, respectively. They, of course, only approximate the relations which
would be obtained for the complete Set B without imposing a hierarchical structure
(4.3.4).
The effect on the homogeneity of the classes,asshown by the mentioned graphs,was
one of the factors considered in choosing the number of classes.The more important a
property is for the purpose of the survey,the more homogeneity willbe required for that
property. However, it would be pointless to construct many classesfor a property which,
in the field, is only roughly assessed. Furthermore, if the special classifications have too
many classes,an excessive number of interim classesmay result. The effect of the number
of special classes on the final result will be discussed in4.3.4. In the present application,
the following choice was made: 6classesfor clay, 3classesforhumus andcarbonate,and
2 classesforripening, knip and peat.
To create an initial partition for relocation, the partition of Set Cwith the chosen
number of classes was read from the dendrogram and the centroids of the classes were
calculated. The remaining depth-profiles (Set BminusC)were then allocated to the class
with the nearest centroid. The effect of the initial partition on the result of relocation
willbe discussed in4.3.2.
For clay, for instance, relocation resulted in a final partition of the 600 clay depthprofiles of Set B. The centroid of each of the sixclassesconsistsof the classaverages for
clay in each of the 20 depth intervals. These centroids are presented, with a code for
reference, in Fig. 12.
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With diagrams like Fig. 12, a trained surveyor should often be able directly to select
the centroid at shortest Euclidean distance from an observed depth-profile. But calculating this has to be fairly easy in case of doubt. For that reason, the values of the
centroids were rounded off. Identification may also be facilitated by smoothing, i.e. by
removing small, insignificant deviations from an obvious trend inacentroid. By rounding
and smoothing, the central depth-profiles no longer coincide with the centroids, hence
the objective function Ec is no longer equal to tr(W)/n. Amoderate increase inEc will
usually result from these simplifications.
The rounded and smoothed central depth-profiles for clayand the other propertiesare
presented in Fig. 13. Except for clay, these diagrams are nearly identical to those of the
centroids which, therefore, are not presented here. After allocation to the central depthprofiles the observed depth-profiles were distributed over the classes as indicated in
Table 5. The pooled within-class variances in each of the intervals are presented in
Fig. 17. Values of Ec for the special classifications aregivenin Table 10,those of tr(W)/n
are underlined in Table 17.
Some information about the speed of the relocation process is given inTable 6, with
the number of iterations required (including the last iteration without switches),and the
total number of switches during the process.The cluster analysesrequired 12-50seconds
of computer time,usingWishart's CLUSTAN 1Apackage,with an IBM360.
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Table 5. Frequencies of the special classes, after allocation of
Profile Set Bto thecentral depth-profiles in Fig. 13.
Class No

Clay
Humus
Carbonate
Ripening
Knip
Peat

Total

1

2

3

4

5

6

140
294
255
508
479
595

141
215
275
92
121
5

55
91
70

109

78

77

Table 6. Computational effort in

Clay
Humus
Carbonate
Ripening
Knip
Peat

600
600
600
600
600
600

relocation.

Number of
iterations

switches

6
4
2
2
2
1

113
53
17
6
2
0

4.2.4.2 Synthesis;interim classification
Theinterim classification wasobtained by combiningthe special classifications: allsoil
profiles belonging to the samespecial classesfor the respective properties together constituted one interim class.The representative of an interim classwasformed by the union of
the corresponding central depth-profiles. In the present application, there were 6 x 3 x 3
x 2 x 2 x 2 = 432 different combinations of special classes. Actually, only 108of these
combinations arose from Set B. These combinations and their frequencies are listed in
Table 7.
4.2.5 Classificationat the secondstageof the procedure
4.2.5.1 Method
It would be neither feasible nor necessary to map all 108interim classesindividually.
Several interim classes were therefore lumped to obtain a final classification. Ward's
method of cluster analysis was applied to find the best fusions, i.e. those with least
increase of within-class variances. This time, however, it did not need to be confined toa
subsample, because the complete set of 108classes could be reasonably handled. Also,
the number of fusions wasrelatively low,sothat deviation from optimum by constraining
to a hierarchy was not expected to be serious, and the partition was not further optimized by relocation.
Another difference from the previous stage is that amalgamation started from class
representatives,to be weighted with class frequencies, instead of individual depth-profiles.
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Table 7. Final classification defined by combinations of the central depth-profiles in Fig. 13.
Class a' b' c' d' e1 f Fre- Class a b c d e f Fre- Class a b c d e f FreNo
quen- No
quen- No
cy
cy
1

4 1 2 11

1 18

2

2 1 2 11
3 1 2 11
6 1 2 11

1 23
1 2
1 3

3

5 1 2 11

1 15

4

1 2 2 11
4 2 2 11

1 1
1 10

19

5

2 2 2 11
5 2 2 11

1 22
1 7

4 3 3 1 1 1 2
5 3 3 1 1 1 2

20

6

3 2 2 11
6 2 2 11

1 5
1 13

7

1 3 2 11
4 3 2 11

1 3
1 4

3
6
3
5
6

1
1
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

3
4
1
1
3

21

8

2
3
5
6

1
1
1
1

2
3
4
5
5

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
3

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
3
2
1
1

9

1 1 1 11

1 55

22

10

4 1 1 11

1 39

11

5 1 1 11

1 21

12

2
3
6
3
6

1 11
1 11
1 11
1 11
1 11

i21
1 2
1 1
1 1
1 1

1
4
1
4
4

1
1
1
1
2

2
2
1
1
2

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
3
1
2

13

1 2 1 11

1 36

14

2 2 1 11
4 2 1 11
5 2 1 11

1 8
1 14
1 4

15

1 3 1 11

1 35

16

2 3 1 11
4 3 1 11
5 3 1 11

1 6
1 6
1 3

17

1 1 3 11
4 1 3 11

1 4
1 3

3
3
3
3

1
1
1
2
2

2 11
2 11
2 11
2 11

18

9
1
6
1

2
5
6
2
3
5
6

1
1
1
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
1
2
3
2
2

23

1 3 1 2 1 1 2
4 3 1 2 1 1 1

24

2
3
4
5
3

2
2
2
2
1

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

3
2
1
2
1

25

3
5
6
3
5

1
1
1
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
5
2

quency

26

2 1 2 1 2 1 22
4 12 12 1 3
5 12 12 1 2

27

3 1 2 1 2 1
6 1 2 1 2 1

28

2 2 2 1 2 1 14
4 2 2 1 2 1 1
2 3 2 1 2 1 1

29

3 2 2 1 2 1 5
6 2 2 1 2 1 13

30

2 1 1 1 2 1
6 1 1 1 2 1
2 2 1 1 2 1

1
1
1

31

3
6
2
3
5
6

1
1
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
3
2
2

32

2
3
6
2
3
6
6

1
1
1
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
8
2
1
3
1

33

3
4
6
3
5
6
3

1 3 2
1 3 2
1 3 2
2 3 2
2 3 2
2 3 2
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2
2
2
2
2
2
1

1 1
1 1
1 5
1 3
1 2
1 5
1
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1
1
1

35

3 2 3 2 12

2

2
8

1. a= Clay; b= Humus;c=Carbonate;d =Ripening; e=Knip;f= Peat.
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The usual recurrence formula (3.2.2.1.1) for calculating new increments of the sum of
squares within classes could still be used, provided that a matrix of correct initial increments was the starting point. Squared Euclidean distances can normally be used for this,
but because in this application the objects to be fused represented different numbers of
profiles, the initial increments were calculated according to:
n n

ii

n

d\(i,i),

i+ni
where nt and n;- are the number of profiles in classes / and/, respectively, and d\(j,j) is
the squared Euclidean distance between the class representatives of i and ƒ. Section
4.2.3.3 states how the properties were weighted before cluster analysis.
4.2.5.2 Final classification
The dendrogram resulting from Ward's method is presented in Fig. 14. A graph indicating the relation between the number of classes and tt(W)ln was derived from this
increaseof Xr(W)/n
byfusions
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Fig. 14. Dendogram by Ward's method, applied to 108 combinations of central depth-profiles with
previousstandardization of the properties (beginning with the 35classesspecified in Table7).
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dendrogram (Fig. 15). Atotal of 35 classesseemed areasonable compromise between the
demands for homogeneity and manageability;it isausualnumber for the present type of
surveys.The choice of the number of classesisdealt with in4.3.4.
The classification with 35 classes was read from the dendrogram; it is specified in
Table 7. Values of tr(W)ln were, separately for each property, calculated from the untransformed data of Set B.Thesevaluesarepresented inTable 17.
4.2.6 Geographicdistribution of the classes
A definitive test of the classification in the field was beyond the scope of this study.
Using the same data asbefore, however,the geographical distribution of the classesin the
test-area could be examined. Two seriesof mapswere produced by computer.
Profile location maps with class-labels (point maps) were separately made for the six
special classifications, sothat one mapwasobtained for each property. Tomake them,all
profiles in the test area (Set A) were allocated to the central depth-profiles depicted in
Fig. 13 on the basisof shortest Euclidean distance.The corresponding labelswere plotted
on the profile locations(Map 1-6).
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Fig. 15. Relation between the number of final classes and tr(W)/n, derived from the dendogiam in
Fig. 14.
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The point maps reflect the class occurrences only partially. For a more complete
image, occurrences have been delineated. Manual delineation would inevitably have introduced a degree of subjectivity undesirable in this test. Existing programs for contouring
were not applicable because they operate only with asinglequantitative variable,and the
present classes, being polythetically defined, could not be delineated by superposition of
contour maps. For that reason, the following automated mappingprocedure wasdevised
and applied to the data.
First a rectangular sub-area of 1.875 km x 3.750 km was selected in the test area,
where a diverse pattern was expected. The location of this sub-area is indicated on the
point maps. Using the original data from all 195borings in thissub-area and a computer
program SYMAP (Shepard, 1969), interpolations were carried out for eachvariable separately. This resulted in an estimated value for every variable in each of 118 x 141
rectangles into which the sub-area had been divided. According to these values, the
rectangles were allocated to the central depth-profiles and to thefinalclassesspecified in
Table 7. The maps,No 7-12,were finally produced by aline-printer, the classlabelsbeing
printed at positionscorresponding to the rectangles.Inthe present example,themapsare
printed in colour. The colour separates were obtained by photographic reduction (4x)of
a separate line-printer map of each class or combination of classes, depending on the
chosen colour mixtures. An account of thisprocedure ispresented elsewhere(de Gruijter
&Bie, 1975).
4.3 Sometechnicalaspectsof theprocedure
The experiments reported in this section were carried out to obtain some global
information about the effect of certain decisions on the results of the classification
procedure. Those decisions concern the number of objects (sample size),the initial partition from which relocation is to start, the order in which the objects are relocated, and
the number of classesand weights.
4.3.1 Samplesize
Problem. The requirement that the classification must be available at an early stage of
fieldwork implies that its calculation should be based on aprofile sample of limited size.
Butwhenthesampleistoosmall,it may misrepresent the population of profiles in the area
concerned. The resulting classification may then deviate too much from the (unknown)
optimum classification of the population. Statistical theory does not provide a direct
answer about the sample size required for cluster analysisinvarious situations.
Method The relocation algorithm as described in 4.2.4.1 was applied to three samples,
consisting of 100, 600 and 999 profiles. Centroids and values of objective function were
compared.
The first two samples were, respectively, identical with Set Cand Set B(4.2), while
the third was obtained by adding 399 profiles to Set B, selected at random from Set A
minus Set B. Fifteen classeswere constructed ineach of the three analyses,using the clay
percentages recorded for the twenty intervals.
An initial partition for relocation with the 100profiles wasread from the dendrogram
in Fig.9. After relocation, fifteen centroids resulted. The remaining 500profiles in SetB
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were successively allocated to these centroids, the latter being immediately recalculated
after each allocation. Relocation wasthen continued with the 600profiles. The centroids
resulting from this were similarly used asa starting point for relocation with the 999 profiles.
Results. Three seriesof fifteen centroids resulted from relocation with 100,600 and 999
profiles.Thedifferences betweeneachpairofserieswereevaluatedasfollows.Eachcentroid
of the one series was compared with the most similar centroid of the other series.More
precisely; the pairs of centroids to be compared were chosen such that the sum of the
squared Euclidean distances between them wasminimum. For each pair of centroids, the
absolute value of the differences in percentage of clay were calculated for the twenty
intervals. Summary statistics of the 15 x 20 = 300 differences thus assessed,are givenin
Table 8.
The values of the objective function after additions of new profiles and relocations are
presented in Table 9. Asimilar comparison of function valueswasmade in the caseof the
special classifications described in 4.2. In Table 10, two values of Ec are given for each
property: the mean squared Euclidean distance of 600 profiles (Set B)to their respective
class representatives, depicted in Fig. 13, and the same for all2212 available profiles (Set
A).
Conclusions. Table 8 shows that increasing the sample size from 100 to 600 profiles
considerably affected the final centroids. A further increase with about 400 profiles,
however, hardly changed the centroids. This suggests that aleast squarespartition of the
test area into fifteen classes defined on clay, could be well approximated using the
centroids based on 600 profiles. This is supported by Table 9, indicating that tr(W)/«
hardly changed when new profiles were added to the sample of 600.

Table 8. Differences between three series of fifteen clay centroids, resulting from relocation with
100,600 and 999clay depth-profiles.
Sample size

Mean
difference

Mean squared
difference

Minimum
difference

Maximum
difference

100 or 600
100 or 999
600 or 999

3.37
3.46
0.81

17.48
20.19
1.21

0.01
0.00
0.00

12.10
15.55
3.57

Table 9. Change of tr(W)/n for fifteen classes of clay depth-profiles, by allocation of more
depth-profiles and relocation.

Sample size
tr(D/n
tr(W)/«

Step 1
Partition
by Ward's
method

Step 2
Partition
optimized
by
relocation

Step 3
500 new
profiles
allocated

Step 4
Partition
optimized
by
relocation

Step 5
399 new
profiles
allocated

Step 6
Partition
optimized
by
relocation

100
1585.2
284.6

100
1585.2
273.3

600
1831.2
412.3

600
1831.2
390.0

999
1745.6
388.0

999
1745.6
385.6
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The same sample of 600 profiles seemsalsoto be sufficient for constructing six classes
on clay, and for the classifications on carbonate,ripeningand knip (Table 10). However,
the sample was probably lessadequate for the classifications onhumus andpeat, since Ec
markedly increased when new profiles were allocated. The dwelling mounds in the test
area constitute a small minority of profiles, which strongly differ from the majority in
humus contents. Such minorities could be easily misrepresented in a sample like the
present. A similar explanation applies to peat; the subsoil of only asmall part of the test
area consists of peat or peaty clay.
These conclusions emphasize that numerical classifications should not be applied
blindly in soil survey. A control procedure is necessary, so that the classification is
adapted when class representatives deviate too much from profiles observed during the
survey.
4.3.2 Initial partition
Problem. The relocation processasspecified in4.2.4.1 may stop at some local minimum
of ti(W)ln. Different solutions may thus result from the same data,partly depending on
the initial partition. The initial partitions for the relocations discussed in 4.2.4.1 were
obtained using Ward's method, hence were already optimized to some extent for tv(W)/n.
It is not known how far such a starting point has amore favourable effect on relocation
than doesrandom choice.
Method. Relocation was done twice with the same data, starting from two different
initial partitions.
In both procedures, 600 clay depth-profiles (Set B; see 4.2) were partitioned into
12classes, relocating the profiles in the same order. One initial partition was created by
randomly allocating 50profiles to each of 12classes. For the second initial partition,
Ward's method was applied to a subset of 100profiles (Set C).The partition into 12classes was read from the dendrogram (Fig.9) and the centroids were calculated. The complete set of 600profiles was then allocated to these centroids, such that tr(W)/n was
minimized by each individual allocation.

Table 10. Values of the objective function, Ec, after allocation of
different numbersof profiles to thecentral depth-profiles in Fig. 13.
Property

Clay
Humus
Carbonate
Ripening
Knip
Peat

Step 1 (600 samples)1

Step 2 (2212 samples)2

tr(7Vn

Ec

tr(D/H

Ec

1831.2
5.577
6.926
2.4540
0.5194
0.5452

568.4
3.169
2.784
0.8338
0.1591
0.1182

1793.0
6.102
6.861
2.4237
0.5242
0.5106

568.1
3.758
2.850
0.8343
0.1591
0.1494

1. Partition optimized by relocation.
2. 1612newprofiles allocated.
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Results. The value of tr(W)/n after relocation were as follows:
initial partition selected at random
: tr(W)/n= 21.84
initial partition selected by Ward'smethod : tr(W)/w =21.41
Thecentroidsthat finally resulted from the initial partition selected by Ward'smethod are
depicted in Fig. 16. These centroids were pair-wise compared with those resulting from
the randomly selected initial partition. For each pair of centroids, chosen such that the
sum of the squared Euclidean distances between them was minimum, the differences in
clay content were calculated. Squares and absolute values of these differences were averaged over the 20intervals; the results are presented in Table 11. The differences ranged
between 0and 17%clay.
The relocation starting from the random initial partition required 13iterationswitha
total of 1006 switches, and 8.67 min of computer time (IBM 360). Preparation of the
initial partition by Ward's method took 5.86 min. Relocation then required 9 iterations
with atotal of 200 switches,and 2.15 min.
Conclusions. In this test, the initial partition with lower tr(W)ln has also given a final
partition with lower tr(W)/n. The difference in tr(W)/n, however, is too small to be of
practical interest. Aninitial partition obtained by application of Ward's method to part of
the data apparently need not be clearly advantageous in terms of minimization. This
supports asimilar conclusion of Wishart (1970),who even obtained better partitions from
'worse' starting points.
Although computational effort in relocation was much reduced by starting from an
initial partition derived from a subsample, only a slight net reduction in computer time
remains when the time used for preparing the initial partition istaken into account. Such
an initial partition could be more profitable when relocation is to be carried out with a
larger data set than the present one. Apart from the initial partition, preliminary cluster
analysis of a subsample could help in deciding a range for the number of classesand for
the weights of thevariables.

Table 11. Differences between claycentroids,due
todifference in initial partition.
Centroid
pair No

Mean absolute
difference

Mean squared
difference

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1-12

0.82
2.27
3.09
0.61
2.74
9.29
2.55
2.42
1.57
0.87
0.72
3.08
2.50

0.90
7.60
19.86
0.52
10.88
104.87
9.12
8.44
2.91
1.37
0.84
18.19
15.46
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Wishart (1970) noted that his sample from apopulation with astandardized bivariate
normal distribution could be dichotomized invariousways,eachhowever with nearly the
same values of tr(W)/n. The two solutions found in the present test also havealmost the
same tr(W)/n value;the centroids of the one solution areall fairly similar to those of the
other solution,except centroids No6(Table 11).
4.3.3 Orderdependence of the solution
Problem. The relocation algorithm used in my experiments prescribes recalculation of
the centroids as soon as any object has been transferred from one class to another. The
order in which the objects are relocated will therefore affect the process and generally
also the final result, when local minima exist. Lack of insight into the consistency of
results at present impedes reliable interpretation.
Method. Relocation was with the same data and the same starting point, the objects
beingplaced however in different orders.
For this test 600 clay depth-profiles (Set B) were used. Asubsample of 100 profiles
(Set C) was first partitioned by Ward's method into fifteen classes (Fig.9).The centroids
were calculated and the remaining 500 profiles allocated in random order designated I.
The entire set of 600 profiles wasthen relocated until astable partition wasreached. This
was repeated with another random order of profiles (II) and with an order (III) that was
the reverse of Order II.
Results. The valuesof tr(W)/n after relocation were as follows:
Profile Order I :tr(W)/n =19.61
Profile Order II :ti(W)/n = 19.83
Profile Order III: tr(W)/n =19.50
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The three series of fifteen centroids were mutually compared in the same way asin 4.3.1
and 4.3.2. For each pair of series,the pairsof centroids to be compared were chosen such
that the sum of the squared Euclidean distances between them was minimum. Asfirst
evidence of the close similarity between the three series, it turned out that the centroids
of the second and third series closest to any given centroid of the first series, were also
closest to each other.
Mean difference, mean squared difference and maximum difference in clay content
between each two series of centroids are presented in Table 12.Theminimum difference
between each pair of serieswaszero.
Conclusions. In this instance, different solutions were obtained when the objects were
relocated in different order. However, the differences in tT(W)/n were negligible. The
same holds for the series of centroids as a whole. When averaged over centroids and
intervals, the difference in clay content doesnot exceed the usual error of field estimates.
Some particular centroids(No 3 , 4 , 6 , 8and 12)were,however,slightly unstable.
4.3.4 Choiceof the'numberof classesand weights
4.3.4.1 Problem
Asargued in2.3.1.2 and 3.4.2.1,formal rationalization of the choice of the number of
classes and weighting of variables is still beyond reach. In the present classification procedure, the choice of the number of classes and of weightshastherefore been left to the
user, instead of being built in amore comprehensive model.The choicescould bemade in
a dialogue between pedologist and statistician, possibly supported by a trial-and-error

Table 12. Differences between claycentroids,due to difference in order of relocation.
Centroid Order Ior 11
pair No
Meanabs. Mean sq.
difference difference
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1-15
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0.93
1.39
3.04
2.80
0.48
3.72
0.49
1.36
1.41
0.40
0.00
3.35
1.57
0.27
0.12
1.42

1.45
2.69
16.26
8.60
0.45
19.39
0.34
2.61
2.41
0.32
0.00
26.16
4.57
0.15
0.02
5.69

Order Ior III
Max. Mean abs.
diff. difference

8.87

0.29
2.77
0.51
2.14
2.59
0.18
0.66
3.08
1.55
0.22
0.44
0.56
0.57
0.28
0.35
1.08

Order IIor III

Max. Mean abs. Mean sq.
Mean sq.
difference diff. difference difference
0.19
9.09
0.31
5.30
11.43
0.05
0.79
12.26
2.75
0.07
0.25
0.46
0.50
0.10
0.16
2.91

6.56

1.19
1.72
3.16
4.59
2.64
3.84
0.27
2.18
0.36
0.47
0.44
3.66
2.06
0.51
0.36
1.83

1.82
3.26
16.90
24.96
11.65
20.37
0.14
7.79
0.28
0.36
0.25
31.62
7.52
0.39
0.20
8.50

Max.
diff.

8.98

procedure. Insight istherefore needed inhow the classesare affected by choice of weights
and the number of classes.
The effect on tr(W)/n of increasing the number of classes can be qualitatively predicted: the optimum partition of agiven set into (A: + 1)classeswillhavealower ti(W)/n,
than the optimum partition into k classes, as long as (k + 1) does not exceed the total
number of different objects. At the same time,however,the manageability of the classification is likely to decrease, both for surveyors and for users of the soil map.Acompromise should be based, among other things, on information about the relation between
tr(W)ln and k. In the application of 4.2, this information was obtained by applying
Ward's method to a subsample (Fig.9 and 10). A practical question is whether such
information is sufficiently accurate or too distorted by application of an agglomerative
method to asubsample.
Minimization of tr(W)/w tends towards compact, spherical subsets in multivariate
space, hence a uniform distribution of pooled within-class variancesover the variables.If
smaller within-class variances are required for more important variables than for others,
then that can in principle be achieved by enlarging the scales of the more important
variables before partitioning the set. When roughly spherical subsets result in the multivariate space thus transformed, these subsets will be flattened after retransformation to
the original space. Thus the within-class variance of an original variable will tend to be
smaller accordingly asits scale ispreviously enlarged.
The actual distribution of the objects in multivariate space determineshow closely the
subsets approximate a spherical shape. The effect of altering scale on within-class variances will therefore depend on this distribution. The effect also depends onthe number
of classes. So the number of classes and weighting should be considered in association
with one other.
Quantitative prediction of the effect of scalealteration isonly feasible for populations
with a simple parametric distribution. Little is known about the effect on classifications
based on samples from real populations of soil profiles. For these reasons a general
exploration seemed profitable.
4.3.4.2 Method
(a) Special classification with different numbers of classes were calculated, using the
same weights for the intervals,(b)Conversely,partitions with the same number of classes
were calculated using different weights. In both cases, the effect on the pooled withinclass variances was assessed, (c)Variances within the mapping units of the existing soil
map (Kamping & Rutten, 1969) were calculated for comparison, (d) Theinterim classes
were fused to different numbers of final classes, keeping the weights of the properties
constant,(e) Finally,different weightingswere applied to the properties.
4.3.4.3 Resultsand conclusions
(a) Number of special classes As described in 4.3.2, 600 clay depth-profiles (Set B)
were partitioned into 12classesby relocation with arandom starting point. This partition
wasused for the present test as follows.
The number of classes was first reduced to 11by fusing two classes,chosen such that
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tr(W)/n increased as little as possible. Objects were then reallocated again.Twoof the
final classeswerefused asbefore,toobtainaninitialpartition for relocationwith 10classes.Thiswasrepeateduntilthenumberofclasseswasreducedto 5(Fig.18).Thetr(W)/n
of the final partitionscanbecomparedwiththoseresultingfrom Ward'smethod and100
profiles.BothseriesofvaluesarepresentedgraphicallyinFig.1la.Thesameprocedureas
above wasapplied to the depth profiles of the other properties, except that othernum17a clay
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bers of classes were chosen. The tx(W)jnvalues forhumus and carbonateare presented in
Fig. 1lb and c. The results obtained for the other properties are similar. The pooled
within-class variancesfor most of the partitions are presented in Fig. 17.
Decreasing the number of central depth-profiles increases the within-class variances,
but will generally decrease the number of different combinations of such profiles. Some
information on this isgiven inTable 13.
17c carbonate
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.6

0.5

0.7

0.8

0.9

variance
1.0

17d ripening
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

variance
0.5

overall

\
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17e knip
O

0.04

0.08

0.12

variance
0.16

0.04

0.08

0.12

variance
0.16

17f peat
O
81
10

15
overall

7

20 J
interval No

Table 13. Effect of the numbers of central depth-profiles on the number of combinations occurring
in two setsof soil profiles.
Number of central depth-profiles for
clay

12
10
10
8
8
6
5
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humus

5
5
5
5
3
3
3

carb.

ripe.

Number of combinations of central
depth-profiles occurringin
knip

peat

Set B
(600soil prof.)

Set A
(2212soil prof.)

249
223
198
176
130
108
92

497
447

•
•
•
157

•

The effect on tr(W)/n is one of the criteria in choosing the number of central depthprofiles for a given property. Fig. 11 shows that Ward's method applied to 100 profiles
gives tr(W)/n values which, for the samenumber of centraldepth-profiles, may markedly
differ from those obtained by relocation with 600 profiles. The effect on tt(W)/n is
particularly marked within the range of numbers of practical interest for soil survey. In
applications, it will therefore be better to find out this effect directly,usingallavailable
profiles for relocation with different numbersofclasses.
Fig. 11doesnot show clear discontinuities in the graphsof tr(W)ln against the number
of classes. This indicates that in the present case there is no 'natural' clustering or a
number of classescorresponding with that.
For clay, this is supported by the scatter diagram (Fig.8). Rather than a natural
number of classes, graphs as in Fig. 11 could indicate the number of classesbelow which
theheterogeneity wouldbe toohigh for the intended purpose.
The main reason to keep the number of central depth-profiles low is that otherwise
the identification of profiles and delineation of classes in the field would cost too much
time. Not only the allocation to the central depth-profiles would be more tedious. Also
the number of different combinations would increase considerably (Table 13),and for
display on one map these combinations would have to be fused again into amanageable
number of classes. Much of the detail achieved in the first stage would then be lost.
Further, most classes of the final classification would contain many combinations and
would be difficult to handle. More combinations would not be represented in the pilot
sample (Table 13), hence would have to be allocated to the classesadhoc during thefield
work. For these reasons, the numbersof central depth-profiles chosenfor the application
in 4.2 seem areasonable compromise. Asmentioned before, the number of classes(35)of
the final classification in this application was a number usual for similar surveys in the
Netherlands.
Figures 12, 16 and 18 (see separate overlays) illustrate that some classes may remain
almost unaltered when the number of classes ischanged. For instance,after reduction of
the number of central depth-profiles for clay from 6 to 5, and of the newclasses(No 3)
was nearly identical to the union of two of the old classes(No3and 6).Therefore, when
for surveys at different scales,different numbersof centraldepth-profiles arerequired for
the same property, constraining to a hierarchical system apparently would not always
lead to an important loss of homogeneity ascompared with unconstrained optimization.
Figure 17 bears out that when the number of central depth-profiles for agivenproperty is increased, the within-class variances in different intervals become more equal.
Geometrically,the more classesthe smaller and the more spherical they are.
(b) Weighting of depth intervals First standardization to equal overall variance was
tried to see which differences in within-class variances are due to statistical dependence
between the intervals. Further, extreme scale alterations were tried by assigning zero
weightsto anumber of intervals.
Using the final partitions of the clay depth-profiles with 15, 10 and 5 classes as
starting points, relocation was repeated after standardizing the data. Standardization was
carried out by multiplying the percentages clay by factors such that the overallvariance
in each interval equalled 100. This value is an arbitrary one, but it does not affect the
final partitions. After retransformation to the original scales, the central depth-profiles
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and within-class variances were calculated and compared with those of the partitions
based on original data. Five central depth-profiles, calculated from original data, are
depicted in Fig. 18. They hardly differ from those based on standardized data: averaged
over intervals and classes, the absolute value of the difference in clay percentage was0.5.
The same is true for both sets of 10 and 15 central profiles: here the mean difference in
clay percentage is0.6 and 0.5 respectively.
Comparing the smallest pooled within-class variance in the twenty intervals with the
highest one, gives an indication how far the classes approach a sphere. Minimum and
maximum within-class variances are presented in Table 14. For both types of partitions,
the pooled within-class variance in each interval isrepresented in Fig. 19.
The sample of clay depth-profiles (Set B) was also used for tests with more drastic
changes of the interval weights than implied by standardization. The scales were altered
to wide extremes by transforming the percentages clay of selected intervals to zero
variance, which was effectuated by deleting the data of those intervalsduring relocation.
Twoexperiments of thistypewere done.
Firstly, relocation was applied to the original clay percentages in only the upper
12intervals. This corresponds with the usual depth (1.2 m) of augerings in Dutch soil
surveys. An initial partition was obtained by Ward's method on the subsample of
100profiles (Set C), using only the upper 12intervals. Twelve classes were constructed.
The corresponding central depth-profiles are presented in Fig.20. They can be compared
with those based on all 20 intervals (Fig. 16). The pooled within-class variances arepresented in Fig.21,together withthose from the partition based on all20intervals(4.3.2).
10
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20

25

30

35

%clay
40

5-

10-

15-

20 J

intervalNo.
Fig. 18. Five centroids resulting from relocation with Set B of 600claydepth-profiles, usinguntransformed data.
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Table 14. Effect of standardization and number of classeson minimum and maximum value
of the pooled within-classvariances for partitions of 600 claydepth-profiles (SetB).
Partitions and variancescalculated from

Minimum variance within 5classes
Maximum variance within 5classes
Minimum variance within 10classes
Maximum variancewithin 10classes
Minimum variance within 15classes
Maximum variance within 15classes

20

40

original
data

standardized
data

standardized and
originaldata,resp.

16.33
43.11
12.66
31.76
10.85
23.48

21.88
47.84
16.00
35.87
15.09
25.04

15.07
40.24
10.94
30.17
10.23
25.71

60

80

variance
120

100

1-1

10-

overall

/
/

15

/

20interval No.

w

w

•

Relocation with originaldata (cf. Fig.17a)

.

Relocation precededbystandardization toequal overall varianceineachinterval.
Within-classvariancescalculatedfrom theoriginaldata

Fig. 19. Effect of previous standardization on variances within 15and 5 classes,constructed byrelocation with Set B of 600claydepth-profiles.
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Secondly, relocation was aplied to the percentages clay in depth interval No 1 only.
The initial partition was chosen such that it had twelve classes with equidistant limits.
The same was done using the data successively of interval No 10 and 20. Minimum and
maximum percentages clay in the final classes are given in Table 15; the pooled withinclassvariancesineach of the 20intervals are presented in Fig.21. For agiveninterval,the
within-class variance will mainly depend on the overall variance and on correlation with
the interval on which the partition is based. Product-moment correlation coefficients
between the intervals, calculated from the set (B) of 600 clay depth-profiles, are presented in Table 3.
It was concluded earlier in this section that, geometrically, the more the classes, the
smaller and the more spherical they are. In addition to this, there is a tendency for
20

40

60

80

100

variance
120

interval No.

Fig.21. Overall variances and varianceswithin twelve classesconstructed by relocation with 600clay
depth-profiles (Set B), using the data of interval No 1-20 (Line a), No 1-12 (Lineb), No 1 (Linec),
No 10(Line d)and No20 (Linee).
Table IS. Minimum and maximum percentage clay inclassesresultingfrom relocation with claypercentage (Set B)insingledepth-intervals.
Partition based on

Minimum clay %
inClass 1

Maximum clay %inClass
1

Depth interval 1
Depthinterval 10
Depthinterval 20

10
4
3

8

10 11 12

14 16 18 20 23 25 27 29 31 34 38 42
10 13 15 18 23 24 28 31 34 38 43 52
8 12 16 18 20 23 25 28 30 34 39 54
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within-class variances to be larger in intervals with larger overall variance, but Fig. 17
showsmanyexceptionsto this.Whenthe percentages of clay were previously standardized
so that overall variances were equal, the within-class variances still differed considerably
among intervals (Table 14). This must be due to the fact that the percentages clay in
different intervals were not statistically independent (Table 3,correlations). Standardization hardly affected the central depth-profiles forclay when retransformed to the original
scales. Fig. 19 indicates that within-class variances slightly increased in depth intervals
with an original overallvariance above the average (No 7-16),and slightly decreased in the
other. But the effect was not proportional to the scale alterationsand hardly of practical
importance.
In contrast to standardization, assigning zero weights to intervals affected the results
considerably. The central depth-profiles for claybased on the upper 12intervals(Fig. 20)
were only roughly similar to those based on all 20 intervals (Fig. 16, see separate overlays). Within-class variances in the upper 12intervals decreased by about 30% at an
average cost of doubling in the lower intervals (Fig. 21, line a compared with b). The
variances were even more drastically changed when partitions were based on only one
interval (Fig. 21, Line c, d and e). With the high correlations between intervals(Table 3),
the within-class variances only gradually increased with difference in depth from the
intervals on which the partitions were based.
It would be attractive to use these correlations and to reduce the number of intervals
by which the central depth-profiles are defined. As longasthese intervalsarenot too far
apart and the correlations are high enough, the increase in within-class variance in intermediate intervals may be acceptable. This would clearly facilitate identification, because
comparisons are confined to fewer data. Furthermore, weighting with scale factors could
be simulated by wider or closer spacing,according to the relative importance attached to
the property at different depths. Avoiding scale factors would further facilitate identification because the usual scale, for instance percentage of clay,ispreserved in each interval.
(c) Comparisonwith existing mapping units It seemed interesting to compare thevariances within classes resulting from relocation with those within the mapping units actually defined for the survey of the test area. Pooled within-class varianceswere therefore
calculated from the complete set of profiles (Set A),partitioned by
1. allocation to the central depth-profiles for each property (Fig. 13), as described in
Section 4.2.4,
2. delineations on the available soil map of the test areaat scale 1: 25000 (Kamping&
Rutten, 1969).
To allow a comparison with the special classifications, the mapping units were grouped
separately for each property. So mapping units with a common definition for claywere
grouped,and likewise for the other properties. The definitions of these classesof mapping
units are given in Table 16. Variances within the map delineations of these classes (thus
including cartographic impurities) and within the specialclassesasweobtained them,are
both presented in Fig.22.
With some provisos the variances within the mapping units of the available conventional soil map (Fig.22, Linem) may be compared to those within the experimental
classes of depth profiles as we obtained them (Fig.22, Line e). These limitations are:
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Table 16. Definitions of mapping units used in the survey by Kamping & Rutten (1969), classified
on the basis of single properties.

Property

Classof
mapping units

Clay

Humus

Averageclay %
in upper 25cm

Clay %between 25 and 80 cm depth

No 1

> 8%

and< 12%

No 2

> 12%

and « 17.5%

No
No
No
No
No

> 12%
>12%
> 17.5%
> 17.5%
> 17.5%

If > 17.5%, then through a depth range
< 15 cm
If > 25%,then through a depth range
< 15 cm
> 25%through a depth range > 15 cm
No differentiation
> 35%through a depth range > 15 cm
< 12%through a depth range > 15 cm
If < 12%or > 35%,then through a depth
range < 15 cm
No differentiation
< 17.5%through a depth range > 15 cm
< 35%;if < 17.5%, then through a depth
range < 15 cm
< 35%from 25 to 40 cm depth; > 35%at a
depth between 40 and 80 cm; if < 17.5%,
then through a depth range < 15 cm
> 35%at a depth between 25 and 40 cm; if
< 17.5%, then through a depth range
< 15 cm
No differentiation
< 25%through a depth range > 15 cm
If < 25%,then through a depth range
< 15 cm

3
4
5
6
7

and < 17.5%
and < 17.5%
and «25%
and <25%
and <25%

No 8
No 9
No 10

> 17.5% and <25%
>25%
and <35%
>25%
and <35%

Noll

>25%

No 12

> 25%

No 13
No 14
No 15

>25%
>35%
>35%

No 1

Soils of dwelling mounds, identified on the basis of their elevated
position and thick ( > 40 cm) antropic epipedon with phosphate spots,
potsherds and dark colours, usually associated with more than 1%
humus
Average humus %in upper 25 cm > 2.5(1+Z./100), where L denotes
clay %of the mineral part
Average humus % in upper 25 cm < 2.5(1+Z./100)

No 2
No 3
Carbonate

Definition

No 1
No 2

and <35%
and < 35%

and < 35%

Reaction to 10%HCl at least weak from 0 to 60 cm, and strong from
60 to 80 cm depth
Reaction at most weak from 0 to 25 cm, and no reaction from 25 to 50
cm depth

Ripening

No 1
No 2

The subsoil isat most half-ripened within 80 cm depth
Ripened or nearly ripened to a depth of 80 cm

Knip

No 1
No 2

Soilswithout 'knip'
Soils with 'knip'

Peat

No differentiation
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firstly, the variances relate to different numbers of classes. Secondly, sampling was purposive instead of random and not independent of delineation on the map. Thirdly, the
mapping units include cartographic impurities whereas the experimental classesdonot. It
can nevertheless be concluded that the varianceswithin the experimental classeswere,on
average, lower than within the conventional mapping units. For severaldepths and prop22a clay
20

40

60

80

100

variance
120

22b humus
0

0.5

Fig.22. Overall variances and within-class variances calculated from 2212 soilprofiles (Set A),partitioned by:
(e) allocation to the central depth-profiles of Fig. 13,
(m) delineations on asoilmap (scale 1: 25000),according to the mapping unitsdefined in Table 16.
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erties,the difference in homogeneity seemsto be of practical importance. For instance,
the conventional mapping units were highlyhomogeneousforclay inthetopsoil,butthe
situation rapidly worsenswith depth. No useful predictions could bemadefrom thesoil
mapabout clayat depths of 1.2 m(usual for tile drains)ormore,althoughthemapwas
based on augerings to 2m depth, because the definitions of the mappingunits depend
22c carbonate
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

variance
1.0

U

10

15H

20
intervalNo.

22d ripening
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

variance
0.5

interval
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22e knip
O

0.04

0.08

0.12

22f peat
0

0.04

0.08

0.12

variance
0.16

variance
0.16

irajl

\

only on the clay contents in the upper 0.8 m and lay special emphasis on the topmost
0.25m(Table 16).
The situation for humus and carbonate is similar: the mapping units are too heterogeneous to provide useful predictions of amounts below the Ap-horizon. Although the
mapping units strictly separate 'knip' soils from soilswithout 'knip',the variances within
mapping units are relatively high for knip, because of both cartographic impurities and
variations in the depth at which 'knip' occurs. The borings provided information about
the presence of peat or peaty material in the subsoil, but this was not displayed on the
map.
(d) Number of final classes The results so far concern the effect of the number of
classes and of the weights at the first stage of the classification procedure. We will now
concentrate on the second stage. Before classifying the 108combinations of central
depth-profiles into 35 classes, the properties were standardized to unit sum of overall
variances(4.2.3.3).
Figure 15 indicates how ti(W)/n increases when the number of classes is reduced by
Ward's method. The values of tr(W)/n presented there were calculated from transformed
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data: when fusing finally resultsin one class,Xx{W)jn coincides with tr(7)/w and equals 6,
through a contribution of 1from each property.
Pooled within-class variances were calculated from the original data of 600 profiles
(Set B), after allocation to the 35 classes mentioned above. The same was done after
similar allocations to 30 and 25 classes.The varianceswithin 35 classesarerepresented in
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Fig.23. Overallvariancesandwithin-classvariancescalculated from 600 soilprofiles (Set B),allocated
to the 35finalclasses(for clayalso 25classes)specified inTable 7.
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Fig.23 for all intervals and properties. The varianceswithin 30 and 25classeshave much
the same distribution over intervals asthose within 35 classes;they are not represented in
Fig.23 except for clay within 25 classes,where the differences are largest.The sum of the
within-class variances over depth intervals is given as tr(R/)/w m Table 17,for each of the
three classifications and each property.
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Table 17. Values of tr(7")/n and tr(W)/n for each property, calculated from the originaldata of 600
soil profiles (Set B), after allocation to the special classifications and to final classifications with
different numbersofclasses.
Number
ofclasses

Carbonate

Ripening

Knip

Peat

special classifications
563.2
5.106
1750.0
3.164
1379.8
5.326
1629.6
5.461
1610.5
5.284
1796.6
5.534

5.376
6.784
2.774
6.474
6.266
6.770

2.022
2.421
2.255
0.830
2.393
2.207

0.4160
0.5016
0.4432
0.5040
0.1584
0.5184

0.5135
0.5395
0.5382
0.5135
0.5447
0.1183

Xt(W)jn after allocation to final classifications
35
683.1
2.746
30
726.2
2.777
25
831.6
2.813

2.434
2.520
2.596

0.659
0.662
0.669

0.1400
0.1440
0.1464

0.1053
0.1131
0.1131

tr(T)ln

6.926

2.454

0.5194

0.5452

tr(W)/nafter allocation to
clay
6
humus
3
carbonate
3
ripening
2
knip
2
peat
2

Clay

1831.2

Humus

5.577
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The graph of the number of final classesagainst tr{W)/n(Fig. 15)doesnot show clear
discontinuities, indicating that there is no 'natural' number of classes in the present
sample(Set B).
Reduction of the number of final classes from 35 to 25 by Ward's method, with
previous standardization of the properties, unequally affected the pooled within-class
variances for the individual variables. The distribution of these variances over the depth
intervals remained approximately unaltered (Fig.23),but for claythey increased by more
than 20%on average, while for the other properties they increased by less than 10%on
average (Table 17). Reduction in the number of final classes apparently is achieved
mainly at the expense of homogeneity for clay. The dendrogram in Fig. 14 and Table 7
even show that only from thelevelwith six classes,the classesbegin to contain more than
one central depth-profile for ripening, knip or peat. This is,of course,due to the chosen
weightingof the properties.
(e) Weighting of properties Inaddition to standardization, zero weightswere applied to
the properties, in the same way as with the depth intervals. The special classifications
obtained at the first stage could be directly used for this,because each of these classifications is based on only one property, implying zero weight for all the others. Pooled
within-class variances were calculated from the Set B of 600 profiles, for each of the
special classifications and each property. Their sumsover depth intervalsare presented as
tr(H0/«inTablel7.
As mentioned before, the effect of weighting the depth intervals on the special classifications is partly determined by statistical dependence between the intervals. Similarly,
the effect of weighting the properties on the final classification willbe partly determined
by statistical dependence between the properties.Therefore, this dependence was studied,
using the contingency tables (Table 18) that resulted from allocation of the soil profiles
of Set Ato the special classifications specified in4.2.4.1. Onx2-test with confidence level
0.95, the hypothesis of independence was rejected for all 15pairs of properties, except
for the pair knip - peat.
The construction of 35 soil classes at the second stage of the application in 4.2 was
preceded by standardization of the properties to equal sum of overall variance.Nevertheless this part of the procedure unequally affected the within-class variances calculated
from the original data, when compared with the special classifications. The distribution of
these variances over depth intervals remained roughly the same (Fig. 17 compared with
23, see separate overlays),but there wasanaverage increase of about 20%for clay and an
average decrease between 10 and 20% for the other properties (Table 17). The same
effect appears from Table 7, where most of the classes contain two or more central
depth-profiles for clay but only one for the other properties. Reduction to 35 classesat
the second stage was apparently achieved mainly at the expense of homogeneity for clay.
Combining the special classifications into the interim classification generally willhave
reduced the within-class variances, due to increase in the number of classesand to statistical dependence between the properties (Table 18). Fusion of classesat the second stage
increased the within-class variancesbut, except for clay, thisapparently did not outweigh
the previous reductions.
Both for standardization of the properties and for minimization of \.x(W)jn by Ward's
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method, the combinations of central depth-profiles weretaken asrepresentatives of the
interim classes.These combinations would have differed somewhat from thepropercentroids of the classes.Usingthe centroids for standardization and minimizationwouldbe
computationally more laboriousbut the varianceswithinthefinalclasseswouldbeeasier
predictableandprobablyloweronaverage.
Table 18 indicates that statistical dependence exists between the properties. As opposed to the intervals, however, this could not be employed to reduce the numberof
properties. Table 17showsthat if any of the properties isnotusedtodefine theclassification, the within-class variances increase to an extent that hampers useful predictions
aboutthat property.
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5 Conclusion

The tests reported in 4.2 and 4.3 do not suggest that the principle used in the
classification procedure - minimization of tr(W)/n in two stages - should be revised. In
4.2, the method wasapplied but the available data do not allowacomplete assessment of
the method. Whilst the approach by central depth-profiles facilitates field identification
of the soil profiles, the accuracy of mappingthe classesand the effort and costs involved,
have yet to be assessed. Further research will thus investigate whether the mapping units
resulting from delineation are sufficiently homogeneous and, if not, how this can be
improved by adaptation of the classification procedure. One possibility would be to try
to achieve closer correspondence between soilclassesand visiblelandscape features by the
choice and transformation of the variables for classification. It would alsobe interesting
to see wether 'natural' soil classes, resulting from distribution fitting (2.4.2),have closer
correspondence to geographical patterns of soil variation than classes with optimum
homogeneity.
A further aspect that may be considered is the map image. It ispointless to compare
the experimental soil map (Map 12) with the existing soilmap of the area.The classifications used are different, for instance other weightshavebeen employed (see Fig.22),and
the classes have been delineated differently. Seen in isolation, however, units in Map 12
look more fragmented than tolerated by normal standards of map legibility. This partly
results from the choice of one of the most complex parts of the test area for this
experiment, as can be seen from the point map of the special classes for clay (Map 1).
Furthermore, no generalization has been attempted. If normal criteria of generalization
were applied,amuch lessfragmented pattern would arise.The fragmentation experienced
on the maps of the special classifications for the constituent properties (Maps 1-11)must
be deemed acceptable.
One may ask whether optimization procedures may not be used in constructing soil
classes which, when delineated, give amore legible map.Asillustrated in4.3.2 and 4.3.3,
it may be possible to construct different classifications of which the classes have almost
the same homogeneity. This implies a certain freedom of choice,which could be used in
favour of classeswith more geographical contiguity.
For this approach, one or more measures of map complexity and intricacy will be
required, for instance the total number and size of mapped occurrences or the length of
the sou boundaries. These quantities must be included in the objective function or in
constraints,and automatically evaluated for alternative classifications. Geographical information is here required from a representative pilot sample of the area. How ever attractive, it seems difficult to implement such an approach. So the suggestion in3.4.2.2 isto
base numerical soil classification on soil properties only, followed by map generalization
if required. A system of automated cartography may allow this generalization to take
place interactively. The effect each change in the map may have on the homogeneity of
the classesconcerned, may then be automatically evaluated.
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The following comments relate to the method of optimization used in Chapter 4.The
results of 4.3.1 confirm the importance of having a sufficiently representative sample
from the area for which aclassification isdesired. Aclassification based on asmall sample
may differ significantly from that derived from larger ones. For all six soil properties, a
sample of 100depth profiles proved insufficient for the construction of aspecial classification; for twoproperties (humus andpeat) even 600 seemed inadequate. It isdifficult to
give general advise on sample size. The type of variability in the area, the number of
classes desired and sampling design are factors to be considered. It may therefore be
recommended to apply the optimization procedure on various subsamples,to gain information on the reliability of the result. It seems profitable, also for other purposes, to
investigate whether the size of the sample may be reduced by a more efficient sampling
design.Stratification by landscape features isone possibility.
For a given sample, the result of optimization may vary with the initial partition and
with the order in which the profiles are relocated. This arises as the relocation process
may terminate at a local minimum instead of the absolute minimum of the objective
function. In the experiment reported here there were insignificant differences in the
valuesachieved for the objective function. Ingeneral,however,the question remains open
how far the quality of a final partition falls short of the best possible one. It is therefore
important to aim further research at the reliability of the relocation method. The useof
Ward's method to select the initial partition did not givesignificant improvements overa
random starting point. For practical use, it is recommended to repeat the relocation
method with different initial partitions.
Some local minima may be avoided when, in addition to one by one relocation of objects, two
objects simultaneously exchange places in the partition (3.4.3.2). The GENSTAT program of the
University of Edinburgh containsthis facility.
Another way to reduce the risk of a local minimum could be to construct from the sample an
estimated multivariate frequency distribution. From this distribution, hypothetical soilprofiles could
then be drawn at random and allocated to continuously recalculated centroids, until the centroids
achieve acceptable stability. An advantage of this approach is that it allows closer study of convergence. It is possible to construct realistic test problems amenable to analytical solutions. Theory of
stochastic processes may also be applied. From theanalysisof MacQueen (1966),it follows that if for
a given population no partition exists that is only locally optimum (i.e. optimally adapted to the
corresponding centroids but less well than is possible with other centroids), then the process mentioned willconverge on the absolute optimum. Arelocation procedure applied to asample from sucha
population may.stillyield asuboptimum partition.

The choice of the number of classesand the weightsof the variablesisone of the most
important aspects of the classification procedure. It is also one of the most difficult
aspects to decide on. To investigate the influence the number of classesand weightshave
on the final result, sensitivity analysis isrecommended. Section 4.3.4 showed that reduction in the number of classesalwaysled to agradual increase in tr(W)ln;there seemsto be
no 'natural' number of classes. Only large changes in weights had significant impact on
the central depth-profiles for clay. When certain intervals were given zero weight by
excluding them from the analysis, heterogeneity in such intervals increased only moderately aslongasthe intervalsused were not too far apart.
This suggests that the correlations between intervalsmay be used to define the central
depth-profiles on the basis of a limited number of intervals. Weighting may then be
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approached by the selection of these intervals. If for a property only one or two transitions (from one value to another) are recorded, and these are similar in each profile, a
further simplification is possible by usingthe depths of the transitions asvariablesfor the
classification. Asappears from the results of Chapter 4,the propertiescarbonate, ripening
andknip could havebeen treated this way.
Although there was statistical dependence also between properties,the elimination of
some properties from the classification process did not allow useful predictions to be
made of these properties from the onesemployed. The classeswere too heterogeneous.
More generally, the introduction of an objective function for classification willallowa
more quantitative investigation of which properties may be displayed together on one
map, and which may require separate maps.For instance, Fig.21 suggeststhat in the test
area clay content inthe subsoil isprobably best conveyed by aseparate map.
The same argument applies to the question of the sizeof the area for whicha classification must be optimized. Inthe present study,aclassification wasoptimized for anarea
of 8100ha only. To what extent is such a classification also suitable for other, comparable areas? A systematic analysis of advantages and disadvantages of acollection of local
classifications rather than one general classification must have high priority in further
research. The homogeneity of the classes and the corresponding mapping-units is one
important aspect. A two-stage procedure as followed in this study would open the way
for a compromise whereby locally adapted classifications are constructed from ageneral
(e.g. national) system of central depth-profiles. But work on the classification of texture
depth-profiles in Dutch coversand areas(tobe reported elsewhere)hasshown that central
depth-profiles derived from one area may differ significantly from those originating from
others.
Another principal question concerning classification relatesto the efficiency and accuracy of making a separate map to answer a given single query about the soil, compared
with a more general map directed to various queries. Often one has to choose between
compiling a 'general purpose' map or a number of 'special purpose' maps. Is greater
heterogeneity of general purpose mapping-units too high aprice for lesseffort in delineation? Ameasure of mapaccuracy,and information on the efficiency of mapping different
classifications invariouscircumstances,may bringarational choice within reach.
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Summary

Classifications facilitate communication. Soil scientists have always paid much attention to the construction and improvement of classifications. By the conventional approach to soilclassification the classesareconstructed, partly by intuition, on the basisof
knowledge and theory about variation in soil properties. This is usually followed by
repeated testing and adapting. Beginning in the early 1950s, numerical methods for
classification found use in biological and social sciences. By fixed and specified procedures, the classification is computed from a set of data on the objects (individuals) to
be classified. This allows more intensive and consistent use to be made of the available
information. The methods are also suited to automation. An indirect advantage is that
principles of classification are reassessed in detail,because the method hasto be specified
explicitly and unambiguously.
This study was induced by classification problems experienced in soil surveys by the
Netherlands Soil Survey Institute, and by lack of clear indications in the literature which
of the options in the vast array of numerical classification methods are most suitable to
soil survey.Chapter 1outlines these problems.
The search for solutions beginswith an analysis of the general aspects of soil classification (Chapter 2): the purpose of the classification, the choice of the data on which it isto
bebased, the possible preliminary processing of these data (e.g.changesin scale),the type
of classification desired, the assessment once a classification is constructed, and the
allocation of soil profiles to existing classes ('identification').
The usefulness of a classification in soil survey depends on how far the classescan be
geographically delineated at acceptable costs, and how far alegible maparises,with units
sufficiently homogeneous in those soil properties in which the users of the map are
interested. The usefulness therefore depends also on the survey method to be applied.A
method often used is referred to as 'free survey' (sensuSteur, 1961).Bythismethod the
surveyor gradually builds up an image of the geographic distribution of the classes,
observing soil profiles where he expects most information from them,instead of sampling
at random or systematically. Under certain conditions,that method seemsmore efficient.
So the classification procedure to be designed had to fit into this type of survey. The
main practical consequences of this requirement are that the classification must beavailable at an early stage of the field work, and that soil profiles can be easily identified in
the field. The latter implies that the classesare defined in terms of properties that can be
assessed in the field, and that definitions of the classesare not too intricate.
We can represent soil profiles as points in amultidimensional space with soil variables
(e.g. clay content at a given depth) as mutually perpendicular axes. The demand for
homogeneity implies that the boundaries of the classes are so adapted to the point
distribution that the scatter isminimal within the classes,i.e. the classesare ascompact as
possible. This does not imply that if 'natural' clusters of points occur in the space,they
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could not be intersected by a class boundary. Suchclusters may havean elongated shape
and be too heterogeneous for one or morevariables.
Chapter 3 deals with the choice from the many numerical methods that are possible.
Three different approaches are discussed, together with methods to whichthey have led.
The first approach is heuristic: intuitive conceptions about the classification process
are directly transposed into a numerical procedure. This approach dominated the first
stage of development of numerical classification. Numerical methods were developed for
a large variety of actual classification problems.Inagiven situation, these methods did or
did not provide a satisfactory solution;their general merits remained unknown. Elements
of different methods were sometimesjoined in apparently inconsistent procedures.
The second approach is to impose mathematical requirements upon the methods. In
principle this seems attractive. In practice, it might be difficult to define a logically
consistent set of requirements that properly reflects the purpose of the classification.
By the third approach an objective function and, possibly,sideconditions are derived
from the purpose of the classification. Then one tries to find a classification that optimizes the objective function and satisfies the possible side conditions. This approach
seems to be more suitable than the previoustwo.Thereasons of possible shortcomings of
acalculated classification canbe better analysed.
Objective functions, side conditions and optimization methods are discussed in Section 3.4. As objective function was selected: the mean squared Euclidean distance between the profiles and the (hypothetic) representative of the classto whicheachprofile is
allocated. If the centroid of a class, consisting of the meansof the respective variables,is
used as representative, this function is identical to the pooled within-class variance summed over variables. The smaller the value of this function, the more homogeneous the
classes will be on average. The desired number of classes can be introduced as a side
condition. A relocation method was selected for minimization of the objective function:
an initial solution was stepwise improved, continuously re-allocating the profiles to the
classes.Iteration wasstopped when no further improvement waspossible inthis way.
Chapter 4 indicates how the relocation method was built into a classification procedure aimingat both homogeneity of classesand manageability in the field. This procedure
was applied to data collected during a survey of a young marine clay area near the
northern coast of the Netherlands (Kamping & Rutten, 1969). The data set consisted of
field estimates of 2212 soil profiles, divided into 20intervals of 10cm thickness. The
following properties were recorded for each depth interval: the percentages of clay and
humus, the amount of carbonates, the degree of physical ripening,the presence of 'knip'
(4.2.2.3) and the amount of peat in the subsoil.
At the first stage of the procedure (Fig.6), a special classification was calculated for
each of the six properties. The objects to be classified were 'depth profiles' recorded for
the property in question; each variable represented a value of that property in a given
depth interval. Thus the representative of a class can be referred to as a 'central depthprofile' (e.g. for percentage clay;Fig. 13).It consisted of the centroid ofthat class,which
was slightly rounded and smoothed to facilitate the identification of new depth-profiles
in the field. Asynthesis was then made by combining the six special classifications into
one classification. Each possible combination of central depth-profiles, with one central
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depth-profile for each property, formed the representative of anew class.Asthis resulted
in too many classesto delineate each individually, the classeswere fused at asecond stage
to a limited number of larger units. Here too,the sum of the pooled within-class variance
wasminimized.
Compared with direct calculation of a classification from all variables, the present
procedure has the advantage that the identification of soilprofiles ismuch easier and can
be easily updated when the classification isaltered during the survey.
The calculated classes were mapped usingacomputer-aided technique with output on
a line-printer. This technique has more general application in that polythetically defined
classescan be delineated with the original profile data.
With the classification procedure specified in Chapter 4, several choices have to be
made. Ingeneral,each of these choicesinfluences thefinalresult. Tests provided information on these effects.
The classification must bebased on asample of soil profiles from the area for which it
is intended. This sample should be kept as small as possible for technical and economic
reasons. Too small asampleleavesthe classification too much to chance.Classboundaries
may be insufficiently aligned to the population as a whole. Experiments showed that in
the test area, a sample of 100profiles was too small for classifications based on single
properties. A sample size of 600 proved sufficient, except perhaps for classifications
based onhumus and peat contents.
As the relocation process may reach only a local minimum instead of the absolute
minimum of the objective function, the result generally also depends on the initial solution and the order in which the profiles are relocated. Thus somewhat different classifications resulted from different initial solutions and orders,but the differences between the
values of the objective function were unimportant. So a preliminary analysis of asubsample to construct an initial solution had few advantages;a random initial solution gave
classeswith nearly the same homogeneity.
By the choice of the number of classes and the weightsattached to the variables,one
can purposefully influence the final result. At the first stage of the procedure, one
chooses the number of classes and the weights of the depth intervals, for each of the
special classifications. At the second stage,one choosesthe number of classesof thefinal
classification, and the weights of the properties. If the number of classes was increased,
the sum of the pooled within-class variance generally decreased,while the distribution of
these variances over the variables became more even. If a larger scale factor was chosen
for a given variable, with constant scale factors for the others, the classes generally
became more homogeneous for that variable, i.e. the pooled within-class variance ofthat
variable decreased. The number of classes and of variables and their possible non-linear
transformations and scale factors should be chosen such that for the resulting classes
sufficiently accurate estimates can be made of the variablesin which users of the map are
interested. However, the effects on the final result are difficult to predict quantitatively;
they depend on the frequency distribution within the sample from which the classification is to be calculated. In addition, the homogeneity of the final classes for a given
property is governed not only by the scale factor but also by the number of classes
chosen for that property at the first stage of the procedure. For these reasonsa sensitivity
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analysis is recommended, so that one can concentrate on the parameters with an important influence and harmonize thevariouschoices to each other.
Only when drastic scale alterations were applied to the clay percentages in the respective depth-intervals, important changes occurred in the distribution of within-class variances over intervals. The correlations between the intervals can be used to reduce the
number of intervals for classification. However, classes based only on clay percentagesin
the upper 1.2m turned out to be already highly heterogeneous in the depth range
1.5-2.0m.
The study showed that the suggested procedure may be a useful tool in constructing
classifications to be applied in soil surveys. Further research is needed, however, with
emphasis on the accuracy with which the classes are delineated in the field and on the
choice of variablesand weighting.
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Samenvatting

Classificaties spelen een belangrijke rol in het denken en spreken. Dit geldt in het
bijzonder waar het overdracht van wetenschappelijke informatie betreft. De bodemkunde
vormt hierop geen uitzondering: bodemkundigen hebben steedsveelaandacht besteed aan
het opstellen en verbeteren van classificaties. Bij de gebruikelijke, conventionele benadering van bodemclassificatie wordt, langs gedeeltelijk intuïtieve weg, getracht om zinvolle of bruikbare klassen te definiëren. Dit gebeurt aan de hand van kennis en theorie
over variaties in bodemeigenschappen. Veelal volgt daarna een iteratief proces van corrigeren en bijstellen.
Numerieke classificatiemethoden worden sinds enkele tientallenjaren toegepast,vooral in biologie enmenswetenschappen. Bijdergelijke methoden wordt gebruik gemaakt van
een verzameling gegevens omtrent deinklassente groeperen objecten, en welvolgenseen
vaste, exact omschreven procedure. Voordelen van numerieke methoden boven een conventionele benadering zijn dat de beschikbare informatie op meer intensieve en consistente wijze kan worden gebruikt, en dat het classificatieproces door automatisering kan
worden versneld. Eenindirect voordeel isbovendien dat deuitgangspunten bij het classificeren opnieuw nauwkeurig worden overwogen, omdat men gedwongen is de procedure
expliciet en ondubbelzinnig te specificeren.
Aanleiding tot dit onderzoek waren enerzijds de concrete classifïcatieproblemen bij
door de Stichting voor Bodemkartering uitgevoerde karteringen, anderzijds delacunesin
de literatuur over numerieke bodemclassificatie. Delacunesbetreffen vooral dekeuze uit
het grote aantal mogelijke classificatiemethoden en hun toepassingsmogelijkheden in de
bodemkartering. Met het oog hierop zijn eerst de belangrijkste algemene aspecten van
bodemclassificatie in beschouwing genomen (Hoofdstuk 2): het doel van de classificatie,
de keuze van de gegevens waarvan wordt uitgegaan, de eventuele voorbewerking vandeze
gegevens (b.v. schaalveranderingen), het gewenste type van classificatie en, wanneer eenmaal een classificatie gemaakt is,het evalueren daarvan en het toewijzen (identificeren)
van bodemprofielen tot de klassen.
Debruikbaarheid van een classificatie bij de kartering hangt af van devraagin hoeverre
het mogelijk is de klassen tegen acceptabele kosten geografisch te omgrenzen, en in
hoeverre er een leesbare kaart ontstaat, met eenheden die voldoende homogeen zijn wat
betreft die bodemeigenschappen waarin degebruikers van de kaart zijn geïnteresseerd. De
bruikbaarheid hangt dusmede af van dete volgen karteringsmethode. Eenveel toegepaste
methode is de z.g. 'vrije kartering' (sensu Steur, 1961). De karteerder bouwt daarbij
geleidelijk een beeld op van de geografische ligging van de klassen, en verricht de waarnemingen aan bodemprofielen dââr waar hij er de meeste informatie van verwacht, dus
niet aselect of in een vast geografisch patroon. Deze methode geldt als relatief efficiënt,
wanneer aan bepaalde voorwaarden isvoldaan. Daarom werd de eisgesteld dat de classificatieprocedure in dit type van karteringen zou kunnen worden ingepast.De belangrijkste
praktische consequenties hiervan zijn dat de classificatie in een vroeg stadium van het
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veldwerk beschikbaar moet zijn, en dat zij identificatie van bodemprofielen in het veld
mogelijk moet maken. Dit laatste houdt in dat de klassen worden gedefinieerd in termen
van eigenschappen die in het veld zijn waar te nemen, en dat de definities van deklassen
niet te ingewikkeld zijn.
Wanneer bodemprofielen worden voorgesteld als punten ineen ruimte met debodemvariabelen (b.v. het lutumgehalte op een bepaalde diepte) alsonderlingloodrechte assen,
dan houdt het streven naar homogeniteit in,dat de klassegrenzen aan deverdelingvande
punten in die ruimte worden aangepast. Deze aanpassing is er op gericht dat de klassen
een zo klein mogelijke spreiding in eigenschappen krijgen, dat wil zeggen zo compact
mogelijk worden. Het houdt dus niet in dat wanneer er duidelijke 'clusters'inde ruimte
aanwezig zijn (gebieden met een relatief hoge puntendichtheid), deze niet doorsneden
mogen worden door een klassegrens: dergelijke clusters kunnen langgerekte vormenhebben ente heterogeen zijn wat betreft één ofmeer variabelen.
In Hoofdstuk 3 is ingegaan op de keuze uit devele mogelijke numerieke methoden. Er
worden drie verschillende benaderingen van dit keuzeprobleem aan de orde gesteld, samen
met een aantal van de methoden waartoe dezegeleid hebben.
De eerste benadering is de heuristische. Men tracht daarbij intuitieve concepties omtrent het classificatieproces rechtstreeks te 'vertalen' in een numerieke procedure. Deze
benadering overheerste in de eerste ontwikkelingsperiode van de numerieke classificatie.
Terwijl wiskundigen zich veelal afzijdig hielden, werden vooral in de biologie en de
menswetenschappen talloze methoden ontwikkeld, als antwoord op een grote verscheidenheid aan concrete classificatie problemen. Deze methoden leverden in een gegeven
situatie een al dan niet bevredigend resultaat, maar in algemene zin bleven de merites
grotendeels onbekend. Soms werden elementen van verschillende methoden samengevoegd tot een inlogisch opzicht inconsistent geheel.
De tweede benadering van het keuzeprobleem ishet vooraf definiëren van wiskundige
eisen en vervolgens nagaan welke methoden aan die eisen voldoen. Hoewel deze benadering in principe aantrekkelijk lijkt, zal het in de praktijk vaak moeilijk zijn een logisch
samenhangend stel eisen te formuleren, die eenjuiste afspiegeling vormenvan de doelstellingvan de classificatie.
Bij de derde benadering worden uit de doelstelling van de classificatie een doelfunctie
en eventueel nevenvoorwaarden afgeleid. Vervolgenswordt een classificatie gezocht, waarbij de doelfunctie een zo hoog, dan wel zo laag mogelijke waarde bereikt, en waarbij
bovendien aan de eventuele nevenvoorwaarden wordt voldaan. Deze benadering lijkt de
voorkeur te verdienen boven de andere twee, o.a. omdat hierbij beter geanalyseerd kan
worden waaraan eventuele tekortkomingen van een berekende classificatie zijn te wijten.
In 3.4 zijn doelfuncties, nevenvoorwaarden en optimalisatie-methoden besproken. Als
doelfunctie is geselecteerd: het gemiddelde van degekwadrateerde Euclidische afstand in
de eigenschappen-ruimte van de profielen tot de (hypothetische) representant van de
klasse waaraan elk profiel is toegewezen. Wanneer de centroide van een klasse,bestaande
uit de gemiddelden voor derespectieve variabelen,wordt gebruikt alsrepresentant, danis
deze functie identiek aan de gepoolde binnen-klasse variantie,gesommeerd over devariabelen. Hoe kleiner de functiewaarde is, hoe homogener de klassen gemiddeld zullen zijn.
Het gewenste aantal klassen kan als nevenvoorwaarde worden geïntroduceerd. Voor het
minimaliseren van de doelfunctie werd een relocatiemethode gekozen. Dit iseen iteratieve
methode, waarbij een beginoplossing stapsgewijze wordt verbeterd door de profielen
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steeds opnieuw toe te wijzen aan de klassen, totdat daarmee geen verdere verbetering
meer mogelijkis.
In Hoofdstuk 4 is aangegeven hoe de relocatiemethode is ingebouwd in een classificatieprocedure die behalve op homogeniteit van de klassen,ook ophanteerbaarheid in het
veld is gericht. De procedure werd toegepast op gegevens die waren verzameld bij een
kartering van eengebied rond Stedum en Loppersum (Groningen).Degegevens bestonden
uit in het veld geschatte waarden voor 20opeenvolgende, 10cmdikke lagenin 2212profielen; ze betroffen de volgende eigenschappen: het percentage lutum, het percentage
humus, dehoeveelheid CaCo3,degraad van fysische rijping, deaanwezigheid vanknip,en
dehoeveelheid veen in de ondergrond.
In het eerste stadium van de procedure (schematisch weergegeven in fig. 6) werden
aparte classificaties berekend voor elk van de zeseigenschappen. Devariabelen bestonden
uit de waarden voor de betreffende eigenschap in de respectieve lagen; de waargenomen
verlopen van die eigenschap met de diepte vormden de te classificeren objecten. De
representant van een klasse, die in dit gevalkan worden beschouwd alseen 'standaardverloop' (b.v. voor het percentage lutum),werd gevormd door de centroide van die klassena
enige afronding en vereenvoudiging om deidentificatie van nieuweverlopen inhet veld te
vergemakkelijken (fig. 13). Vervolgensvond een synthese plaatsdoor alle zes classificaties
met elkaar te combineren tot één classificatie. Elke mogelijke combinatie van standaardverlopen, met één verloop voor elke eigenschap, vormde daarbij de representant van een
nieuwe klasse. Aangezien op deze wijze te veelklassenwerden gevormd ominhet veld te
omgrenzen, zijn in een tweede stadium de klassen samengevoegd tot een beperkt aantal
grotere eenheden. Net als in het eerste stadium werd hierbij de som van de gepoolde
binnen-klasse varianties geminimaliseerd.
Vergeleken met het rechtstreeks berekenen van een classificatie op basis van alle
variabelen tegelijkertijd, heeft de hier toegepaste procedure o.a. als voordeel dat het
identificeren van bodemprofielen er sterk door wordt vergemakkelijkt. Bovendien zijn
reedsverrichte identificaties eenvoudiger bij te werken,wanneer tijdens de kartering blijkt
dat de classificatie beter moet worden aangepast aan de bodemkundige variaties in het
gebied.
De geografische distributie van de berekende klassen werd in kaart gebracht, waarbij
gebruik is gemaakt van een op computer en regeldrukker gebaseerde methode. Deze
methode is naar aanleiding van het onderhavige onderzoek ontwikkeld, maarisalgemeen
toepasbaar wanneer men kwantitatieve gegevens van waarnemingspunten wil gebruiken
voorhet omgrenzen van klassen.
Bij het toepassen van de classificatieprocedure zoals beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4, dienen op een aantal punten keuzen te worden gedaan;elk van deze keuzen heeft in principe
invloed op het eindresultaat. Door experimenten is informatie verkregen over deze effecten.
De classificatie moet worden gebaseerd op een steekproef vanbodemprofielen uit het
gebied waarvoor zij bestemd is. Omtechnische eneconomische redenen dient deze steekproef zo beperkt mogelijk gehouden te worden. Wanneer zij echter te klein is, wordt de
classificatie teveel door toeval bepaald. Dan is de kans groot dat de klassegrenzen onvoldoende zijn aangepast aan de populatie alsgeheel. Uit de experimenten bleek dat 100profielen te weinig was om er de classificaties voor de afzonderlijke eigenschappen op te
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baseren. Een aantal van 600 profielen bleek voldoende, behalve misschien voor het classificeren vanhumus-en veen-verlopen.
Doordat het relocatieproces kan blijven steken in een lokaal minimum en zo niet de
laagst mogelijke waarde van de doelfunctie bereikt, ishet resultaat in principe óók afhankelijk van de keuze van de beginoplossing en de volgorde waarin de profielen worden
toegewezen aan de klassen. Uit de experimenten bleek dat inderdaad enigszins verschillende classificaties resulteerden uit verschillende beginoplossingen envolgorden,maar dat
de bereikte waarden van de doelfunctie slechtsin onbelangrijke mate van elkaar afweken.
Het bood dan ook nauwelijks voordelen om vooraf via een analyse van een kleinere
steekproef een beginoplossing te construeren; uitgaande van een aselecte beginoplossing
werden vrijwel evenhomogene klassen gevonden.
De keuzen waarmee men het eindresultaat doelgericht kan beïnvloeden,betreffen het
aantal klassen en de gewichten van de variabelen. Inhet eerste stadium vande procedure
kiest men, apart voor elk van de op de afzonderlijke eigenschappen te baseren classificaties, het aantal klassen en de gewichtsfactoren van de lagen waarin de profielen zijn
verdeeld. In het tweede stadium kiest men het aantal klassenvande uiteindelijke classificatie en de gewichtsfactoren van de eigenschappen. Wanneer het aantal klassen wordt
vergroot, zal in het algemeen de som van de gepoolde binnen-klasse varianties afnemen,
terwijl de verdeling van deze varianties over de variabelen meer gelijkmatig zal worden.
Naarmate voor een variabele een groter gewichtsfactor wordt gekozen, zullen bij gelijkblijvende gewichten voor de andere variabelen, de klassen wat betreft dievariabele in het
algemeen homogener worden, dat wil zeggen dat de gepoolde binnen-klasse variantie van
dievariabele zal afnemen.
Zowel het aantal klassen als de variabelen en de daarop eventueel toe te passen nietlineaire transformaties en gewichtsfactoren dienen zo gekozen te worden dat voor die
klassen voldoende nauwkeurige schattingen kunnen worden gemaakt met betrekking tot
de bodemeigenschappen waarin dekaartgebruikers zijn geïnteresseerd. Deeffecten op het
eindresultaat zijn echter moeilijk kwantitatief te voorspellen;zij hangen afvan de frequentieverdeling binnen de steekproef waaruit de classificatie wordt berekend. Daarbij komt
dat de homogeniteit van de uiteindelijke klassen wat betreft eenbepaalde eigenschap niet
alleen wordt beïnvloed door de gewichtsfactor, maar ook door het aantal klassen dat in
het eerste stadium van de procedure voor dieeigenschap isgedefinieerd. Omdeze redenen
is het aan te bevelen een gevoeligheidsanalyse uit te voeren, zodat menzichkan concentreren op de parameters met een belangrijke invloed en de diverse keuzen op elkaar kan
afstemmen.
Alleen drastische schaalveranderingen van de lutumpercentages in de diverse lagen
bleken belangrijke wijzigingen in de verdeling van de binnen-klasse varianties over de lagen tot gevolg te hebben. Van de correlaties tussen delagen kan men gebruik maken door
bepaalde lagen bij het classificeren buiten beschouwing te laten. Echter klassen die slechts
gedefinieerd werden op basis van lutum percentages in de bovenste 1,2m, bleken in het
traject van 1,5tot 2,0 mreedszeer heterogeen te zijn.
Een algemene conclusie uit het onderzoek is dat de ontworpen procedure een nuttig
hulpmiddel kanvormen bij het construeren van classificaties voor bodemkarteringen. Verder onderzoek isechter geboden,onder meer naar de nauwkeurigheid waarmee deklassen
in het veld kunnen wordenomgrensd en naar dekeuze vanvariabelen en gewichten.
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